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B H roberts and the book of mormon

truman G madsen

introduction
by its own account the book of mormon is for doubters it an-

nounces on its title page a clear purpose for all the hard labor of
preserving records to the convincing of thejewahejewthe jew and gentile that
JESUS is the CHRIST the ETERNAL GOD that statement presupposes
that there would be serious and searing doubt in the world and that
even religious readers whatever their messianic expectations would
not only raise questions about the historicity of this or that segment
of the life of jesus but about the whole religious enterprise

whether that expectation was obvious in prior centuries or not
the fading religiosity of man is a contemporary fact

among readers who came to the book of mormon with hard
skeptical assumptions B H roberts is notable he was capacitated
by temperament and equipped by study for penetrating analysis
moreover at many junctures of his life he had profound personal
reasons and emotional and spiritual stresses which might have led a
man of lesser integrity to discard wholesale his religious heritage
but on his other side was his capacity for constant patient study
this he brought for more than a half century to the book of mor-
mon as he did to his work in history never letting go never fully
satisfied with what he had written or said and never unwilling to
consider afresh the latest spate of difficulties

we have no autobiographical account of his own conversion to
the book of mormon but he does provide us with the makings of
an outline he accepted it with only surface acquaintance in his
youth in britain as had his mother as part of the total meaning of
the new dispensation his favorite phrase for the restoration
movement prior to his becoming a missionary he had also had an
intuitive or spiritual assurance in response to the very spirit of the
book and its impact in his soul in the mission field he was immedi-
ately subjected to the assault and battery of stereotyped hostility

truman G madsen professor of philosophy holds the richard L evans chair of christian under
standing at brigham young university he isis also the director of thcjudco christian studies center

13 H roberts author of the comprehensive history of the church offilusoffisusof jesus christ of latter day saints
and editor of the history of the church offtsuiof jesus christ of latter day saints was one of the first seven
presidents of the first quorum of the seventy from 1888 until his death inin 1933
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and early on he found himself in public debate in tennessee with a
notorious southern states figure parson alsup for three days this
man deluged the inexperienced elder with an exhaustive and bitter
denunciation of the book of mormon he later learned that each of
parson alsups arguments had been borrowed whole cloth from al-
exander campbellsCampbelPs millennial harbinger from the stress of those
three days elder roberts emerged the victor in three senses first a

responsive audience came and stayed to listen second after a dis-
cussion of pre christian knowledge of christ elder roberts took the
advantage and parson alsup refused to continue the debate and
third within a short time he had baptized and confirmed into the
church more than sixty converts of the local citizenry

this was not a mere passing episode but a preview of the rest of
his life cumulatively he worked to get a fair hearing for the book
in two full volumes and some seventy articles reviews and tracts
and hundreds of sermons

aside from probing the book itself one of his heroes orson
pratt had read it countless times word by word to versify and cross
reference it B H roberts spent much library time in great centers
and collections As a missionary in england for example he went
daily on a five minute walk from the mission headquarters to the cel-
ebrated liverpool picton library there he made an immense collec-
tion of notes on evidences of american antiquities and archae-
ological works at the other end of his life during his five years as
mission president in the eastern states mission from 1923 to 1928
he went on weekends and sometimes at other times to the new
york public library and pursued further research on book of mor-
mon antiquities

the purpose of this article is to present a synopsis of what B H
roberts wrote and said about the book of mormon from ten differ-
ent perspectives our samplings will corroborate the judgment of
herbraistHerbraist sidney B sperry and historian hugh W nibley that his
work though not fully scientific or linguistic was shrewd and
that in basic outlines he was not only a ground breaking pioneer
but in light of what followed was ahead of his time

1 ROBERTS AS circumstantial ANALYST

in his considerations of the book of mormon B H roberts
held that the strictest canons of confirmation including strict in-
ductive methods apply the book of mormon after all is a public
document that can be examined by anyone faithful or faithless it is
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shareable and its claims can be checked against historical data ex-
amination of it is repeatable in the most concrete laboratory sense
of course at this level one can hope only for probabilities but be-
fore one can be convinced that the book is authentic he must be
convinced that it is plausible and before that that it is possible

roberts was not himself softened up to the possibility of mir-
acle the mormon understanding of miracles which he embraced
repudiates the notion that they are a violation of law natural or oth-
erwise or that they involve the logic of paradox miracle is the
name of something extraordinary or beyond conventional explana-
tion 2 roberts dealt extensively with what he called external evi-
dences for the book but that was preparatory to the other side of
the equation not what is the evidence for the book of mormon but
what is the book of momonmormon evidenceorevidenceforevidence fornoror at a distance one may say the
book of mormon story is impossible robertssRobercssrss response has been re-
worded in our time if it happens it must be possible here is a
522 page book english edition start by reading it and then move
to the questions of its sources and its implications

there was a boldness in robertss five decade study of the book
and in the 1500 pages he set down about it

the book of mormon of necessity must submit to every test to
literary criticism as well as to every other class of criticism for our age
is above all things critical and especially critical of sacred literature and
we may not hope that the book of mormon will escape closest scru-
tiny neither indeed is it desirable that it should escape 53

he came to symbolize a willingness an almost reckless willing-
ness to consider the latest learned exegesis he tried to stay abreast
mainly through biblical commentaries and the pages of the hibbert

journal of textual analysis and the contextual efforts of higher criti-
cism though he tended to feel the contribution of such criticism
was highly tenuous hanging heavy weights on slender threadthreadssl4 the
personal implications were that his own roots went deeper after
some four decades of toil he said for many years after a rather
rigid analysis as I1 think of the evidence bearing upon the truth of

see B H roberts miracles partpan of the divine economy the seventysSev entys course inin theology salt
lake city deseret news 1911 4794 79

B H roberts the translation of the book of mormon improvement era 9 april
19064353619064351906 435364355645556435455 36

mccsec4secscc B H roberts higher criticism and the book of mormon improvement era 14 june
191igi19111668668 A more precise account of the isaiah problem by B H roberts isis printed inin the improvement
era 12 julyouly 19096818919096811909 68189681 89 under the title an objection to the book of mormon answered
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the book of mormon I1 have reached through some stress and
struggle too an absolute conviction of its truth 5

in fact in the quagmire of the struggle he became almost san-
guine thus he could write in august 1905 1 I1 do not believe the
book of mormon can be assailed and overcome 116this6 this was not be-
cause he assumed the faithful and credulous would refuse to abandon
the book it was because regardless of the criterion brought to test
it and no matter how one defines evidence the book would stand
up as an authentic historical document

fifty years later the efforts of the councounterter theorists including the
rcregalvanized spaulding theory have come full circle all talk of a

ghost writer or ghost writers has been discredited and sociologist
historian thomas odea expresses the common sense conclusion
that joseph smith himself wrote the book 7 but the marvel of the
product requires radical reappraisal of the alleged author it is fre-
quently said today joseph smith was a genius anyone who could
produce however one defines produce such an elaborate docu-
ment would of course be a master a multiple talent genius in crea-
tive imagination and literary forms he would also have to have the
power of a zeitgeist and subliminal cultural tendencies and a
superhuman grasp of the whole sweep of middle eastern and pre
columbian american history

and that is just the point how could any genius or set of gen-
iuses in the nineteenth century concoct a book that is filled with
stunning details now confirmable of the ancient cultures it claims
to represent by the use of occamsoccamy razor and david humes rule
that one only credits a miraculous explanation if alternatives are
more miraculous the simplest and least miraculous explanation is jo-
seph smiths he translated an ancient record it imposes what rob-
erts called a greater tax on human credulity to say joseph smith
or anyone in the nineteenth century created it 8

As for the translation itself roberts argued that transmission of
information through angelic ministrantsmini strants and the use of the arimurim
and thummim in translation is thoroughly biblical addressing
himself to those who had no confidence whatever in the bible he
went on to plead for an open mind with respect to mans ingenuity

roberts higher criticism and the book of mormon p 667
ab6bS H roberts our work review of the new manual improvement era 8 august 19057841905 784

thomas F odea the normous chicago university of chicago press 19519577 ppap 24 30 37
13 H roberts the probability of ofjoscphjoseph smiths story improvement era 17 march 19043211904321311904 32131321 31

and april 19044173219044171904 41732417 32 B H roberts the relative tax on human credulity between ancient and
modem dispcnsationsdispensations of the christian religion salt lake tabernacle address 21 ocoberocoler 1924
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and the marvelous instruments that have come into his hands which
make the book of mormon claims at least possible 9

2 ROBERTS AS HISTORIAN

I1hisEs study of american antiquities and his tracing of legends and
mythology gave B H roberts a disciplined caution he knew that
fallible memory and active imagination and the flux of purpose in
telling and retelling could turn any authentic story into palpable fic-
tion he knew as well that in the midst of such oral traditions and
folklore there are often kernels of truth with the instincts of a
courtroom attorney intent on cross examination he interviewed
those whwho0 had firsthand knowledge of the coming forth of the book
of mormonmormon he lived in the midst of first generation witnesses

during his first mission to iowa in 1884 he visited david whit-
mer one of the three witnesses who said among other things
young man if that book is not true nothing on gods earth is

true then david whitmer added that he had been cautioned on
the revelatory day david blessed is he that endurethdurethen to the end
roberts felt there was hidden warning in these words for david
whitmer was the only one of the three witnesses who died outside
the church 10

roberts lamented the fact that many encyclopedias claimed that
each of the three witnesses later denied his testimony of the book of
mormon the constraint of evidence some of it gathered by elder
roberts led many editors to retract and reverse that statement late
in life roberts himself made a biographical project out of the life of
oliver cowdery planning to present him as the paradigm of a man
of almostsalmosts who came close to destiny but who finally was stripped
of his gifts and leadership role but in response to prayer roberts
became convinced that oliver cowdery had completed his mission
and that his private estrangement from joseph smith added weight
to his unrelenting witness of the book of mormon roberts threw
his manuscript of oliver cowderysCowderys almost achievements into the
fire that the witnesses of the book of mormon held to their testi-
monies especially in light of the turbulent circumstances of their

roberts the probability of joseph smiths story ppap 52135215321332131321521 3311

iodiarydiary ofofjofaJ orvall ellsworth 23 september 1923 ellsworth was a phdph D student inin economicseconomics at
cornellcomell university at this rimetimerimetime seesec also B H robertssRobenss account of his interview with david whitmer
conference report of the church ofjeju5of jemsjews christ ofoflatterof Latterlatret darday saisalsaintsntsants october 1926 p 126

recollections of georgia roberts maury a daughter of B H roberts inin an interviewinterview with the
author 1966
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lives and the many attempts to discredit them was to roberts heavy
evidence indeed he himself said their testimonies of the book were
unimpeached and unimpeachable 12

then later in his official capacities as a general authority and as
an assistant church historian B H roberts had many additional
interviews with other early participants in the mormon drama such
as john taylor wilford woodruff lorenzo snow joseph F smith
the pratt brothers and others including anson call philo dibble
nathan porter and edward stevenson

3 ROBERTS AS ANALYST OF A translation
B H roberts was preoccupied with joseph smiths role as trans-

lator one reason was that critics turned josephs phrase by the gift
and power of god into a claim he never made that of verbal in-
errancy roberts wrote a whole treatise on these issues concluding
that joseph smith could not escape his own skin josephs vocabu-
lary and grammar are as clearly imposed on the book as are finger-
prints on a coin when harold glen clark asked president roberts
if the book of mormon would read differently had it been translated
by someone else B H roberts replied of course not in substance
and basic message but in modes of expression 1513 although joseph
smith affirmed he used a urimarim and thummimThum mim the instrument did
not do everything and the prophet nothing roberts insisted that
the translation process was neither so simple nor so easy a thing as
has been supposed by both advocates and critics of the prophet 140n14 on
the contrary brain sweat was required and preparation and labor
further as an illustration that exact word for word translation of
one language into another is impossible roberts presented examples
from the greek newtestamentnew testament showing that the word master used
in the authorized version is a translation of six different greek words
all having different shades of meaning judgment stands for eight dif-
ferent greek words 15 he concluded let us rid ourselves of the

B H roberts new witnessesorwitnesses gorforor god 3 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1909 22782 278
Rrichardic ard L anderson has dealt thoroughly with this subject see oliver cowderysCowderys non mormon rep-
utationutationlutationurauta tionriontionrion improvement era 71 august 196818261968181968 182618 26 martin harrishams the honorable new york farm-
er improvement era 72 february 1969181969 18 21 david whitmer the independent missouri business-
man improvement era 72 april 1969741969 74 81 five who handled the platesplacespiates improvement era 72

julyouly 1969381969 38 47
5 sharoldharold glen clarkdarkoark to truman G madsen 25 april 1966 inin possession of the author harold

glen oarkdarkclark served under B H roberts inin the eastern states mission and asked this question during a

missionmission school sessionsession inin brooklyn
IBB H roberts bible quotations inin the book of mormon improvement era 7 january

1904191 96
11bB H roberts the translation of the book of mormon improvement era 9 may 19065441906 544 53
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reproach of charging error even though it be of forms of expression
unto god 111616 elder roberts hoped for the day when the president of
the church would authorize that the book of mormon be made a

classic in english without changing the shade of a single idea or
stastatementtemen t 17 he did not live to see it become a classic in other
translations

4 ROBERTS AS ADVOCATE AND DEFENDER

in his systematic analysis of the book of mormon volumes 2

and 3 of new witnesseswlitnessesforporfor god he called it correctly the fullest
treatise on the book of mormon yet published 188 B H roberts
considered objections to the book and also coucountern ter theories of its ori-
gin including alexander campbells which campbell later aban-
doned some of those objections included the following awkward
style and errors in grammar roberts answered they could be traced
to the translator passages which reflect king james terminology
the mental framework of young joseph smith linguistic issues

such as uniformity versus diversity in style clearly several styles are
demonstrable variant readings of isaiah in 2 nephi likely from a
credible common source apparent pre christian knowledge of the
gospel paul and new testament writers presuppose that the giv-
ing of the priesthood to others than the tribe of levi why not
the birth of jesus at jerusalem no in the land of jerusalem
nephite knowledge of the call of the gentiles historical and
prophetic the alleged three days of darkness in the western hemi-
sphere not of the whole world the unoriginality of the book it
should be true to jewish understanding but there are many surpris-
es alleged modern astronomy in the book not really geograph-
ical issues plausible enough questions arising from the anthon
transcript and its relationship in hieroglyphics and mexican picture
writing wait for egyptologists alleged plagiarisms of historical and
biblical stories religious experience is not falsified by being repeti-
tive the absence of book of mormon names in native american
languages similar names the building of the nephite temple a
small temple built by a small colony the mention of iron and steel
and the horse among the nephitesNephites iron is defensible from other
sources the horse is problematic the incredible jareditejaredineJaredite barges not

161bidibidpp 549
secseesecsee B H roberts YMMIA manual 190319041903 1904 the book of mormon part 1I new witnessorWitnesswitnesseror

godgdgov vol 2 salt lake city general board of the YMMIA 1903 chap 7 ppap 10621106 21
ab8bB H roberts to charles W nibley 10 june 1908 historical department of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives
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incredible the marvels of the liahona there are historical analogies
in the bible the unmanageable weight of the plates heavy but not
debilitating and the unheard of antics of a beheaded soldier named
shiz there are other known cases 19

roberts thought it significant that most of these objections in-
volved a misreading or misrepresentation yet he also allowed that
his own answers to certain anachronisms in the book were at that
time less than satisfactory that little or no evidence of some of the
events or elements of the book of mormon could be discovered in
1900 19501930 nonscriptural sources is hardly proof that the narrative is
mistaken or implausible in the spirit of a logician he urged that
negative knowledge that something didnt happen is much more
difficult to prove than what did negative theory is less valuable
than one trifle of positive evidence with which the book of mor-
mon is replete

contemporary scholars far more specialized and better prepared
with linguistic tools have begun at the other end by studying the
jewish arab cultures of the sixth century BC and earlier and again
the meso american culture of the appropriate later periods they de-
fine patternistic themes and traits the book of mormon can now
be checked to see where it matches these contemporary findings
hugh W nibleysNibleys lehi in the desert 6 the world of the jareditesthejareditesjaredites pro-
vides an old world context and john L sorensonsSorensons work concludes
that the book of mormon is also a meso american codex and
pleads that scholars in anthropology and archaeology apply the book
to their cultural researches even though they are hesitant about its
claim to be a sacred text 2010 meantime new discoveries of ancient
writings reaching into the same periods provide scholars with tighter
controls on the claims of the book the coincidences continue to
pile up

5 ROBERTS AS WISDOM SEEKER

B H roberts saw the book of mormon as a well of aphorisms
he listed more trenchant sayings from the book of mormon than
from any source other than the bible these sayings he believed
were comparable in their edge and insight not only to biblical but
also to hindu and chinese classics the following were among those
he wrote into his own notebook and memorized

roberts new witnessesorWitnesseswitnessesforjorforroror god 3407540754075573 3407557407557407 557
10hughhugh W nibley lehi inin the desert 6 the world of rhetherge jareditesthejaredifesJared iresitesrres salt lake city bookcraft 1952

john L sorensonSorcnson the book of mormon as a mesomesanepaneponeso american codex provo utah society for early hist-
orical archaeology 1977 seesec also hugh W nibley since cumorah the book of mormon inin the mod
ern world salt lakelike city deseret book company 1976
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adam fell that men might be and men are that they might have joy
2 nephi 225

it must needs be that there is an opposition in all things 2 nephi
210211
when you are in the service of your fellow beings you are only in the
service of your god mosiah 217
wickedness never was happiness alma 4110
to be learned is good if they hearken unto the counsels of god 2

nephi 929
it is by grace that we are saved after all we can do 2 nephi 252325 23
see that ye bridle all your passions that ye may be filled with love
alma 381238 12

what manner of men ought ye to be verily I1 say unto you even as I1

am 3 nephi 2727
1I give unto men weaknesses that they may be humble for if they
humble themselves before me and have faith in me then will I1 make
weak things become strong unto them ether 1227
despair cometh because of iniquity moroni 1022
without faith there cannot be any hope moroni 742
charity isis the pure love of christ and it en dureth forever and whosochoso
is found possessed of it at the last day it shall be well with him mo-
roni 747
the laborer in zion shall labor for zion for if they labor for money
they shall perish 2 nephi 26526312631 21

roberts elsewhere warned against a tendency to disparage such
phrases which come quickly to the tongue even before their full sig-
nificancenificance is apparent to the mind a tendency toward air sniffing
contempt for the moral wisdom of the ages beauty and value re-
main even in the most threadbare of such counsels 22who22 who can calcu-
late the power of the repetitive phrase in the jewish passover seder
next year in jerusalem or the two words that have grown out of

the holocaust of the jews never again B H roberts felt com-
parable impact in such phrases as oh remember remember my son
tt wickednessttwickedness never was happiness

6 ROBERTS AS CREATIVE WRITER

from college days and in the wake of his duties as an editor and
journalist with the millennial star and the salt lake herald B H
roberts aspired to creative writing he had already demonstrated
narrative gifts and a dramatic sense short stories plays and even a

bible companion and miscellaneous notes compiled by B H roberts during world war I1

when he was a chaplain church archives see also roberts conference report april 1906 p 17 and
april 1928 p 108

11bB H roberts A nephitcsncphitcs commandments to his three sons Coricorlcommoncogmonanton part 3 improvement
era 3 august 19007601900 76069760 69 and part 4 september 19008354319008351900 835 43
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historical novel were on his agenda of things to do As a start he
wrote stories on moroni a sketch of a nephite republic and a
fictionalized and heightened account of the life of almas son co
riantonriannonrianton a tale of sneaking indulgence and remorse and renewal 23

the story was adapted by 0 U bean into a play it is not surprising
that it enjoyed local acclaim but it also found its way from the salt
lake theater to broadway though it is a moralizingmoral izing story the re-
sponse to it for roberts pointed to the dramatic possibilities of this
and a hundred segments of the book of mormon not only did he
feel that book of mormon characters have flesh and blood counter-
parts in our own day and in our own interior lives but he also
thought it utterly inept to speak of the book of mormon as anti-
quated or of its idealisms and descriptions of barbarism as unreal
he saw it as a mine of sinewy spiritual inspiration he visualized the
book of 3 nephi as a pageant a magnificent easter vision which
could not be matched anywhere in the world of literature 24 for
roberts one might read 3 nephi from no other motives than those
he brings to homer or beowulf

As the church centennial approached 1930 he dreamed of a
major motion picture with a script built upon one or more of the
epic civilizations portrayed in the book it was not to be

although he did not live to realize it B H roberts as presi-
dent of the eastern states mission was the elias of the now na-
tionallytionally known palmyra pageant it was he who set up an elaborate
celebration on 23 september 1923 on the occasion of the looth anni-
versary of the receiving of the plates from the hill cumorah he had
prepared five careful addresses but because of illness delivered only
two the press described his hill cumorah address as like some
graphic panorama of the past like a norse saga and president
roberts wrote home that this one paragraph justified his entire ef-
fort 25aiso25 alsoaiso through his efforts the church acquired the hill cumo-
rah the joseph smith farm the sacred grove and the whitmer
farm 26 1I rejoice that we have these places he said he was pleased
with the call to new york in the first place because it was the terri-
tory of the early scenes of the prophets life the first vision and the
coming forth of the book of mormon the hill cumorah etc

3&B H roberts CoricorlconartonconantoncoriantonConantonanton a nephite story contributor 10 march july 18891711889 171 206 245

286 324 later published as coryCoriconartonconantoncoriantonCoantonnanton a nephite story salt lake city descrctdeseret news press 1902
roberts conreConjeconferencerence report april 1928 p 112
25thethe paragraph was inin the rochester herald new york 22 september 1923 secscesecsee also roberts

conference report october 1923 p 90 and B H roberts comprehensive history of the church alewsajewsofjesus
christ oflatterof latteylatter dajday saints 6 vols provo brigham young university press 1957 65246 524

roberts comprehensive history 6652552526525 26
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which naturally would endear this section of the country to the
mind and heart of elder roberts 2277 several articles grew out of the
five years he spent there 28

7 ROBERTS AS DOCTRINAL TEACHER

B H roberts was more perceptive than many who tend to read
traditional concepts into book of mormon verses the absence of
many of the traditional religious doctrines impressed him convinced
that this book grew out of ancient sectariesnectariessectaries of judaism and from the
firsthand contact of a whole community with the resurrected christ
he felt these absences were significant for instance in the book of
mormon there is no doctrine of ex nihilonichilo creation nor of original
sin nor of a triune hypostatic god nor of divine immateriality nor
of faith alone nor of the all sufficiency or only sufficiency of the
bible nor of the priesthood of all believers nor of predestination
nor of total depravity for roberts these were later christian doc-
trines because none of them could be legitimately defended from the
bible itself

As to the originality of the book of mormon 29 roberts found
doctrines exceeding the native intelligence of joseph smith and his
associates and indeed the combined intelligence and learning of the
nineteenth century among these truths were the definition of truth
itself jacob 413 the doctrine of opposite existences 2 nephi 2
the doctrine with cosmological implications that the universe splits
into two categories things to act and things to be acted upon 2

nephi 214 a foundation for an unqualified affirmation of mans
agency 2 nephi 227 1023 alma 6121 a doctrine of the fall of
adam as instrumental to a higher good 2 nephi 210 11 15 alma
4216 17 a doctrine of the nature of evil as among the eternal
things as eternal as good as eternal as law as eternal as the
agency of intelligenceintelligence3030 2 nephi 217 jacob 559 alma 4113
and thus a master stroke in the solution of the classical problem of
theodicytheodicy31theodicy3l31 how can a god of power be responsible for evil and the

I1 B H roberts biographical notes dictated inin 1933 typescript inin possession of the author p 217
seesecseesec for example B H roberts ramah cumorah inin the land of ripliancum deseret news 3

march 1928 and god the fathers purposes inin creation improvement era 29 january 19262303719262301926 230372305725057230250 37
git911robertsoberts originality of the book of mormon new witnessesorWitnesseswitnesserforWitnesser foror god 31663 1662193166219166 219 cf B H rob

errserts originality of the book of mormon improvement era 8 september 19058011905 801 15 and october
190588290219058821905 882902882 902

5seesceseesec also roberts new witnessesorWitnesseswitnessesforforor god 32273 227
B H roberts A master stroke of philosophy inin the book of mormon deseret news 16 june

1928 see reply by J H paul 23 june 1928 see also B H roberts the immortality of man im
provementprovement era 10 april 19074012319074011907 40123401 23 opposite existences new witnessesorWitnesseswitnessesforfoyforor god 321952192752193 32192721927219 27 and the
seventysSeventys course inin theology 4thath yearbook lessons 6 8 ppap 284628 46
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devil 2 nephi 215 25 and a doctrine of the purpose of mans
existence 2 nephi 225 here he contrasts the classical catechismscatechisms
confessions and creeds of the major christian and jewish faiths he
formulates this doctrine from the words of lehi as follows earth
life became essential to intelligencesintelligences adam fell that this earth life
might be realized the purpose of mans earth life is that he might
have joy the purpose of the gospel is to bring to pass thatichatithat loyjoyoy 13232

in his fourth yearbook of the seventysSeventys course in theology on the
atonement roberts concluded that the book of mormon teaching is
unique on the role of christ that the balance of justice and mercy is
the eternal foundation of the meaning and necessity and power of
the atonement of jesus christ

this isis a doctrine inin modern times peculiar to mormonism
or to speak more accurately to the new dispensation of the gospel
revealed to joseph smith and isis derived almost wholly from the teach-
ings of the book of mormon 33

in its account of the free and complete redemption of little chil-
dren and the redemption of those who die without law he wrote
the book of mormon is also patently clear in fact having compared
the book of mormon teaching with classical soteriology in an-
selm thomas augustine calvin and luther B H roberts con-
cluded that nowhere else in all christian literature is such mighty
understanding of the christ presented accepted as a fifth gospel
it would put to silence several great controversies 34

above all he rejoiced exceedingly to show that the book of
mormon does not simply affirm that jesus is the christ but that it
clarifies what it means forjesusfor jesus to be the christ in contrast to those
who have held that mormonism denies or qualifies the deity of jesus
christ roberts held that the book of mormon is solid testimony to
the contrary therein is revealed that christ is the complete revela-
tion of the one divine nature the express image of the father and
that in nature and attributes the father is exactly like the son it is
in that sense that mormonscormons are and in another sense are not mon
otheists there is only one god nature 35when35 when intelligences in

52113111roberts3111obertsoberts originality of the book of mormon improvement era 8 october 19o59oo19059001905 900goo see also
ppap 801soisol8011515 and 882902882 902

roberts the seventysSeventys course inin theology 41134 113 14 he refers to major doctrinal sections of the
book of mormon 2 nephi 2 alalmama 12 34 and 4422 and mormmormonon 9

4 roberts conference report april 1904 p 16

his most mature statement isis inin god discourses of B H roberts salt lake city deseret book
company 1948 ppap 7910579 105 cf roberts conference report april 1924 ppap 76 80 he speaks of the
book of mormon as an instrument to stem the tideodendetlde of unbelief p 79 and establish the deity of
jesus christ p 80
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the universe fulfill the will of god and receive of his fulnessfalnessfulness they
too become harmonized and participate in that god nature christ
was the first who by his life and sacrificial death reflected and re-
vealed all of him god revealed in all his fulnessfalnessfulness 36 in the late
1920s elder roberts convinced the leadership of the youth organiza-
tions of the church to set up a banner sloganslogaelogan we stand for abso-
lute faith in the eternal god revealed in jesus christ 5737 and in his
own sermons he utilized the tract he had written while president of
the eastern states mission in the series of four tracts why mor-
monism

mormonism is here to be through the book of mormon a witness to
the deity more than to the divinity of jesus christ to the con-
vincing of thejewsthe jews and gentiles thatjesusthat JESUS is thechristthe CHRIST the ETERNAL

godmanifestingGOD manifesting HIMSELF to all nations 5838

8 ROBERTS AS DEVILS ADVOCATE

B H roberts found and in many cases anticipated objections
and reductive approaches to the book he was known to turn the
tables on young mormon missionaries and represent the case
against with crisp skill pushing points of vulnerability that tested
their mettle he warned them against superficial response most of
his colleagues disapproved of such confrontations but roberts
would say you will have a good experience it will open your eyes
and deepen your understanding 5939

on 4 and 5 januajanuaryry 191922223 B H roberts made an oral presen-
tation before the general authorities concerning what some critics
claimed were anachronisms in the book of mormon the mention
of horses of cimeterscimeters or swords and of silk these were troublesome
to him as well as to the critics he also presented a lengthy analysis
of a tougher problem still the variety of language dialects in central
and south america more varied than the time period claimed by the
book of mormon could account for the meetings lasted for ten
hours on the first day and through the whole day and evening of the
second elder james E talmage of the council of the twelve
apostles recorded that he and others were asked to help elder rob-
erts prepare answers though none were clearly on the horizon elder

56bB H roberts subject outline book 1924 MS ppap 121 2 church archives
71ibidbid p 8
B H roberts handbook of the restoration ist ed independence mo zions printing and pub-

lishing company 1944 p 318518 secseesce also ppap 318 42
oraioral history recordings of dr john T emmett 16 december 1967 p 5 elder emmett was

secretary to B H roberts in the eastern states mission transcript in possession of the author
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talmage nevertheless predicted in his journal that the book of
mormon would be vindicated 40

lateruterlter in march of 1922 roberts prepared a draft of a written
report to the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve it in-
cluded a further discussion of the linguistic problems and other
points as well the study of such books as those of josiah priest
ethan smith and others led him to examine such questions as

what literary and historical speculations were abroad in the nine-
teenth century could joseph smith have absorbed them in his
youth and could these influences have provided the ground plan for
such a work as the book of mormon did joseph smith have a
mind sufficiently creative to have written it and what internal
problems and parallels within the book of mormon called for expla-
nation in confronting such questions roberts prepared a series of

parallelscparallels with ethan smiths view of the hebrews a summary of
this analysis excerpted passages from ethan smiths work and lined
them up in columns with comparable ideas in the book of mor-
mon 41 examination of such questions was contained in a type-
written manuscript entitled book of mormon study 42

about this particular study certain points must be kept in mind
if it is not to be gravely misunderstood first it was not intended for
general dissemination but was to be presented to the general aut-
horitiesthori ties to identify for them certain criticisms that might be made
against the book of mormon in his 1923 letter roberts wrote

let me say once and for all so as to avoid what might otherwise
call for repeated explanation that what isis herein set forth does not rep-
resent any conclusions of mine this report is for the information
of those who ought to know everything about it pro and con as well as
that which has been produced against it as that which may be pro-
duced against it I1 am taking the position that our faith is not only
unshaken but unshakeable in the book of mormon and therefore we
can look without fear upon all that can be said against it 134

it is not clear how much of this typewritten report was actually sub-
mitted to the first presidency and the twelve but it is clear that it
was written for them

journals40joumajs of james E talmage 4 and 5 january 1922 archives harold B lee library brigham
young university provo I1 am indebted to sterling albrecht for these references

ethan smith view of the hebrews photomechanical reprints and parallels by mormon historian
B H roberts salt lake city modem microfilms ndn d

the original isis inin the possession of the roberts family A xerox copy of that original has been

placed inin the marriott library at the university of utah
513B H roberts to the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve march 1923
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in 1932 roberts wrote to a missionary who had heard rumors of
his work 1 I had written it for presentation to the twelve and the
presidency not for publication but I1 suspended the submission of it
until I1 returned home but I1 have not yet succeeded in making the
presentationofpresentation of it 114444

second the report was not intended to be balanced A kind of
lawyers brief of one side of a case written to stimulate discussion in
preparation of the defense of a work already accepted as true the
manuscript was anything but a careful presentation of robertss
thoughts about the book of mormon or of his own convictions

third many of the perceived problems are no longer problems
roberts himself soon came to realize that the peoples of the book of
mormon do not represent the only migration that inhabited the
western hemisphere so the problem of linguistic variation dis-
solved later scholars would find evidence of cimeterscimeters of silk and of
horses 45

roberts said in 1933 that he had concluded ethan smith played
no part in the formation of the book of mormon appreciative of
irony he might well have smiled at the sequel after his death ill
wishers published the parallels of the book without elder rob-
erts

robe-
rtss cover letter disclaimer 46 others have gleefully recited other
ct problemsctproblems as he presented them seemingly unaware that they were
reflecting neither robertss own considered conclusions nor the cur-
rent state of research fawn brodie wrote in her biography of joseph
smith that view of the hebrews may have given joseph smith the
idea of writing the book while conceding that it may never be
proved that joseph ever saw view of the hebrewsHehrews she was confident
that the striking parallelisms between the two books hardly leave a
case for mere coincidence 114747 so doing she unwittingly provided the
criteria that validates the book of mormon the striking paral
lelismslelisms between the book of mormon and its own claimed histori-
cal matrix are far more striking indeed destroying the case for mere
coincidence while such genuine historical parallels do not exist for
ethan smiths speculative treatise before his death in 1933 roberts

B H roberts to elizabeth Skoffield 12 march 1932 inin possession ofjohnof john noble Henchenchleyhicy
nibley steel glass and silk lehi inin the desert ppap 21016210 16 cf nibley an approach to the book

offarmonfmrmonfMmormonrmon salt lake city deseret news press 1957 ppap 646564 65 see also milton R hunter Chichchichcnchich6nchichenchichancn
itziitza horse Aarchaeology and the book of mormon saitsaisalsaltt lake cicirycityry deseret news press 1956 ppap 1llolio11010
and archaeology and the book of mormon horses inin ancient america part 6 improvement era 58
october 19557244019557241955 72440724 40 and part 7 december 19558989919558981955 89899898 99 97277972 77

4613agieaglethanethan smith view odtheoftheof the hebrews photomechanical reprints and parallels by mormon historianHis tonan
B H roberts it would seem to indicate that B H roberts had lost his faith inin the book of mor-
mon introduction p 1

fawn brodie no man knows myalyafy history rev ed new york alfred A knopf 1975 ppap 464846 48
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had concluded that the central claims of joseph smith and ethan
smith are not only independent but incompatible

roberts felt he had established beyond doubt that there is
enough independent evidence for pre columbian jewish or hebraic
influence on native american races to make the book of mormon
claims at least credible the evidence was accumulating rapidly in the
last decade of elder robertss life it has been an avalanche since so
much so that he told fellow historian preston nibley in 1930 that he
wished to call in his new witnesses volumes and start over 48 to mis-
sionary associates he confided that he hoped to visit central and
south america and there examine firsthand the remnants of ancient
middle american peoples most of his work he admitted had been
as a compiler heavily dependent on secondary sources for his con-
clusionsclu sions age and declining health dissolved this hope how our
visions vanish as time rushes upon them he wrote in the late
1920s 494

teachers who have used the devils advocate approach to
stimulate thought among their students lawyers who in preparation
of their cases have brought up what they consider the points likely
to be made by their worthy opponents all such people will recog-
nize the unfairness of taking such statements out of context and of-
fering them as their own mature balanced conclusions for ill
wishers to resurrect robertss similar devils advocate probings is
not a service to scholarship for they are manifestly dated and it is a

travesty to take such working papers as a fair statement of B H
robertss own appraisal of the book of mormon for as this paper
abundantly demonstrates his conviction of its truth was unshaken
and frequently expressed down to the time of his death

9 ROBERTS AS ONE spiritually ATHIRST

in robertss mind and heart the book of mormon was precious
withal 50 and one who began with faith could later be edified by
what elder roberts called an intellectual testimony of its truths or
one could begin with the intellect and end with an edifying faith in
the personalities behind it during his mature life he went back and
forth between the two equally excited by the feelings of discovery
to intimates on more than one occasion he quoted brigham
youngs statement that no man had yet so much as heard of the

oPprestonoprestonnprestonreston nibley inin conversation with the author i9601960

ab
9bB H roberts to elizabeth skolfield 23 april 1928 inin possession of john noble henchleyHench lcyicy
oRerobertsrobertsorobertsoberts conference report april 1911 p 58
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book of mormon but what the spirit of the lord whispered quietly
to his soul that that book was true 51 though renowned for his
gifts as a speaker B H roberts agonized over the fact that he could
never communicate the intensity the power the consuming white
lightfighthight that seemed to him to shine through the book

in april 1928 on only one of thirty occasions when he used the
tabernacle pulpit on this subject he said after reading of the ancient
nephitesNephites crying hosanna in the presence of christ

now tell me in what church or cathedral in the world in what
sacred grove in what place among the habitations of men will be
found a more glorious easter vision of the christ than this and the
world would have lost this if it had not been for the book of mormon
coming forth and there is a hundred more such glorious things that
have come to the world in that book to enlighten the children of
men 52

he closed with a prayer for on this level the paralytic influence of
analysis gave way to faith and its fulfillment it was the praise of
god that shone in him as he sang his song of praise

by 1930 roberts had polished his two major works the six vol-
ume comprehensive history of the church and his three volume manu-
script the truth the way the life his chapter on the book of
mormon in the history is modified only slightly from the conclusions
drawn in his new witnesses books but two chapters on christ in the
final volume of his doctrinal treatise include a more detailed exegesis
of 3 nephi and especially of the teachings of the christ in their eth-
ical and social bearing he provided further insight into his assertion
that the book of mormon intensifies the new testament sermons
of jesus and demands a higher and richer relationship with christ as
christ not just jesus as teacher this was the absolute preface to a
higher mode of personal and social sanctity and righteousness 53

at the 1930 centennial celebration in summarizing the work of
the first century and anticipating the beginning of the second rob-
erts spoke in the idiom of revelation

hear oh heavens and give ear oh earth for god hath spoken
the record of joseph in the hands of ephraim the book of mormon
has been revealed and translated by the power of god and supplies the
world with a new witness for the christ and the truth and the fulnessfalness
of the gospel 54

sec51seesee roberts conference report october 1905 ppap 44444545
52 roberts conference report april 1928 p 112
53 B H roberts the lrutharuthiruth1ruth the way and the life vol 3 chaps 50 51 and 52 MS church

archiveshives
54 roberts conference report april 1930 p 47
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10 ROBERTS AS ideological PROPHET

B H roberts did not enjoy being cast in the role of prophet
but he was confident in the triumph of ideas if you regard us from
the viewpoint of learning and philosophy we cut no great figure
he said in his midlifemid life yet mormonism is essentially a religion for
intellectual men 55 he believed that it would appeal once seen
clearly to the highest intelligences of the earth

I1 am convinced that when men of intelligence can be brought to
the point of being sufficiently humble to read again the book of mor-
mon and to take into account the high purposes for which it was writ-
ten and will stop sneering at such human elements as may be inin it
and will examine once more its teachings upon the great theme of sal-
vation through the atonement of the christ they can indeed find wis-
dom and philosophy and truth in its doctrines 1656

the book he predicted would have gathering and unifying
power not only for the jewish and christian world but for all it
would come to fix the worlds standards of philosophical thought
and ethical action in ages yet unborn 57 oh what the world would
have lost if the book of mormon had not been brought forth he
said in april 1928 58

in 1933 in his final discourse titled god B H roberts said
again that joseph smith received commandments from god which
inspired him and gave him power from on high to translate the
book of mormon which with subsequent revelations brought
forth a development of the truth that surpasses all revealed truth of
former dispensations 59 he had earlier said the book would come to
be viewed as the greatest literary event of the world since the writ-
ings of the decalogue by the finger of god or the publication of the
testimony in the new testament thatjesusthat jesus is the christ 0360116060

he also said we who accept it as a revelation from god have
every reason to believe that it will endure every test and the more
thoroughly it is investigated the greater shall be its ultimate

116161triumph
he once pointed out a striking prophecy in the book of mor-

mon about itself nephi records there shall be many which shall

ibid5sibid april 1911l911ppappp 575957 59
561bidibid561bid ppap 59 46060agovgo

ibid51lbid october 1906 p 65
5 ibid april 1928 p 107
59bB H roberts discourses of B H roberts p 105

6orobertsroberts conference report october 1923 p 91
61 61robertsroberts the translation of the book of mormon p 436
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believe the words which are written and they shall carry them forth
unto the remnant of our seed 2 nephi 303 how many is

many roberts knew well that a person can believe the bible at
least in an attenuated sense without believing the book of mormon
but one cannot believe the book of mormon without also believing
the bible the same nephi also predicts that other books will
come forth to convince jew and gentile upon all the face of the
earth that the records of the prophets and of the twelve apostles of
the lamb are true 1 nephi 1339 the book of mormon and the
other books yet to come will not replace the bible but the bible
will be reinstated in a greater guiness of splendor and clarity than it
has enjoyed in all prior centuries

B H robertss ten approaches to the book of mormon assured
and reassured him that it was authentic scripture and he died with
this faith the book of mormon will not convert the world to a
small and encrusted sect called mormonism for mormonism is to
become a world movement the book of mormon will help recon-
vert christians and eventually all the family of man to christ
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to see thy face

randall L hall

1

I1 come rising from the water
like an angel
breathing rarer airair
leaving buried in the quivering grave
the crippled part of me that trembled in the light
that dark and warring part of me
that I1 had bruised and wounded
but could not totally subdue

I1 come rising
with the new blood singing praises
to the father son and holy ghost
through whose namenamess and power
every whit of me is cleansed

2

there is fire
in those hands placed firmly on my head
that ignites a thrill and quiver in me
and I1 begin to fill with flame
As I1 open wide my arms
in joy and greeting
for the promised brother
come to be the mentor of my soul

he enters bringing gifts
in preparation for our journey to the light
A scouring flame
A golden vial whose scent is peace
A compass
A key that opens time

randall L hall received an MAM A inin english with an emphasis inin creative writing from brigham
young university in april 1979 he was named poet of the year for utah by the utah state poetry
society and his first book of poems mosaic was published inin september
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3

in the center of this circle ringed with power
hands once again upon my head
I1 receive the hallowed power
that transports me to the mountain
and allows me to behold the glory
and the everlasting burnings of his face

my own hands come alive with flame
and I1 am sent to minister

the future blooms before me
where standing in his stead my words

guide infants cradled in my hands

collapse the life from wind
restore it to a failing body

organize and kindle stars
and govern suns that roll upon their wings
in orbit through the air

4
I1 reach upwards
in this palace spiring towards the sun
eager to be lifted into heaven by thy hand

time and space
are shattered like a pane of clouded glass
and the metaphor of eden
shares its quickened struggle with my heart

sequestered from the world
the eyes of angels watch
As one by one
I1 lay upon the altar
all the jewels and baubles of my soul
and seek the promised recompense
that floods with charity and light
this necessary emptiness
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5

in this room of whiteness silence mirrors and light
I1 kneel
and take your hand
we feel the words of power
thrill the air
and fuse our love forever

now one we kneel together truly
creating an infinity of images
that in our likeness shuttle back and forth
within the mirrors of eternal lives
harbingers of that unnumbered myriad of sons and daughters
rising into grace upon the earths and kingdoms we have formed
rising to the fullest measure of creation
rising splendidly in that bright flux beyond the stars
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bringing the restoration to the academic
world clinical psychology as a test case

alienallenailen E bergin

I1 believe in bringing the restoration to the academic world by
infusing scholarly work with values revelations and inspired meth-
ods of inquiry that derive from the gospel if this can be done rigor-
ously and successfully the results could be revolutionary president
oaks in his lecture to the faculty entitled A house of faith

1977 presented an inspired vision of the harmony among the uni-
versityversity the temple and the missionary training center I1 believe
that vision supports the goal which I1 have in mind in this lecture
As the divine purposes underlying these three great institutions are
harnessed into a coherent search for and dissemination of truth in-
comparable modes of scholarship and education can result but first
it must be understood that the principle of revelation is as fundamental to

the university as it is to the gospel itself

revelation AND CELESTIAL scholarship
to take the step from terrestrial to celestial scholarship requires

an integration of the spiritual and the empirical with the spiritual
providing the basic frame of reference and much of the impetus for
our rational and empirical efforts in keeping with church teachings
I1 believe that the extraordinary insights of scientists scholars and
artists come by revelation in the context of disciplined and educated
searching this means that the process that pertains to sacred knowl-
edge also applies to secular knowledge for the origins of both lie
ultimately in the same divine source of truth it seems important
then to make this influence a systematic part of our work instead of
the happenstance factor it often is now

divine revelation is the guiding factor in the growth of all hu-
man knowledge president harold B lee referred to this fact

allenalienailen E bergin a member of the institute for studies inin values and human behavior and a professor
inin the psychology department at brigham young university presented this address as the sixteenth
annual distinguished faculty lecture 21 february 1979 at BYU portions of this address arcare scheduled
to appear inin the august 1980 ensign
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some years ago in a class of seminary teachers at brigham young uni-
versityversity dr edwin D starbuck a university of iowa professor re-
marked that every great scientific discovery came as an intuition to
the mind of the discoverer when he explained what he meant by
intuition his students said they called it inspiration

there is widespread interest in the academic world concerning
where great ideas come from dr hans strupp and 1I in an interview
with the psychiatrist kenneth colby found him fascinated by the
subject he discussed inspirational dreams and said he had been wait-
ing all his life for one he then said in the final analysis no one
knows where great ideas come from they are a gift from god 122

the discoveries of albert einstein seem to fit with this notion
one cannot help but be intrigued by the question of where he got
his ideas his paper on the special theory of relativity written in the
summer of 1905 when he was twenty six was astonishing this pa-
per which turned the scientific world upside down contained not a
single footnote or reference einstein once declared that he created
it out of whole cloth one biographer R W clark said today
two thirds of a century after einstein posted the manuscript of his
paper to annalen der physiaphysik the dust is still stirred by discussion of
what inspired him 3 einstein once reflected upon the fact that even
in his youth he had intimations of his later concepts he also said

when I1 examine myself and my methods of thought I1 come to the
conclusion that the gift of fantasy has meant more to me than my tal-
ent for absorbing positive knowledge 4

the mind can proceed only so far upon what it knows and can prove
there comes a point where the mind takes a higher plane of knowl-
edge but can never prove how it got there all great discoveries have
involved such a leap 5

clark stated that such work demanded the quality of intuition
a feel for nature as indefinable as a poets sense of words 116dr6 dr hen-
ry eyring who knew einstein at princeton told me that the man
seemed to speak a religious language and to be in touch with a cos-
mic consciousness I1 recently asked dr kenneth colby if he believed

harold B lee seek learning even by study and also by faith improvement era 71 19681031968 103

ailenalien E bergin and hans H strupp changing frontierfrontiers inin the science of psychotherapy chicago
aldine 1972 ppap 280 81

ronald william clark einstein new york world 1971 p 74

ibid p 87
ibidibidpp 622

61bidibidpp 87
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that einstein was in touch with a cosmic consciousness and he re-
plied yes einstein himself said that his goal was to discover the
mind of god everything else was details

kekule the german chemist had a visionary experience in
which he perceived the ends of swirling molecules bending and
touching one another to form a ring and thus was born the notion
of molecular structures in matter that became one basis for the field
of organic chemistry 7

the psychological studies of creativity carried out by D W
mackinnon at berkeley manifest this same intuitive process at the
core of innovative work in diverse fields using a measure of in-
tuitivenesstuitiveness mackinnonsMacKin nons study of creative groups showed that
nearly all had it 901269017690 of the creative writers 9296925692 of the mathemati-
cians 93 of the research scientists and 100 of the architects 8

neal millerillereliereilerNf a national science medal winner in acknowledging
the importance of such phenomena in discoveries has described the
relationship between two phases in the scientific process that of dis-
covery and that of proof

during the discovery or exploratory phase I1 am interested inin find-
ing a phenomenon gaining some understanding of the most signifi-
cant conditions that affect it

during this phase I1 am quite freewheelingfree wheeling and inintuitivetuitive follow
hunches vary procedures try out wild ideas and take shortcutsshort cuts dur-
ing it I1 usually am not interested in elaborate controls

after I1 believe I1 have discovered a phenomenon and understand
something about it comes the next phase of convincingly and rigor-
ously proving this to myself and to the rest of the scientific commu-
nity 9

note his assertion that the proof phasefollowsphase follows the discovery of a
phenomenon the discovery is usually based on some process other
thanthaithad a precise scientific method although it always occurs in the con-
text of substantial information and intensive scholarly labor

A set of experiences related by president oaks in his 1977 faculty
workshop address also illustrates the theme of intuitive and inspired
discovery his lecture is one of the most important I1 have ever heard
or read concerning the means by which the university may attain its

I11 I am grateful to dr smith broadbentBroadbcnt of the BYU chemistry department for this account derived
from Kekekuleskekulcsmekuleskules own writingswn tings

ad8dD W mackinnon the nature and nurture of creative talent american psychologist 17

19624891962 489
neal E miller comments on strategy and tactics of research inin bergin and strupp changing

frontiers inin the science of psychotherapy p 348
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destiny in it he described five different occasions in which he expe-
rienced spiritual direction with respect to an administrative deci-
sion he said

I1 experienced that kind of revelation as pure intelligence was thrust
upon mym consciousnessconsciousness 10

with respect to professional inquiry he said

at other timestimes inin connectionconnection with my scholarly work on law and legal
history I1 have been restrained from publishing something that later
turned out to be incorrectincorrect and I1 have been impressed to look inin ob-
scure places where I1 found information vital to guide me to accurate
conclusions on matters of moment inin my work

since the restored gospel teaches that this process of illumination
consists of a communioncommunion between divine intelligence and the human
spirit jobuobbob 328 1I believe we should make it an explicit aspect of
scholarly inquiry as we attempt to bring the restoration mean-
ingfullyingfully inside of our daily professional labors and attempt to build
an academic zion this would take us beyond the unsystematic use
of this method that already occurs in much creative work

AN LDS MODEL OF INQUIRY

the nature of inquiry in our work might then be construed as in
figure 1

1 2 3
ecclesiastical personal secular

system inspiration system

I1
spiritual

test I1 discovery
insight I1 I1

empirical
test I1

figure 1 LDS professional functions

dallin H oaks A house of faith inin 1977 annual university conference report provo utah
brigham young university 1977 p 15

ibid
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it may be noted there that the revelatory method is at the center
of the discovery process under 2 it is depicted as personal in-
spiration where an individual such as einstein in the context of a
system of inquiry receives an insight or makes a discovery on the
right we indicate that the insights so obtained are formulated into
hypotheses so that in the regular professional domain they can be
tested refined revised and brought to fruition by the ordinary
means of empirical observation experiment and reason there is no
need in the professional context to divulge the origin of the ideas to
be tested even though we know that all good hypotheses whoever
proposes them come from similarly intuitive and subjective sources

on the left is indicated the process of spiritual validation that is
testing a revealed or personal insight by seeking further revelation or
a witness about it

this method includes checking ones insights against the scrip-
tures or the words of the living prophets or gaining the additional
testimonies of other scholars who are capable of making their own
spiritual test of the question this method is relevant primarily to
our BYU and church context and is probably not shareable outside
of it it short circuits ordinary empirical methods and is already wide-
ly used within the church such as in the development of the family
home evening program which was instituted on the basis of in-
spiration as a means of influencing human behavior change without
a professional empirical test of its effectiveness

similarly spiritual forms of counseling can be developed and ap-
plied within the church setting without empirical validation al-

though an inspired program operating solely within the church can
and should be refined by the standard research methods under 3

for the benefit of the church and those others who have eyes to see
and ears to hear in this case an arrow would be drawn from 2 to

1 and from 1 to 3

this diagram indicates the importance of role differentiation if a

person is operating in role 2 and is writing and lecturing on his
insights it is important for him not to act as though he has com-
pleted 1 and 32 A person sometimes may express insights with-
out having completed external tests of either the spiritual or em-
pirical type similarly one could start from 3 operating strictly
within an empirical professional frame of reference and obtain ideas
there that coalesce 2 and 3 and then bring them over to 1

and try them out in the church then an arrow would be drawn
from 3 to 2 and from 3 to 1 there is not an absolute se-

quence here but a variety of ways of functioning it is important to
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distinguish the roles however so that when we are operating solely
within the church it is quite clear that we are not doing 3 and
vice versa our roles can then be kept clear

thisibis approach emphasizes a harmonious application of revelation
experiment and reason all three of which are given of god these
are depicted in figure 2

figure 2 true knowledge

experimentation

revelation

when we serve as missionaries we expect our investigators to
use this method for acquiring truth they are asked to study pray
attend church and live the principles of the gospel in order to ob-
tain true knowledge they are expected to think experiment and
receive revelation however when we return from missions go to
graduate school and then become professors we lop off the revela-
tory method as though it is irrelevant to our own search for truth
which we call scholarship so in figure 2 1I have put experimenta-
tion and reason in a box with revelation lopped off and that I1 think
is the standard procedure of most scholars all I1 am suggesting is
that we restore revelation to our approach to truth within our pro-
fessionsfessions and incorporate it into the complete system of inquiry the
lord has outlined

the relevance of this system can be illustrated by reference to
personal experience
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A PERSONAL experience THE deterioration EFFECT

I1 was working on some psychotherapy research and had in mind
some unusual ideas about therapeutic outcome based on previous ex-
aminationsaminations of data discussions with colleagues etc I1 had begun to
believe that sometimes the help being given was actually making
people worse this was difficult to verify because there were virtually
no studies that used a category of worse in their outcome ratings
it seemed that few considered it possible that well intentioned coun-
seling designed to relieve suffering could actually increase mental dis-
turbancesturbances as opposed to decreasing them I1 then began to immerse
myself in more data table by table of numerous studies looking
examining and pondering at some point which I1 cannot remem-
ber exactly the illumination came yes they are getting worse and the

therapy is the harmful agent if these negative effects are separatedfromseparated tromfrom the

remainder of the outcome data then a strong improvement effect appears
it was as though it were midway through my process of inquiry that
this happened I1 had struggled with the various findings yet I1 was
far from completion or verification but there it was clear as could
be I1 knew then that the hypothesis was right and I1 began to rush
through the data study by study anxiously looking for confirmation
I1 found it everywhere it was buried in the statistics of many studies
but was ex extractabletractable it was evident in obscure single sentences and
references here and there it popped up in case reports I1 began to
remember and see some of my own past cases more clearly it was as
though I1 now had a conceptual structure in my mind into which the
bits and pieces of evidence readily fit despite the acknowledged dan-
gers of fitting and possibly distorting data into a preconception I1

have come to realize that this is the way insight actually works it is
neither isolated from the data nor really part of the data it is a prin-
ciple or truth which gives order to the phenomena and if it is right
comes as pure intelligence via a heavenly process as president oaks
described and enables us to correctly interpret the data

lest you believe this sense of certitude about an insight to be
idiosyncratic let me refer again to dr einstein part of his theory
asserted that gravity should have an effect on light it was deter-
mined to test this theory by observing during an eclipse of the sun
whether light coming from stars to earth shifted as it passed the sun
this difficult test was conducted by sir arthur eddington and others
a number of years after einstein posited the phenomenon the re-
sults confirmed his theory eddington referred to it as the greatest
day in his life but when einsteinsernsteinsEinsteins student read to him eddingtonsEdding tons
telegram with the confirmation he was unmoved he said but 1I
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knew that the theory was correct when asked what if there
had been no confirmation of his prediction he countered then I1

would have been sorry for the dear lord eddingtonEdding tonj the theory is

correct 1 I12

my own experience is like a crust of bread fallen under the table
compared to the feast that albert einstein provided the world but I1

firmly believe the processes to be similar and available to all of us I1

understand that a number of our facultyhavefaculty hivehave had comparable expe-
riencesrien ces they are in fields as diverse as music and chemistry I1 hope
that we will have the privilege of learning more about them in the
future

in 1966 1I published an article in which I1 named the deteriora-
tion effect and also identified the correlated improvement effects
although it was only eleven pages long and though others had writ-
ten about the problem my synthesis seemed to clarify matters in
evaluating change sufficiently that the news shot around the profes-
sional world and within a year I1 was well known in my specialized
field on the basis of that one simple insight

figure 3 illustrates the phenomenon it depicts a compilation of
data from many studies by various research teams on the left we
have two bars representing a group who received no therapy but
who were emotionally disturbed on the far left is indicated a distri-
bution of initial pre experiment scores such as on a measure of de-
pression with the average score in the middle the next bar indicates
that after a period of time has passed say six months the depression
scores on these individuals have spread out somewhat some have
improved and a few have gotten worse apparently spontaneously so
there is a new distribution for this untreated group

the fourth bar on the far right indicates a similar initial distribu-
tion of depresdepressionsionslon scores prior to treatment for an equivalent group
who are to receive therapy after therapy a strange thing happens
the depression scores have fanned out in both directions as shown
in bar 3 indicating that some of the treated cases have become sig-
nificantlynific antly worse than any in the untreated control group while some
have become significantly better some did not change and some
have changed spontaneously for reasons having nothing to do with
the therapy

this finding helped clarify several other problems one of the
questions was how does personality change occur once the

oarkdark einstein p 230
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fanned out distribution in bar 3 was noted then we could examine
what was happening at either end several groups of researchers stud-
ied the matter and found that some of this was due to client charac-
teristicste those who were most disturbed to begin with were more
fragile and more readily deteriorated during therapy the largest in-
fluence on this dispersion came however from the therapists them-
selves A series of studies showed that therapist characteristics are the

treatment
post gr ps

pre post
therapeutic

change

pontaneousspontaneous
pro ent

N

mam1 mam3

no mange

eteriorationexteriorationeterioration

2 4 3

bar I11 distribution of test scores for disturbed control groups at beginning of studies

bar 2 distribution of test scores for disturbed control group at end of study showing increased spread

of scores due to spontaneous improvement and spontaneous deterioration

bar 3 distribution of test scores for disturbed treatment group at beginning of therapy

bar 4 distribution of test scores for disturbed treatment group at end of therapy showing increased

spread of scores due to therapeutic change and therapist induced deterioration

mlMI m2ma median points pre and post which show greater change for therapy groups than control

m3ma m4ma groups

NOTE lengths of bars are approximations

figure 3 the diverse effects of psychotherapy 153

osS L garfield and allenalienailen E bergin eds handbook of psychotherapy and behavior change 2ndand ed
new york wiley 1978 p 153
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primary factors that divide positive from negative outcome 14 these
characteristics provide by the way profound support for the gospel
notions of love affection unselfishness and commitment because it
is those therapists who are warm empathic well adjusted and wise
who seem to get thepositivethe positive effects those who have their own anx-
ieties seem to get the negative effects

the foregoing illustrates my thesis of how I1 started with data
how personal inspiration became involved and how the different
processes of inquiry came together it was a great success in my life
looking back upon it it was almost like a conversion experience

looking back I1 must however admit to significant failures as
well many wonderful and exaggerated things have been said about
me this evening but for the sake of the aspiring students especially
I1 want to mention some of my failures so that it will be clear that
imperfect people can still succeed

when I1 was in college and transferred to BYU I1 came here on
academic probation I1 had to struggle upward and out of that into a
new way of functioning I1 think low points occur in peoples lives
that they have to overcome that was one of mine one of my more
recent failures was a book I1 attempted to write I1 was invited to
write an introductory text by a publisher who indicated that I1 would
make a great deal of money from it and the publisher provided a
substantial financial advance to get the project started but after sev-
eral years of effort the marketing tests obtained negative reactions to
the manuscript it was judged as too academic and abstract I1 tried to
revise it but was never successful so eventually I1 invited dr robert
bennion to help me because of his flair for communicating to stu-
dents we did some revising but never succeeded in adequately re-
vamping the entire manuscript seemingly 800 pages down the
drain I1 hope to have saved it now by turning it entirely over to dr
bennion perhaps if he takes my parts out of it and fills them in it
ultimately will see the light of day then he will get the money and
I1 wont I1 have had many other failures but I1 think that is as many
as I1 can divulge tonight

scriptural implications FOR A THEORY OF

personality AND relationships
while the research I1 and others have done provides part of a

comprehensive gospel approach to personality it is also transcended

allenalienallenailen E bcrginberginbargin some implications of psychotherapy research for therapeutic practicePac ricetice journal
of abnormal psychology 71 19662351966255 46
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by the gospel because the scriptures reveal basic concepts that are
fundamental to an understanding of human nature that cannot be
understood in their fulnessfalness in any other way turning to the scrip-
tures for example illustrates how points 1 and 2 in figure 1

can be implemented
I1 would like to refer to an unusual example of the combination

of 1 2 and ultimately 3 that has been occurring here on
our campus with respect to human behavior I1 refer here to the work
of victor brown jr on homosexuality that work has not been
published yet but it has been presented to several groups for their
reactions he has taken the inspiration of the scriptures he has
worked within a church context he has worked with the data and
then he has put together a theory that theory is the most original I1

have seen on this subject it is a theory that can be easily translated
into secular terminology for testing of the hypotheses associated
with it it is a beautiful example of the combination of the three role
functions depicted in figure 1 and the three aspects of inquiry de-
picted in figure 2 1I hope that before too many months dr brown
will have the opportunity to share it with many people on the cam-
pus so they can visualize more clearly how this system of inquiry can
be implemented

my own survey of the scriptures reveals two themes basic to per-
sonalitysonality theory the first theme woven throughout the scriptures is
identity the second theme pertains to relationships between identi-
ties I1 will focus here mainly on a theory of relationships as it derives
from the scriptures

A correct understanding of both identity and relationships is
fundamental to any theory of personality or psychotherapy and that
understanding has to begin with our knowledge of god the eternal
father his son jesus christ and the holy ghost

this I1 believe to be the correct beginning of all gospel based
scholarship whether it be arts or sciences I1 say this with confidence
because of personal experience and because joseph smith said it
the first principle of truth and of the gospel is to know for a cer-

tainty the character of god 15 note that he said truth not just
doctrinal truth but apparently all truth I1 do not have time to ex-
pand upon this concept but a knowledge of and faith in the father
son and holy ghost influences all other knowledge the world
does not understand this but it is exactly why those who possess the

ostanstan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text BYU studies 18 wint-
er 19782011978 201
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restored gospel will necessarily excel in the world in all forms of
knowledge if and when they apply the methods outlined by the
lord

knowledge of our eternal nature our divine origins and our
similarities to and relationship with the gods forms the basis of our
conceptualization of human relating

knowing that the three distinct gods who govern us and the
world in which we live the father the son and the holy ghost are
individuals with personality and identity means that we can both re-
late to them in a personal manner and also observe how they relate
to one another this learning is critical to understanding their design
for the ultimate model of relationships this is important because
identities do not exist in isolation relationships permeate existence
personal qualities emerge in part from interaction with other identi-
ties without relationships the existence of an identity would have
no meaning

the first two commandments to love god and our neighbors
matthew 2236 40 are the first premises of interactional psychol-

ogy the first asserts that the love of god is prior to our love for
each other and implies that human love cannot reach a fulnessfalness with-
out love for god and obedience to his laws dacd&c 595

jesus christ exemplified the nature of love both for god and for
man his relationship to the father and to the human family pro-
vides a paradigm for our analysis of the true modes of relating we
see in the saviors example two themes that reappear throughout the
scriptures one is obedient submission to the divine will and the
other is redemptive love

there is thus a duality in the first and second commandments
this duality consists of the fact that divine authority and law pro-
vide the underlying structures for relationships as well as definitions
of the processes which are to take place within those structures I1 be-
lieve that the concepts of structure andprocessand process as we derive them from
the scriptures are two of the most powerful that we can use for guid-
ing psychological work

we might liken structure to the anatomy of the body with its
skeletal muscular and other systems while we might liken process
to the physiological cellular and chemical processes that occur with-
in the anatomical structure physiology without structure wouldnt
work very well because it would become like mush on the floor
structure without physiology would of course die we might also
think of structure as ideals and process as feelings for example val-
ues arearc structures they are mental structures while love is a process
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the scriptures reveal an amazingly substantial account of these
two features the saviors conduct exemplifies them in their ideal
forms he responded perfectly to the authority of his father as it was
manifest in laws and commandments he manifested submission of
will to the structure the father imposed upon him he said 1 I have
suffered the will of the father in all things from the beginning 3

nephi 11101111illililnilin there is thus a hierarchy from father to son and a
lawful structure within which the eternal affection between them ex-
ists given this prior loving obedience the power was obtained by
the savior to enter totally into relationships in a healing redemptive
manner the oneness thus achieved creates the basis for personal
familial and societal integration

structure
structures are thus regulatory in form the lords command-

ments the church organization our eternal covenants the ordi-
nances and our value systems are structures parenthetically the
united states constitution is another good example of a structure
within which multiple processes occur some of these value struc-
tures regulate behavior between people others regulate processes in-
side of a person they provide guides or standards for functions in
which perception judgment evaluation interaction reward and
punishment self control and role behavior occur

the importance of gospel structure is manifest when we consider
it in relation to the value structures that currently govern psycholog-
ical theory and clinical therapy there are two dominant professional
value systems clinical pragmatism and social idealism

thethepragmaticpragmatic approach is oriented toward reducing stress such as
anxiety depression guilt and other symptoms it is a straight-
forward and frequently powerful system for reducing pain and in-
creasing pleasure without reference to orthodox ideals longiong rangetrange
consequences or familial side effects it does not acknowledge that
sometimes guilt and suffering are necessary it does not respect
chaste lifestyleslife styles the technology of the new sex therapies illustrates
the point pleasuring techniques do turn people on who suffer orgas-
mic incapacities but there is little reference to maintaining a balance
between inhibition and gratification nor is there adequate reference
to moral structures that guide intimacy its goal is baldly stated as
ttgettingttgetting results but are they good sometimes they are but often
they are not

social idealism is built upon humanistic philosophies of self under
standing self actualization independence and interpersonal in-
volvementvolvement it is reformist in tone defines what is good puts man at
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the center and is generally critical of many traditional moral values
when applied to therapy with orthodox believers it is subversive of
some of their values

let me briefly compare an orthodox theistic value structure with
the dominant clinical humanistic structures by listing some of the
important contrasts I1 will not list the regions of overlap and agree-
ment but only the crucial differences parenthetically I1 might men-
tion that at a symposium just a few weeks ago I1 presented these con-
trasts to an audience in san francisco of approximately 500
psychiatrists psychologists social workers and psychiatric nurses
here are the contrasts

theistic clinical humanistic

1 humility dependency submission self aggrandizement independence
obedience god is supreme anti external authority man is su-

preme

2 identity isis eternal and divine rela-
tionship

identity is ephemeral and mortal
tionship with god defines self worth relationships with others define self
and self identity worth

3 self control in terms of absolute val-
ues

self expression in terms of relativism
strict morality moral purity flexible morality situation ethics

4 love and affection at the core of the self at the core self actualization cen-
tralrelationship system nurturanceNur turance ser-

vice
and personal needs paramount

and sacrifice of self self tran
scendenceascendencescendence

5 eternal marriage fidelity and loyalty open marriage or no marriage em-
phasisemphasis on procreation and family on self satisfaction and sex

life without responsibility

6 responsibility for our own sins and others responsible for problems and
pathologies accept guilt suffering changes reject guilt apology for
repentance and contrition are keys to sins and errors relieve suffering in-

steadchange restitution for sins and er-
rors

of experiencing it fully make
is required forgive others who others pay blame others

cause distress

7 weaknesses are a blessing motivate weaknesses are disorders or afflic-
tionschange keep us humble and close to

god

8 knowledge by faith and effort mean-
ing

knowledge by self effort alone mean-
ingand purpose derived from spiri-

tual
and purpose from reason and in-

tellectinsight tellect

9 intellectual knowledge inseparable intellectual knowledge for itself iso-
latesfrom the emotional and spiritual the mind from life one dimen

ecology of knowledge sionaldional intellects
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As you might imagine there were many reactions to this analy-
sis I1 had been perhaps more anxious about that lecture than any I1
had previously given because I1 was coming out quite straight-
forwardly on many topics to a group of anti establishment type
people who were very liberal there were several homosexuals who
were mental health professionals in the audience I1 was anxious be-
cause on the panel were some of the worlds most distinguished psy-
chiatrists and psychologists people I1 knew from past association but
who did not know the fulnessfalness of my conversion to using this kind
of value structure professionally

I1 was also quite concerned that I1 might lose some friends one
of them jerome frank a psychiatrist from johns hopkins medical
school was very kind but said he thought I1I1 had given all of the
positives in favor of a theistic system and all of the negatives in a
humanistic system yet later I1 received a letter from him in which
he said the lecture had left a lasting impression and he wanted a
copy another reaction was by hans strupp the famous clinical psy-
chologistch ologist who has been president of the division of clinical psychol-
ogy of the american psychological association AAPAPA he and I1

have written a book together but after I1 spoke at APA two years
ago about the importance of religious phenomena in behavior he
wrote me a letter opposing what I1 was trying to do he is jewish
he had escaped from germany in 1939 and orthodox christianity
frightened him because he felt it was partly behind the things done
to the jews there we carried on an argument by correspondence I1

was therefore most curious about what he would say after the lec-
ture we were standing in the foyer of the hotel and he said that
was an outstanding lecture at that point I1 had it made I1 felt very
good just that one person symbolically represented many

there were many other reactions the religious people in the au-
dience were virtually moved to tears and they seemed to cluster
around and rally around the point of view expressed one of them
said no professional person has said anything like this in san fran-
cisco for ten years I1 wasnt sure that was true but it certainly made
me feel good

A fellow from new york stood up during the question period
and said now youve spoken very personally about your values and
you argue that everyone is promoting their own values in this field
so youre going to do it and be like everyone else so youve been
personal and I1 want to know what your personal value is with re-
spect to homosexuality at that point there was a stunned silence
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in the audience I1 was stunned myself for three seconds I1 con-
templatedtemplated how I1 was going to react but then I1 felt that there was
no way to react except with total transparency it was a very honest
question so I1 would give a very honest answer the first thing I1 said
was that as far as I1 am concerned homosexuality is sinful the silence
deepened then I1 stated that this does not mean I1 hate homo-
sexuals I1 can have respectful associations with them and I1 can treat
them therapeutically but then I1 described a recent study of
homosexuality and also said that my beliefs led to the hypothesis
that homosexuality had negative consequences I1 said that while that
may be a hypothesis from my value structure I1 believed there was
support for it I1 referred to a study just published16published16 which indicated
that 50 of white male homosexuals surveyed in san francisco had
had at least 500 sexual partners 28 had 1000 partners and 25 of
them had had relationships with boys under the age of sixteen by
the time I1 had finished with the data on homosexuality no one said
anything more although afterward some came up and talked with
me

I1 feel that this symposium experience was a transition point in
my professional career I1 overcame some of the fears especially the
fear of physical assault which I1 think was a real possibility I1 just
decided that from now on if somebody throws something at me or
beats me up afterwards ill just have to take it because the rewards
internally for doing what I1 believe and externally among those who
are seeking for a standard or rallying point are exhilarating

you can see how our value structure leads to entirely different
goals for therapy and means for achieving those goals than do other
value structures one set is consistent with eternal life and the other
is not while the good aspects of humanism can be incorporated
into a comprehensive gospel framework the philosophies behind the
common clinical therapies are largely unacceptable and must be chal-
lenged by us through publications lectures and practices

process

now a word aboutproceisabout process and then a comment on the balance
beweenbeleen it and structure processes are evident in emotional arousal
such as anxiety anger depression and joy they are also present in
conflict within a person in psychological defenses and in creativity

A P bell and M S weinberg homosexmalitieshomosexualities new york simon & schuster 1978
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but as I1 have indicated the scriptures indicate that the most vital
process of all pertains to love and affection

love is lawful that is the power of its feeling and interpersonal
influence aspects are efficacious within a structure without that
structure love can be as psychologically damaging as an uncontrolled
nuclear reaction can be physically damaging

while value structures and eternal laws thus govern the process
of love it does require spontaneity within that overarching structure
it is fluid the feelings and thoughts of people who love flow to-
gether in harmony so that a sense of oneness occurs theexperiencethe experience
of loving another person is thus often referred to as an encounter or
a communion of souls often it is expressed physically as well

the embracing that occurs among family members and friends
after a particularly inspiring blessing is a good example the need to
touch and to hold is almost magnetic and automatic the loving
feelings are already there but they are integrated intensified and
sealed by the hug in this connection I1 am intrigued by dr truman
madsensmaddensMad sens reference to the reunion we will experience when we re-
turn to our eternal father and eternal mother as a royal embrace
a beautiful way of describing what I1 mean

the love of parent for child is in fact one of the most beautiful
examples of complete devotion commitmcommitscommitmentent and caring a process
of warmth sacrifice understanding and forgiveness that occurs
within a gospel familial structure I1 see this kind of joy in my wife
marians affection for our triplet boys under marians tutelage and
with my assistance daniel the triplet who suffered a brain injury
during a near drowning accident a few years ago has been coming
up from a vegetative state to one where he is a joyous happy indi-
vidual A hug of his is most surely a royal embrace

such moments which we refer to as process are integrating
healing and renewing they are at the core of mental health and
resistance to maladjustment they are of course effective only when
they occur within lawful structures such as parent child relation-
ships indiscriminate hugging and kissing is process without struc-
ture and can be dangerous

balance between structure and process

at this point I1 should describe further my understanding of the
relationship between structure and process in terms of balance struc-
ture includes the authority and power to regulate relationships love
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provides much of the content that occurs within those structures
the balance between regulation and expression or control and
spontaneity is a delicate one mastering it is a key to successful per-
sonalitysonality development maturity growth and therapeutic improve-
ment all depend upon this balance to an important degree the na-
ture of this perfect balance is established by divine laws governing
moral behavior and psychological functioning our task is to match
our own structure and process to the eternal ideal of structure and
process

appropriate balance requires that love and affection not be dis-
pensed indiscriminately without reference to guidelines governing
time place person extent etc some people are all process and no
structure their love is permissive pervasive and disastrous in that
they reward all behavior roughly equally parents who are this way
undermine the childs chance to leamlearn self control and teach that any-
thing goes the product is often an arrogant demanding over-
confident and self indulgent person absence of both process and
structure in childrearingchild rearing is even more disastrous and yields the most
severely debilitating psychological disturbances that is a hypothesis
that behavioral scientists can test high structure and low love that
is lots of rules and low affection can induce obsessionalismobsessionalism hostil-
ity and rebellion high structure and high love appear to produce
the most integrated personalities

in sexual life the puritan approach represents high structure and
low process all rules and obedience and no spontaneous encounter
the modemmodern liberated approach is process with little structure
spontaneity multiple relationships without rules the gospel ap-
proach balances rules with spontaneity the laws of eternal marriage
and a chaste lifestylelife style govern while loving giving communion and
union are endorsed

in music classical music reveals a harmony between structure
and process whereas rock music is mainly process with minimal
structure

in pathology a compulsive personality is more structure where-
as an anxiety or depressive reaction is more process

in psychotherapy behavior therapy is mainly structure human-
istic therapy is mainly process and LDS therapy provides a harmony
of the two

in biology cancer as a form of uncontrolled cell division is like
process without structure

another comparison that can be made is that between encounter
group therapy and a testimony meeting both involve spontaneous
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self disclosure and expression of feeling ie are high on process but
the testimony meeting has structure and thus embodies the process
in a method that does not lose control and can be integrated into a

continuing lifefifeilfehifelifestylestyle commonly therapy encounters create emo-
tional highs too much disclosure and letdowns with relapses

structure and process also have implications for masculinity and
femininity and male and female roles it is conceivable that males are
more structure and females more process even though both aspects
are necessary to mental health and a balanced life I1 do not have the
temerity to go into the possible implications for masculinity and
femininity tonight but perhaps brother brown will discuss it in his
analysis at a later time

hopefully at this point it is clear how these concepts derive
from the scriptures how they can be developed within a spiritual
frame of reference and how they can then be applied tested and
refined within the empirical realm

personal and familial
first if we expect to rely upon the lord for guidance in aca-

demic work and to use the revelatory method in its highest mode
personal reform is needed superior dedication devotion and dis-
cipline are prerequisites to this process it demands more effort not
less than what is expected of other scholars

similarly family duty fidelity and love are required As joseph
smith learned the revelatory method does not work when a person
is alienated from those he loves and is responsible for he noted
while translating the book of mormon that when he was in personal
conflict with his wife emma he could not translate reconciliation
preceded revelation

if we cannot function by such personal standards of performance and
accept a moral quality in aitallaltulluliail our efforts then we cannot utilize the lords
methodology and are left to the standard methods of scholars in that case
neither BYU nor zion can excel the world

implications FOR THE professionals LIFESTYLELIFE STYLE

my third broad thesis is that if we are going to succeed in bring-
ing the restoration to the academic world by incorporating revela-
tion into our methods and by making applications from scripture
then we must change our profesionalprofessional role behavior that it can be
wrenching I1 know from personal experience
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internal to church and BYU
the lord has purposely provided for us a unique environment

here at his university within which we can explore all matters spiri-
tually and morally with complete freedom I1 could not do at colum-
bia university what I1 am doing now nor would many other projects
in this area underway here by other professors be possible elsewhere
others speak of academic freedom but nowhere else is there fulnessfalness
of freedom to seek the real truth I1 personally deeply appreciate the
efforts of the board of trustees the commissioners office former
president ernest wilkinson president oaks and the university legal
staff to protect the independence of this institution to search the
way we want to the way we must the way we know is right with-
out this physical and spiritual protection we cannot serve the lord
as scholars in his way without outside interference monitoring ob-
jections and constraining of our creativity

an example of what we can do in the way of behavioral study is

to take the scriptures and writings of the prophets as standards by
which to evaluate everything else using the scriptures as our urimarim
and thummimThum mim we can reexamine the content of our fields such as
personality theories and therapeutic methods for consistency with re-
vealed truth inconsistencies will give us pause but the more excit-
ing phase is where we see consistencies that bring illumination and
expansion of our awareness or where we see new possibilities that go
beyond consistency this kind of phenomenon is clearly occurring in
our analyses of structure and process for in that work we have found
scriptural bases for rejecting many contemporary views but we have
also perceived consistencies and possibilities for integration and
beyond that we have been able to give our understanding of the lit-
erature in that area a depth focus and penetration not previously
possible

it is an amazing thing simply to think about any subject in the
university in terms of the scriptures just sit with the scriptures and
think about history think about physics think about art think
about language I1 know many of you have done that if we would
then take the personal ideas that arise and try them out in empirical
tests 3 figure 1 and spiritual tests 1 figure 1 we could go
a long way

much of this will be particularly useful within our own church
context and difficult if not impossible to use in secular settings
likeeke the church welfare program some of what we do may be ad-
mired by others for its results but not understood or applicable by
them
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professional behavior
if we expect genuine success then additional principles pertinent

to our academic roles become relevant basically we must reject
some of the worlds standards of success

first we must resist the publish or perish syndrome which in-
duces people into academic gamesmanship by rewarding frequency
counts of publications rather than significance I1 would rather see a
man or woman do one significant thing a year than five or six in-
significant ones we hear much about the knowledge explosion
how many thousands of journals are published each month and how
no one can keep up with the flood of new knowledge let me assure
you that those thousands of journals are full of junk redundancy
and false ideas einstein revolutionized physics with just three short
papers totallingtallinghotallingto a small number of printed pages in clinical psychol-
ogy and related fields only a small percentage of what is published is
significant this is supported by citation studies in psychology show-
ing that only a small percentage of the people in the field account
for most of the work that gets cited by others the vastvase majority of
articles are rarely if ever quoted by anyone else

second we must shed ourselves of intellectual pride the aca-
demic world thrives on pride image notoriety fame even the
honor of this lecture can create problems for humility we cannot
afford to promote ourselves seek honors or judge others with con-
descension because we believe we are more brilliant or productive
than someone else this is anathema to the spirit of god A contrite
spirit is essential for us and we must in some cases forego credit for
our work doing what we do as a service to humanity

third we need to learn a healthy respect for authority which
most academics do not have it is standard academic practice to train
young intellectuals in autonomy independence and challenging of
authority it is so ingrained that no one thinks twice about an icono-
clastic rebellious self sufficiency that is irreverent and claiming of
personal rights this seems to have been bred into our best minds
for several generations it is difficult to find a professor who is not
an unwitting proponent of authority conflict

the restored gospel teaches us that our academic inquiries
should be based upon humility reverence for god and respect for
his chosen leaders it shows us that the way to truth is by sub-
mission to the divine will not prideful independence and self
sufficiency it also teaches that obedience is crucial to learning the
most important things
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fourth we must also readjust our way of relating our work to
the outside world of scholarship and public affairs much of what we
discover by the revelatory method and by our internal rearrange-
ments of priorities must be translated into a language that is under-
standablestandable to the rest of academia this may mean stating some of
our revealed discoveries in the form of hypotheses for secular tests
in san francisco I1 translated my values into eight hypotheses that
could be tested by behavioral science it may also mean rewording
concepts in ways that make sense in contemporary contexts it may
meanadjustingmean adjusting techniques to terrestrial needs

fifthfifth on the other hand there will also be bold and daring in-
novationsnovat ions that will sweep into the professions with power because
they will be based upon revolutionary insights in areas where moral
values are concerned for example we cannot adjust or equivocate
we have the strongest position in the world in that area and we
ought to act like it our theory of psychology and change is equally
strong and challenging too often we are intimidated by or are deter-
rent to the leaders in our fields and we fear repudiation while our
framework is controversial it is so powerful that we need not fear
repudiation

I1 have been astonished over and over again to address secular au-
diences with some fear inside that I1 would be rejected or possibly
even physically assaulted because of my strict moral views only to
find that people from diverse backgrounds will rally to our standard
and that even our critics will resonate to a clear open articulation of
the truth while there have been a few korihorsKorihors and zeezroms in
each audience who have heckled the spirit of the majority has in
every case subdued them

I1 have talked to them straight about the existence of god the
influence of the spirit of god upon the individual the importance of
revelation love morality and the example of christ

some of these experiences as the one in san francisco have been
very powerful in some cases the reaction has been a little austere
and constrained but ive found an interesting thing if you know
your field and have established your competency you can say out-
landish or radical things and people will listen reasonably respect-
fully

one of the most wonderful things that happened to me I1 would
like to convey briefly it was at the university of washington just
one year ago it was my first opportunity to speak to a standard psy-
chology department of people with diverse backgrounds a large de-

partmentpartment with about sixty faculty members I1 was tentative and fear
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ful about it there was a packed audience and it seemed as though
there was a kind of magnetism in the atmosphere I1 was drawn to
them and they were drawn to me we felt very close I1 stayed for
about an hour afterwards and then unscheduled they had me come
back for three more hours the next morning before I1 left seattle a
small group of professors came one at a time and said 1tI want to
come to BYU and work with you people and one of them hugged
me and said thank god there is somebody who will stand up for
christ that same person a clinical psychologist saidsald 1I will never
ever teach clinical psychology the same again there is much more
that could be said but all I1 know is that the personal encounters like
that have changed me as a person I1 cant go back I1 am a radical in
the eyes of some people but I1 really dont cacarereTheythey will have to
react to it and get on our side or the other side

it may be presumptuous of me to say this can be done in every
field but I1 believe it I1 have sat with the catalog and thought about
various fields such as history law business medicine music erucae8ucaeduca-
tion physics there seem to be numerous conceptual anomalies and
often moral deficiencies in many fields though I1 am an amateur in
them it seems to me that most subject areas need the conservative
radicalism and reform we can provide if we will only believe in our-
selves

may I1 mention briefly one area with which I1 have some familiar-
ity as a former mediocre physics major while I1 revere einstein and
believe he received revelation and admire the continuing impact of
his theories on science I1 am convinced that he was wrong on some
fundamentals there appear to be crucial defects in several of his
basic assumptions and equations defects as serious as the ones he
saw in newtonsnewmonsNew tons system he seems to have been right about so many
things and I1 am such an intellectual infant compared to him that I1
hesitate to comment but I1 believe the gospel implies certain things
that his system doesnt incorporate there is just enough physics in
the scriptures to show me that there is something basically wrong
with his notion of the velocity of light as a limiting factor in the
universe if the gospel is true I1 think einstein is wrong about that
even though his concepts are beautiful there are still defects I1 be-
lieve that a superordinate conceptual system is needed which super
cedesaedes both newton and einstein one which will allay the current
confusion for example in particle physics I1 hope there is a young
genius in the audience who would like to take on the task I1 also
believe that physics and psychology will ultimately coalesce because
if my understanding of doctrine & covenants 88 is correct there
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must be consciousness in matter and matter in consciousness I1 have
been pleased that people like jae ballif and peter crawley dont be-
lieve I1 am crazy when I1 say things like this but take it quite se-
riouslyriou sly in any case my point has been made either I1 have proved
that I1 am a fool or there is something to the notion that one can go
back to the foundations in any field and start over on any topic
evolution the theory of the unconscious relativity etc and things
will start to distill the mind will be stimulated intelligence will
flow into it and create new insight

it seems to me that in the dark ages scholarship was turned
upside down by throwing out both revelation and empiricism mar-
tin luthers and others protests against the control of thought and
practice were a necessary beginning in correcting this the rise of
empirical science almost in parallel was also a necessary step in re-
opening the world to truth but the premises of both the theological
reformers and the scientists were self limiting they achieved a refor-
mation in belief and scholarship but not a restoration in their time it
required the testimonies of many to create an atmosphere and a sys-
tem of mutual support stimulation and protection to succeed in
making the break with the past

I1 am convinced that here at BYU and among our friends else-
where we need the testimony and labors of many who are willing to
complete the break from the intellectual darkness of the dark ages
by restoring the principle of revelation to the methods of scholar-
ship instruction and practice not as a parallel theological com-
partmentpart ment but as an integrated part of the system itself by thus
bringing the restoration to the academic world we may assist in
turning the knowledge system of the world right side up by putting
the creator at the basis of it the savior jesus christ

I1 believe the apostle paul stated my thesis clearly and better
than I1 can in the first and second chapters of 1 corinthians when he
declared

see your calling brethren how that not many wise men after the
flesh are called but god hath chosen the foolish things of the
world to confound the wise

we speak the wisdom of god even the hidden wisdom
which none of the princes of this world knew but god hath re-
vealed them unto us by his spirit yea the deep things of god

for what man knoweth the things of a man save the spirit of man
which is in him even so the things of god knoweth no man but
by the spirit of god

which the holy ghost teachethteacheth but the natural man re

ceivethceivcth not the things of the spirit of god for they are foolishness
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unto him neither can he know them because they are spiritually dis-
cerned for who hath known the mind of the lord that he may
instruct him BUT WE HAVE THE MIND OF CHRIST 1 I1 cor 126 27 27
8 10 11 13 14 16 capitalization added
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brigham youngs family
the wilderness years

dean C jessee

after returning from england in 1841 brigham young faced
one of the sternest tests of his life a test that was to have sobering
and far reaching implications for himself and the structure of his
family it came when joseph smith privately introduced the principle
of plural marriage to him as a divine commandment none could
have been more averse to it than I1 was when it was first revealed
he recalled 1

if any man had asked me what was my choice when joseph revealed
that doctrine provided that it would not diminish my glory I1 would
have said let me have but one wife I1 was not desirous of
shrinking from any duty nor of failing in the least to do as I1 was com-
manded but it was the first time inin my life that I1 had desired the
grave and I1 could hardly get over itit for a long time and when I1 saw a
funeral I1 felt to envy the corpse its situation and to regret that I1 was
not in the coffin 2

contented with his wife mary ann and their three children and
imbued with western monogamous traditions brigham young
broodedbloodedbrooded and sorrowedsorrowersorrowed for months at the prospect of plural mar-

riage 53 but by mid 1842 his feelings had become reconciled to the
point that on 14 june he took as his first plural wife lucy ann
decker whose mother had married brighamsBrighams brother lorenzo fol-
lowing a separation from her first husband isaac decker joseph
smith officiated at the ceremony and brighamsBrighams cousin willard
richards witnessed the proceedings the following year harriet

dean C jessee research historian for the historical department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of lat
ter day saints isis the editor of lertenletterslettenleffersleffertletren of brigham young to hijhis sons the author isis indebted to jeff
johnson supervisor of processing LDS church archives for invaluable help inin this study all sources
quoted inin this study are located inin the historicalHistoncal department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter
day saints inin salt lake city unless otherwise indicated some editing has been done for clarity but itit
has not altered the meaning periods have been put at the ends of sentences and some capitalization has
been added A small amount of punctuation has been inserted to facilitate reading spelling remainsremains as
inin the original

susa young gates papers box 12 folder 3 MS utah state historical society salt lake city
brigham young journal of Disdiscoursescounes 26 vols london latter day saints book depot

185518861855188631855 1886188633266266
susa young gates the life story of brigham young new york macmillan company 1930 p

321
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cook and augusta adams were added to his family and prior to
joseph smiths death in june 1844 brigham had taken a fourth plu-
ral wife clarissa decker the sister of lucy ann

the death of joseph smith created a situation that not only in-
creased brigham youngs ecclesiastical responsibilities but also added
to his domestic concerns as well susa young gates explains that
following the prophets death her father went to josephs widowed
plural wives and told them that he and his brethren stood ready to
offer themselves to them as husbands in accordance with the tradi-
tion of ancient israel whereby posterity for a dead brother might be
born in this life and that the widows might choose for them-
selves 144 subsequently eight of josephs plural wives olive an-
drews emily D partridge louisa beaman mary elizabeth rollins
rhoda richards olive G frost zina D huntington and eliza R
snow were married to brigham young for the remainder of their
mortal lives by the time brigham left nauvoo in february 1846 to
lead the mormon exodus west twenty six additional women had
been sealed to him for time andor eternity and when he died
thirty years later the total to whom he had been married was fifty
five it should be noted however that many of these wives were
widows or older women whom brigham merely cared for or gave the
protection of his name others were married primarily with an
tt otherworldother world spiritual relationship in mind sixtensixteen of his wives
bore his fifty seven children most of the others who were sealed
to him were never connubial spouses in the ordinary sensesensedsense55

the struggle of brigham young to care for his family and at the
same time to direct the migration of the mormon people to a new

susa young gates papers box 12 folder 2 MS utah state historical society
5recordsrecords indicate that the following women were sealedscaled to brigham young the sixteen who bore

him children are designated by an asterisk miriam works mary ann angell lucy ann decker
seely augusta adams cobb harriet elizabeth cook clarissa caroline decker emily dow par-

tridge smith CJcharissaqanssacjarissaarissa ross louisa beaman smith eliza roxcy snow smith elizabeth fair-
child CJciarissaclarissaarissa blakcblakebiake rebecca greenlief holman diana chase susan snively olive grey frost
smith mary ann clarkdarkoark powers margaret pierce whitesides mary harvey pierce emmelineEmmelinc

free mary elizabeth rollins lightnerLigh rner smith margaret mariamanamarla alley olive andrews smith
emily haws whitmarsh martha bowkcrbowkerbowkor ellen A rockwood jcmimajemimajamima angell young abigail
marks works phcbephabe ann mortonmorionmorron angell cynthia porter westonWcston mary elelizaiza nelson oreordgreeneGreenc
rhoda richards smith zina diantha huntington jacobs snsmithathdth amy cecilia cooper mary ellen
de la montague woodward julia foster hampton abigail harback hall mary ann turley
naamah K J carter twiss nancy cressy walker jane terry tarbox lucy bigelow mary jane
bigelow sarah malinmalm eliza burgess mary oldfield kelsey eliza babcock catherine reese claw-
son harriet emelinaemelincemeline barney sagers harriet amelia folsom mary van cott cobb ann eliza
webb dec elizabeth jones lewis jones lydia farnsworth mayhew hannah tanfieldtapfieldTap field king
research inin possession of the author

while mariamanamarla lawrence appears on several published lists of brigham youngs wiveswives I1 have found
no marriage record to substantiate a unionunion between her and brighambnghambangham young
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homeland across some 1300 miles of wilderness is an epic within an
epic like its larger counterpart the removal of his family across the
plains is a story of lonesomeness privation suffering and death
with a few moments of serenity and peace sandwiched in between
and if instances of neglect seem evident it was because personal
relationships were necessarily lost in the interest of the kingdom of
god in those trying years

my time has been so occupied with public business since I1 left nauvoo
that my personal friends have been almost totally neglected the
great cause of zion taken en masse swallows up all minorminor or personal
considerations and wife and children and relatives appear lost as itit were
and we are obliged to forsake them all to build up the kingdom of
god and bring about a reign of peace upon the earth therefore you
must forgive me for any seeming neglect6neglectneglects6

the task of caring for his family at that critical time was com-
plicated for brigham young not only by the overwhelmingly larger
responsibility of directing the whole mormon migration but also by
the fact that his family had more than doubled in size within six
weeks of his departure adding weight to an already heavy personal
burden

in the evening of 15 february 1846 brigham young crossed the
mississippi river to begin the move west he arrived in the camp at
sugar creek about 8 pm with fifteen wagons and 50 persons of
his own family 7 some indication of those of his family who may
have been with him at least part of the time during the iowa phase
of the journey may be determined from the records of the organiza-
tion of the camp of israel at the chariton river ford on 27 march
1846

from the beginning the organization of the mormon exodus
had been imperfect to say the least when the move west was first
contemplated in nauvoo twentyfivetwenty five men had been named as cap-
tains each with responsibility to choose a hundred families and pre-
pare them for the journey across the plains these captains were fur-
ther directed to divide their companies into groups of fifty and these
into groups of ten once across the mississippi river however the
organizational structure practically dissolved due to a combination of
such circumstances as the wandering of some people back and forth
between nauvoo and the pioneer camps inclement weather bad
roads and the poor state of preparation of many who had embarked

bnghambangham young to george D watt 16 april 1847 although the words cited here are actually a

willard richards postscript to the letter the sentiments go far beyond Richardrichardssrichardsss own experience
john D lee diary 15 february 1846 MS
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on the journey these conditions so mixed and separated people as
to almost completely destroy the initial order and make it impos-
sible to effect anything like a perfect organization 8

attempts were made at sugar creek and at richardsonsrichardsonbRichard sons point
to correct organizational defects but with little permanent success
then at the chariton river on 27 march another attempt was made
to organize the camp although this effort did not bring permanent
order the extant record of the organization contains the best avail-
able information about those of brigham youngs family who were
with him during the initial stages of the exodus listed in the roster
as the first ten of the first fifty of the first hundred brighamsBrighams com-
pany comprised fifty one individuals among these were eleven of
his wives mary ann angell jemima young emmeline free lucy
decker clarissa decker emily partridge louisa beaman clarissa
chase susan snively margaret M alley and ellen rockwood his
six children by mary ann angell five other children by previous
marriages belonging to two of his plural wives relatives of some of
these wives a nephew and his wife and other persons connected to
brigham young by adoption 9 that the organization established at
chariton river was not completely intact prior to 27 march and
that it was not to remain so thereafter is evident from known move-
ments of some of the participants several of brigham youngs wives
traveled by arrangement with their own parents or friends others
remained in nauvoo to come later

emily partridge one of brighamsBrighams proxy wives as the widows
of joseph smith were known 10 left the city of joseph with her in-
fant child a short time before brigham did having been secretly
married to brigham emily had lived in nauvoo with her mother
and stepfather william huntington 11 where the previous october
she had given birth to one of the first children of a plural marriage
an event carefully concealed from all but a few 12

in writing about her experience in later years emily remembered
the boats crossing the river as loaded with wagons and people the
heavy snowstorm of 19 february and the cold as she sat on a log
hungry and dejected her child clasped in her arms having become

willwillard2rd richards diary 27 march 1846 MS
recrecordord of the organizationorganisation of the camp of israel which took place at Shashamonsharltonriton ford ITI1 T on

friday march 27th and monday 31st 30th50th 1846 ppap 4 5 MS
thisiothisinthis terminology isis used inin emily dow partridge youngs autobiography and diary ppap 3 27

typescript
following the death of edward partridge his wife lydia married william huntington on 27 sep-

tember 1840 times and seasons I11 october 19401911840 191igligi
emily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 4
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separated from family and friends 13 she had wandered from one fire
to another some giving me food others a place in their tent to
sleep during the inchworm progress of those early weeks food
was very scarce a small piece of johnny cake and a little bacon fat to
sop it in constituted a meal sometimes we had a little more and
sometimes less in reflecting upon this scene so emotional that
even after the healing influence of many years it still brought tears 14

she noted that president young had to look after the welfare of the
whole people and therefore had not much time to devote to his
family but as soon as he could he made such arrangements for his
familysfam ilys comfort as his means would admit of 15

when brigham youngs company left mrmt pisgah on 2 june at
least two of his wives who had been with him at chariton river
zina D huntington and emily partridge remained behind the

huntingtonsHuntingtons had stopped at pisgah to gain strength and provisions
to continue and william huntington had been appointed to preside
over that settlement but when Huntinghuntingtonshunringtonstons health failed and he
died 16 the prospects for emily and her childs continuing the
journey that year faded unable to obtain means and besieged with
family sickness emily and her mother were forced to stay the winter
of 1846 1847 at mt pisgah where they lived in a log hut without
coverings on the doors or windows and with a hole in the roof to
allow the smoke to escape 17

after leaving pisgah brigham had continued on to council
bluffs on the missouri river where he arrived on 14 june to
emily the silence that closed in behind him was almost unbearable
he did return on 6 july to solicit volunteers for the mormon battal-
ion but left again three days later on the last day of august emily
wrote to brigham expressing great satisfaction with a letter he had
written her the first she had heard from him in six weeks

bngham1513righambangham young had returned to nauvoo on 18 february and did not arrivearrive back inin camp until 22
february details that would explain why emily would be alone with her child are missing from her
record

emily dow partridge young autobiography and diary ppap 3 4 119 on 16 february 1897
emily partridge wrote inin her diary it isis snowing and I1 am reminded of 51 years ago when I1 was inin
camp on sugar creek sitting on a log with my 3 months old baby inin my lap without home or frendsfnendsfriends I1

can truly say I1 felt desolate indeed I1 have been schedingsheding a few rearstears later on 24 july she watched the
jubilee parade inin salt lake city inin commemoration of the arrival of the pioneers inin the valley the
procession came up yth east past emilysemiles so I1 had a good chance to10 scesecsee itit without leaving home
the display was grand the old pioneer wagons were almost too realistic they brought back inin a forc-
ible manner the horrible lourneyjourney across the plains I1 only sarsacsat and cried while they passed

emily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 3
16 andrew jenson lafterlatterlaffer day saint biographical encyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city deseret news

1901 1936 13701 370
emliyemily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 4
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our folks are better than they were but are quite feeble yet I1 suppose
you have heard of fathers death before this I1 was sorry to hear your
babe had been sick and hope he isis well again by this time I1 am the
only one in our family that isis well little edward partridge young is

quite unwell I1 think it isis his teeth as he has none through yet he is
ten months old yesterday he will raketake a few steps alone zina hunt-
ingtonting ton is well and is living with sistersisrersidrer boss As to my going this fall
I1 hardly know what to say I1 desire to go and can hardly bear to think
of staying here this winter it seems the most like nowhere of any place
I1 was ever in mother does nornot want me to leave her and I1 think it
would be selfishness in me to leave her inin her lonely situation I1 wish
we had means to come but we have not as yet lydia partridge has a
chill on and I1 can hardly get timetime to write at all I1 hope you will come
down this fall I1 want to see you very much and all the rest of the folks
up there that I1 am acquainted with I1 do not want to be where I1 had
not ought to be but I1 do feel as if this was no place for me give my
love to the girls and take a large share for yourself I1 expect there is a

great contrast between this letter and some others you have received
but I1 hope you will excuse it I1 remain yours and hope to through life

in a postscript she added zina sends her love to you I1 hope you
will not show this to the girls 18

winter at mt pisgah brought better health but also severe cold
there I1 cut down my first and only tree for fire wood emily

wrote she also recalled the roaming bands of wolves that would
howl in the night and if they had been disposed they could have

come in as there was only a blanket hung up at the door
finally in the spring emily and her mother joined others from the
settlement traveling to the main camp at winter quarters and ar-
rived there in time to see brigham young shortly before he started
for the salt lake valley 19

As mentioned previously while in nauvoo emily had kept her
infant child in hiding and few knew that she had one however af-
ter she started the journey west her relationship to brigham young
became common knowledge with knowledge came prejudice some
thought that the lord had given men plural wives for stepping
stones for them and their first wives to mount to glory on and that

emliyemily partridge young to brigham young 31 august 1846 the girls has reference to brigham
youngs young plural wiveswives

emliyemily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 4 sarah P rich noted the trip of the
huntingtonsHunting tons from mt pisgah to winter quarters inin march 1847 the 12 of march we startedscarredstarred with
all our family alesoallso mother huntington and her family as president young had sent a team and charles
decker with the team to assistassist sister huntington with her family to winterwinter quarters it was coald weth-
er and continued so nearly all the way sarah P rich diary 12 march 1847 eliza partridge lyman
noted that emily and her mother arrived at the missouri river on 19 march 1847 eliza partridge
lyman diary 19 march 1847 MS
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the plural wives could never rise because of their inferiority at win-
ter quarters curious people would stop at emilysemiles to see a spiritual
child one woman told me she thought he was the smartest child
she had seen I1 said dont you think they are as smart as other chil-
dren she said no she did not think they were there was a good
deal of that spirit at that time and sometimes it was very oppres-
sive 20

another of brigham youngs proxy wives was among the first
to leave nauvoo traveling with the stephen markham family eliza
R snow crossed the mississippi river on 13 february two days be-
fore brigham young suffering from ill health she too witnessed
the heavy snowstorm of 19 february that commenced in the night
and continued thro the day making conditions so disagreeable that
she could not leave the wagon sensitive to the plight of her people
she was saddened as she passed through farmington iowa where
the inhabitants manifested more levity than sympathy toward the
homeless exiles 21

deprived of brighamsBrighams immediate association eliza cherished the
infrequent moments when he would stop to see her as he directed
the massive migration on 9 march she had the pleasure of the first
interview with brigham since her departure from the city nine
days later he shook hands with her and particularly important was
his visit on the twenty ninth when he promised in the name of the
lord I1 should get my health after the company she was with trav-
eled three miles over rough road on 14 april her day brightened
when they joined brighamsBrighams camp on the edge of a high sandy
prairie then as the presidents responsibilities took him further
away the cherished moments became less frequent finally on 24
august as eliza was approaching council bluffs at the reins of her
own wagon the day suddenly became very special to her when brig-
ham and several others drove up in a carriage engaged a driver for
her team and invited her to accompany them the rest of the way to
campcarnpcarlp 22

not all of brigham youngs family left nauvoo in the early
months of 1846 mary elizabeth rollins lightner wrote we had
not means to go with the church in fact we could hardly get
enough to eat 225 another3another who stayed behind was harriet cook the

olbidolbiaolibidppbid appp 3 44103119105103 119ilg
eliza R snow diary 13 19 february 2 march 1846 MS
ibid 9 18 29 march 14 april 24 august 1846

marymarynary elizabeth rollins lighterlighmerughtncr autobiography and diary p 25 MS utah starcstarestate historical so-
ciety
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mother of an infant son oscar brigham born just five days before
brigham had crossed the mississippi river an important theme of
surviving family letters during the exodus reveals brighamsBrighams concern
for those of his family he was forced to leave behind and his vicari-
ous efforts to care for them from richardsonsrichardsonbRichardsons point fifty five miles
west ofofnauvoonauvoo brigham implored his brother joseph young24Young24 As
you have staed in nauvoo and I1 am gon from there and cannot due
for my frendstrends as I1 could if I1 was there 1I1 will caul upon you to help
my frendstrends by councel and manegementmanagementmanegement brigham authorized joseph
to sell his house and two lots they will bring enuphenuch to bring all
my fiendstrendsfrends lest the sale of his nauvoo property should appear to be
a severe trial brigham added due not think brotherjosephBrothebrother josephrjoseph I1 hate
to leve my house and home no far from that I1 am so free from
bondedgebondedge at this time that nauvoo looks lilikeilkeke a prison to me it
looks plesent ahead but dark to look back he then specified two of
his wives who needed help sister hariot cook is at br nathaniel
ashbysashbes in the erastus snow house and sister juliajuilajuiia foster ham-
pton must be braught with the saints I1 dont like to ask or require
enny thing that ads to your burthen but if you can look at these
maters it will be a favor to me and others 25

still at richardsonsrichardsonbRichard sons point on 15 march brigham wrote to his
dear wife harriet cook the letter indicates his concern not only

for harriet but also for five other wives mary and margaret pierce
elizabeth fairchild augusta adams cobb and mary ann clark
powers still in nauvoo and it tells of the plans he was formulating
to unite them with the rest of the family

I1 address a fue lines to you by br joseph B noble who is a going to
return home emeditelyemedi tely after his famely I1 expecatedexpecatcd to have re-
turned to nauvoo but it looks so much like a prison to me that I1

think I1 shall goe further west instead of going east at present br
JB noble will see that you are providedprovidcdprovidjedprovid ledjedcd for to come comfortable
and I1 want you to corn with him I1 expect br babbott almon W
babbittlbabbittsBabbabbittbittl will get a good carengecaredge or wagon and team for you and oth-
ers br noble will get a good man to drive it it is likely br john
young and even evan m1maM greene sister faneyfancy young and others
of my frendstrends will come at the same time I1 want you to see sister
mary ann clark powers and have hir watch hirhit opertopertunityopertunkyunity and

start with some one that will bring hir a peace piece with spead I1

want you to see sisters mary and margret pears pierce br robert
pearssbearssPea rss daughters and see if ther father is coming if not get them
along with you if you can br noble will bring the sister that is there

2424josephjoseph young had been appointed to preside over the church in nauvoo after the departure of
the twelve joseph young certificate of appointment 10 february 1846 MS

2513righambrigham young to joseph young 9 march 1846
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sister betsy elizabeth fairchilds 111I wish you could bring her give
my love to them all I1 want to see you and the little boy tell sister
augusta cobb I1 hope she will be blest I1 want to see hir again
be cherfulcheerful and of good corougecarouge sister hariothanotharlot we shall soon meet
again I1 wish you to read this to sisters cobb powers & pearces 2616

ten days later and fifty miles further west at charitonchantoncharlton river
brigham again addressed harriet inin his continuous effort to provide
for those he had left behind

I1 read your letter to luca lucy decker I1 was glad to here from you
I1 wish br john young and even evan greene had put 2 horses
before the coredgecoxedge carriage and taken you a long with them we all

want to see you verry much I1 should come back but feelebeele that itit
would not be safe for me to come to nauvoo again verry soon kiss
the babe oscar brigham young for me the girls talk a gradealgrabeal
great dealdeaidealldeail about you and wish you were with them they have a

tent to themselves mary ann angell isis verry kind to them we have
enjoydenjoys ourselves verry well on our bornyjorny though we had much bad
wether I1 hope you will overtakoverrakovertake us before long br joseph B noble
will probibleprobableprobible bring you and I1 hope sister powers see sisters mary and
margret pearce if you can see when they are coming give my love to
them also to br and sister ashby and the children they are a blesedbleser
famely I1 think sister harietharler bring a fue tin plats cups & co & co etc
if you can get them they will be convenattconvenatt convenient on the jor-
ney earthen ware isis not worth much and the girls are thereycherey very
scanty for such things may the lord bless you and the little boy 27

in a letter dated 7 april addressed dear friend harriet cook
acknowledged the receipt of letters from brigham of 15 and 25
march and replied that she should have answerdansward them sooner but
for the want of something interesting to communicate she then
focused upon her husbands inquiries

sister powers has the imflamatory rumatism she has not been able to
do anything for 3 weeks she has been confined to her bed some of the
time she isis so she can get around a little now she isis determined to go
west she has no inclination to stay here the way looks dark to her
but she has full faith that it will open I1 went to see margaret and
mary peirce they think their father will start the first of may I1 do
not know whare betsey fairchild lives nor any one that does I1 have
been to see sister cobb once she never comes to see me I1 go inin to see
brother john young every day or two I1 like him first rate he says
he will take me west when he goes if I1 do not go before sister ash
bys babe and minemine have had the measles they are well now sister
ashby thinks the way looks dark for them their isis no prospect of
their sellingselfingdelfing at presant they keep up first rate spirits and that makes

banghambngham young to harriet cook 15 march 1846
bnghambangham young to harriet cook 25 march 1846
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me feel well it isis so natural for us to partake of the feelings of those
around us they are very kind to me brother nobles family are
well they come over to see me often we have a great many long
conversations about how we shall go west martha bowkerlbowkersBowbowkerkerl was over
here this morning she said she was a going to writewrite

in closing harriet asked to be remembered to all the girls
her sister wives

tell them I1 expect they all envy me the pleasure of staingscamgscaggestaing inin nauvoo
it seems like an old house deserted of all its inhabitants I1 have been up
intointo the temple I1 looked west as far as I1 could see but could see
nothing of the camp give my best respects to your wife and elisabeth
and vilatevilare I1 close by subscribing myself as ever yours 28

while efforts were being made by brigham young to bring re-
maining members of his family west from nauvoo word came to
him that harriet was planning to go east probably to new york to
visit her family against whose opposition she had joined the church
in 1842 this information was the topic of a letter to her from
council bluffs on 23 june

my dear hariothanotharlot I1 have jest heard you talked of going east now I1

pray you harcon to my councel and come to the west if you have no
way to come with the ethernbrethernbretherdBr where I1 have made provision wright to
me the first opetunityopet unity and I1 will send a team after you or come my self
edman edmund ellsworthellsworth2929 might bring you or you can come with
sister faneyfancy young I1 cannot bare the thaught of your going east
you will not enjoy your self if you goe come here your frendstrends are
here we injoyenjoy our selves first rate I1 long to see you safe to camp with
your babelbabe may the lord bles you and yours give my best love to
br ashbysashbesAsh bys famelytamelygamely and all of my frendstrends 300

although details are missing harriet had joined the rest of the fam-
ily on the missouri river within a year

brigham youngs separation from members of his family was a

very severe test for some of those left behind writing from nauvoo
which at the time looked like a cage of unclean birds to her au-
gusta adams cobb expressed heart felt pleasure for the very wel-
come little note she had recently received from brigham but lamen-
ted her lonely condition

I1 do truly have to walk by faith now for I1 have nothing whereon
to lean but my heavenly father and I1 am left like a poor pilgrim
solitary and alone I1 think often of what poor old david has said inin one

harrietisharrier cook to brigham young 7 april 1846
19 edmund19edmund ellsworth had married brigham youngs oldest child elizabeth 10july10 july 1842

bngham5obrighambangham young to harriet cook 2523 june 1846 MS princeton university princeton NJ
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of his psalms that tho the fig tree blossom not nor the herd bleat in
the stall yet I1 will trust in the god of my salvation and if there is
nothing left for me but to trust in him I1 will endeavour to do that
and believe that behind a frowning providence he hides a smileingsmi leing face
but my dear brigham you may think all this is quite easy to a soul that
truly loves god but let me tell you that for me it has been the hardest
strugelsprugel that I1 have ever met with

augusta concluded her letter by wishing to be affectionately re-
membered to three of her sister wives clarissa ross margaret alley
and emmeline free whom she regarded as choice spiretsspirersspidersspispirretsers 331I1

mary ann clark powers another of brighamsBrighams wives to remain
in nauvoo had commenced the journey into iowa but because of
difficult conditions had returned to the city in august 1846 she
wrote brigham if I1 could have herd counsil from your lips I1

should have been happy but I1 felt as though I1 was left to my self
but I1 have done what I1 thot was for the best her reason for not
joining others in the migration at a later time was due to a dream
she had had a few nights after her return to nauvoo a dream which
seemed to confirm her decision to stay continuing her letter she
wrote you dont know how much I1 wantowan to see you and I1 hope I1

shall see you before long I1 canotbanot think of staingestaing hear this winter it
doos not seem to me like nauvoo it is so gloomey still sensitive
to the need for secrecy in her plural relationship mary concluded her
letter

if you do notnor think it wisdom to write tell louisa to write it in her
leter I1 have many things to tell you but I1 have not time now and I1

must close and may the lord bless you all and remember me before
the lord that I1 may be preserved from eavieavlbavi and do his will in allAaliail things
and I1 pray that he will hasten the day when I1 shall be with you and
the saints that I1 love

the letter addressed to mr brigham young was signed only
yours with the comment 1 I think that you will know who this

is from without the name 5232

unable to continue the migration west when a request for men
to serve in the mexican war drained the male strength of the camp
brigham young established winter quarters on the missouri river
in the fall of 1846 this community consisted of some 700 dwellings
and 3500 people including a large part of his own family 33 just how

augusta5taugusta adams cobb to brigham young I111I1 march 1846 MS new york public library
52marymary ann clarkdarkoark powers to brigham young 9 august 1846
53 brigham young to elders hyde pratt and taylor 6 january 1847 and hosea sroutstoutscout diary 24

december 1846
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his large family was housed there is not known in detail he had at
least one home of his own and possibly more some of his wives
resided separately or with relatives or friends with whom they had
traveled eliza R snow wrote that after an evening of social activity
at robert pierces the father of mary and margaret attended by
brigham young and mary ann angell brother pierce very po-
litely conducted louisa beaman and herself home that brigham
may have had more than one dwelling and that at least some of his
wives lived together is suggested by a poem eliza composed for all
the ladies who reside in the 2dad mansion of prest B young 34but34 but
whatever the living arrangements not all lived together nor in equal
comfort naamah kendal jenkins twiss writing to a sister in new
hampshire on 29 december reported the mildness of the weather
and the fact that most of the bretheren have put up log cabins and
got into them so they are comfortable she added however that
she and sister green mary eliza another of brighamsBrighams wives
have to sleep in a waggeonwaggeon and what was more she had not

slept in a house since last july 5535

winter quarters presented a scene of intense activity as the
saints worked to protect themselves against the coming winter and
to prepare for resumption of the western migration the following
year disease ridden the settlement became the site of much suffer-
ing and death but the picture was not all one of hard work and
misery there was also occasional peace and serenity the cessation of
the westward trek afforded an opportunity for social contacts and the
renewal of relationships that in previous months had almost ceased
to exist in september eliza R snow rejoiced at brighamsBrighams second
visit with her since her arrival at winter quarters she noted the
devotion of mary ann angell during a siege of illness that had left
eliza lying at the gate of death she also wrote after a visit on 26
november of the kindnesses of louisa beaman and clarissa deck-
er and by far the highlight of the year was five days between christ-
mas and new years that eliza spent with the girls at president
youngs on 27 december she had the pleasure of supping on a
baadbakd turkey and on the thirtieth spent an agreeable afternoon
with brigham mary ann angell and louisa beaman the climax of
the week came on new years eve to describe the scene would
be beyond my powr suffice it to say the spirit of the lord was
pourdbourd out and we receivdreceivedreceivd a blessing thro our belovdbeloid mother chase

eilzaeliza R snow diary 26 january 1847

naamah KJ twiss to mrs thomas nichols 29 december 1846
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and sis clarissa rosslross by the gift of tongues eliza concluded her
five day visit with the female family on new years day with the
remark my love for them seems to increase with every days ac-
quaintance 36

the new year brought further rejoicing in the brigham young
household at winter quarters within six hours on 8 january mid-
wife patty sessions delivered three children one of whom was the
son of louisa beaman and brigham young 37 A week later eliza R
snow was visiting louisa when brigham heber C kimball and
willard richards stopped in president young held his son prest
kimball blessed him and the church historian recorded the
event 38 following the blessing eliza R snow stayed with the
mother and child a week as I1 was told to do 39

one morning early in february stephen markham brought eliza
an invitation from brigham young to a family party to be held
that day in the council house the party was an interesting one
five of the brother youngs being present and one sisistersterl prob-
ably 100 persons were present in all and we suppdsupid at a table that
would have done honor to a better cultivated country wrote eliza
the exercises opendolend with singing and prayer and after feasting and

dancing closdcload with an address by prest young which succeeded
one by father kimball after the party eliza stayed the remainder
of the night with louisa 40

although not publicized a significant family event at winter
quarters in the spring of 1847 was the marriage of brigham young
to lucy and mary jane bigelow the account written in a somewhat
fictionalized style by a daughter of brigham and lucy in later years
is instructive regarding the mechanics of his courtship in a plural sit-
uation sometime after arriving in winter quarters in the fall of
1846 sixteen year old lucy bigelow and her nineteen year old sister
mary were approached with matrimonial intentions by a brother
wicks who was very persistent in his solicitationssolicitations to resolve the
matter the girls father nahum bigelow consulted brigham
young pointing out the persistence of brother wicks that his
daughters were getting to a marriageable age and that he na-
hum was quite anxious to see them married to a good man the

eliza R snow diary september december 1846
the birth of this child moroni absent from official family lists raises the known total of brigham

youngs children to fifty seven the birth of the child isis noted inin patty sessions diary 8 january 1847
and eliza R snow diary 9 january 1847

willard richards Ddiarylaryiary 15 january 1847
eliza R snow diary 15 january 1847
ibidiolbid 4 february 1847
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president promised to talk to the girls about the matter and in a few
days came to their home lucy was absent but in the course of brig
hams conversation with mary he asked her if she wanted brother
wicks for her husband

no sirsit I1 dont think that I1 do the girl timidly and quietly replied
well isis there any one you do want the sisters ought to have their

choice in the matter for they can choose but one and they have a right
to select that one so if you know of any one you would like tell me
who it isis
1 I dont know of any one thank you pres young
well now then how would you like me for a husband mary

1 I cant tell sirsit
take your own time to think it over and you may ask your sister

lucy the same question I1 have asked you if you girls would like to be
sealed to me you can tell me whenever you are decided on the matter

the conversation between brigham and mary had occurred in
the fall of 1846 but regardless of what her sister might decide lucy
had resolved never to marry in a plural relationship and certainly
not to such a reserved dignified man old enough to be her father
lucy had hoped that something would happen that would relieve
her from the necessity of saying no to the president of the
church then one evening in early march 1847 amid the prepara-
tions for the departure of the pioneer company to the west presi-
dent young again presented himself at the bigelow home and short-
ly thereafter received an affirmative answer from mary but since
lucy was absent again he asked mary to ascertain her decision
again confronted with the question lucy replied 1 I dont
know ill tell you what it is mary I1 dont feel as if I1 could mar-
ry him hes got such lots of wives now and it dont seem like he
could ever be my husband finally lucy relented and the following
sunday gave her affirmative answer to brigham

very well then he said we will have the matter attended to on
such a day this coming week
so it happened the fourteenth day of march 1847 in the evening of
that day president young accompanied by elders heber C kimball
willard richards and ezra T benson came down to the bigelowsBige lows and
after chatting a few moments the two girls mary and lucy stood up
and were sealed to brigham young for time and all eternity

susa young gates daughter of brigham and lucy wrote that
no one in winter quarters knew about this event not even next
door neighbors it was not till after their arrival in the valley that
the girls became known as wives of brigham young or in reality
became such and then afterwards were sealed in the endowment
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house 114141 commenting upon the courtship susa noted that her fa-
ther

did not spend any timerimerimetime courting girls his time was far too occupied
and his principles never allowed him roto run after girls when the spirit
of the lord whispered to him that he should seek such and such a one
for a wife he did so inin a quiet manly grave way never with any spirit
of coercion on his part and always leaving as he so often expressed it
the sparking to come after marry first and spark after was a favor-

iteite aphorism of his and he carried it out inin his own life 4241

between the time of his marriage and his departure from winter
quarters less than a month later brigham saw his new bride lucy
only three times once when he stopped for a few moments at the
bigelowsandBigelowBigelowssandand sheshe was out skating with her brothers on the overflow
of the riverriver another time while she was playing games near the
schoolhouse with friends andagainand again when she was skating on the
pond susa notes that her mother felt ashamed that brigham so
dignified and grave should see her romping with her friends then
almost as a complete stranger he left for the great unknown leaving
for the future the time for taking lucy and mary from under their
fathers roofroog 43

while there were times of enjoyment for the young family dur-
ing the winter of 1846 1847 they did not entirely escape the trials
and sorrows that stalked the land tragedy struck on 16 march when
one of brighamsBrighams wives mary pierce died of consumption 44 she and
her sister margaret also married to brigham had traveled to win-
ter quarters with their father some time after brigham young ar-
rived there of their journey margaret wrote we had a comfort-
able carriage and consequently did not suffer as much as others did
during our wanderings through the wilderness 3145114545

by the time brigham young left winter quarters in april 1847
nearly all of his family that had been detained in nauvoo had joined
him at the missouri river although a few of his wives would con-
tinue on to the great basin that year the majority would remain in
winter quarters to go west with him in 1848 scattered entries in a
small book of notes and reminders written as brigham prepared for

4isusasusa young gates biography of lucy bigelow young ppap 152015 20 MS utah state historical so-
ciety extracts from the biography are edited and published by miriam B murphy inin from impulsive
girl to patient wife lucy bigelow young utah hiirHirthifthistoricalorical quarterly 45 summer 19772708819772701977 27088270 88

42susasusa young gates biography of lucy bigelow young ppap 16 17 utah state historical society
31bidibidppappp 20 21

eliza R snow diary 16 march 1847 also manuscript history of the church brigham young
periodpenodnenod 17 march 1847

margaret pierce whitesidcswhitcsidcswhitesides young exemptsexerpts taken from herioumalher journal p 3 typescript an edited
versionversion of this appears inin one of the pioneers young comanswomanswomanfjournaljournal 15 april 19041621904 162 66
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the departure of the pioneer company suggest the concern he had
for the transportation of his family 1 I wish the presedentspresidents of my
division to get teams and wagons with teamsters to take my famelytamelygamely
with there provisions to our next location let john Y green
drive mrs youngs wagon james young drive his mothers sister
Jerjernimasjemimasjemimahnimas wagon let no other teamsters bord with mrs young &
sister jamima but JY greene and james young let each one of
my famelytamelygamely take what and all they expect to have so there will be
no division after they leve here 2146114646

complicating brighamsBrig hams effort to provide transportation for his
family were heavy demands upon his personal property in some in-
stances he was able to resolve the problem by turning to loyal
friends when stephen markham agreed to transport eliza R snow

pres young said atlitlit would be a great accommodation to him as
he was short on it for wagons 114747 later when a heavy church debt
took four of his wagons and eight yoke of oxen brigham ap-
proachedproached willard mcmullen whose wife was an invalid for help
brother mcmullen agreed to take lucy bigelow in his wagon inin re-
turn for her assistance in caring for his wife and the presidents offer
to furnish a yoke of oxen and three hundred pounds of flour 48

brigham left winter quarters to begin the final leg of the pio-
neer journey on 14 april 1847 accompanying him was clara
decker the daughter of harriet decker wife of brighamsBrighams brother
lorenzo harriets asthmatic condition and the fact that she was ex-
pecting a child accounted for the exception to the rule that the pio-
neer company would consist of men only clara was one of two
women invited along to care for her leaving the rest of her family
and friends and clutching fond memories of recent experiences
clara recalled that she never felt so badly in her life as she con-
templatedtem plated her uncertain pilgrimage 3149114949

having left all of his family in winter quarters except clara
decker brigham naturally turned his thoughts to them as he pro-
ceeded west but the demands on his timerimedime and the difficulty of the
journey limited tthehe favors he could bestow upon them to continual
prayers and an occasional letter written piecemeal over days at a
time ninety five miles west of winter quarters on 20 april he

Brigham16brigham16 young notebook 9 march 1847
eliza R snow diary 18 march 1847
48susasusa young baiesuaiesuatcs biography of lucy bigelow young p 24 utah state historical society
ciaraclara decker young A womanscomans experiences with the pioneer band appp 454 5 MS bancroft

library university of california berkeley calif
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found time to write his dear companion partner in tribulation
mary ann angell

I1 should have britenwriten to you by br rockwood but had not time the
camp was to be organized and a gratedealgrat edeal to be dun to prepare for
moovingmooningmooving on sunday I1 should have britenwriten but did not geele able to I1

lade abed and thaught of a grate deal I1 should like to say roto you the
camp is in good helth and first raterare speritssperitysperits they have never felt better
in there lives I1 think my helth has verry much improved yesterday and
to day you menmenshendmcnshendshend in your letter that you herd I1 lay on the ground
the night I1 left home I1 did but due not think it hurt me but when I1

aridedarived in camp I1 found my self complecompiecompletlycompletilycomplexlytIlytlly tired out I1 thank you a
thousand times for your kind letters to me more especely for your kind
acts and still more for your kind hart I1 pray for you and the children
continualycontinuallycontinua ly and for all of our famelytamely I1 due think the lord has blest me
with one of the best famelyesfam elyes that eney man ever had on the earth I1

due hope the children will be good and mind there mother when I1 am
gon

brigham cautioned his two oldest boys joseph A 12 and brigham
jr 10 whose youthful vigor in the absence of paternal restraint
was no doubt a cause of concern my son joseph you must not goe
away from home and brigham also must stay at home how due
you saposelapose I1 would feelebeele when I1 come home and find one of my

children clesdesciesdestoyedclestoyeddestroyedtoyed by the indensendens I1 pray this may not be the case
two weeks later twenty miles above the head of grand island brig-
ham found a little more time to conclude his letter

I1 want to wright a long letter but have not time we are all perty well
at present though my labour has been verry hard for me on the jor-
ney I1 pray for you continualycontinuallycontinua ly I1 am glad you are not a going to
come on this sumer for I1 want to be with my famelytamely when they come
this jorney I1 want the bretheren to help my famelytamelygamely whilst I1 am
gon and not aupressauprcssacupress them joseph and brigham be good boys and
mind your mother and ales alice caroline littlejohnelittlejohnslittle johne and finely all
my children and famelytamelygamely be you blest for ever and ever 500

after brighamsBrig hams departure the social contacts between members
of his family continued in winter quarters much as they had before
he left eliza R snow attended several gatherings in the spring of
1847 that were special spiritual experiences for her on 26 april in
company with margaret pierce jemima young and the girls she
wrote of a rejoicing time thro the outpouring of the spirit of
god in early june hardly a day passed that did not find members
of the family meeting to improve in the gifts of the spirit this is

iobrigharnbnghambangham young to mary ann angell 20 april and 4 may 1847
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truly a glorious time with the mothers and daughters in zion altho
thrust out from the land of our forefathers and from the endear-
ments of civilizdcivilizedcivilizd life wrote eliza the afternoon of 2 june she
spent with lucy decker zina huntington louisa beaman and
emily partridge Emiemilyemliylyliyl and myself spoke in the gift of tongues
in the eve met at harriets had a good time sis mary ann
young johndjoind me in a song of zion at this meeting mary ann
encouraged eliza to accept an invitation of the pierces to go west
with them that summer

on 8 june clarissa ross gave birth to a daughter the second
child of brighamsBrighams born at winter quarters two days later eliza
visited clarissa accompanied by clarissasClarissas mother phoebe chase and
gave the infant a blessing which may account in part at least for its
name mary eliza the day after the blessing was another glorious
time witnessed by eliza zina huntington emily partridge martha
bowker margaret pierce louisa beaman and others when three of
those present experienced the gift of tongues 51

having finally joined the family at winter quarters with oscar
brigham her infant son harriet cook wrote to her dear husband
on 14 june thankful for her deliverance and for the improvement
of their son from a severe burn

I1 feel my weakness at this time and my inability to perform this
task well but knowing that my greatest fault has been not placing the
confidence in you that I1 ought I1 am determined to lay too with all my
might and overcome it 0 you do not know how thankfullthankfullythank full I1 feel
for my deliverance from the powers of darkness that have surrounded
me for the last year my trial has been a sore one but I1 have lived
through it and I1 feel to thank my heavenly father for his kindness to
me and to you also for the lord has made known untounco me the integ-
rity of your heart and that all your intentions were pure before him I1

have said that I1 would not follow your counsel but I1 now feel that it
is my greatest delight do not feel that I1 am unworthy of your love
for I1 feel to honour you in all things and to submit myself unto thee
to do with me even as thou wilt I1 remember thy words to me and I1

do strive to keep my thoughts a secret in my own breast
oscar is well and playful as ever his arm is almost well he can

use it as well as the other he was burnt bad but I1 am glad it was no
worse

harriets letter also contained news of clarissasClarissas addition to the
family and greetings from other family members

clarisa wishes me to remember her to you for she is tooltoocoo weak to
write herself she has a fine girl her name is mary eliza clarisa is as

eliza R snow diary 26 april and 111iliiiiI1 11 june 1847
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proud of her as any one could wish she is gering along first rate mar-
garet alleyaileyaliey and emmeline free send their love to you they are
enjoying themselves well and say they should not have any very bad
feelings at seeing you they both live with me or I1 with them just
which way your a mind to have it Emmalines mother betsy strait
free has a pair of twin daughters and I1 think emmeline will follow
suit soon 52

after bidding farewell to many who seem dearer to me than
life eliza R snow left winter quarters on 12 june in company
with margaret pierce and her family they traveled with jedediah
grants company that would arrive in the salt lake valley later that
year 1 I felt a loneliness for a while after parting with my friends but
the spirit of consolation and rejoicing retumd and I1 journeysjourneydjourneyd with
good cheer eliza wrote in her diary A few days later she composed
a poem to mrs mary ann young in response to a request before
they parted

mother of mothers
queen of queens
for such thou truly art
I1 pray the lord to strengthen thee
and to console thy heart 53

six weeks after eliza and margaret left winter quarters brig-
ham entered the valley of the great salt lake upon his arrival an
immediate concern was the building of a shelter for his family on 7

august when the twelve picked out their inheritances standing
on what came to be the temple block brigham selected the block
to the east it was decided however for maximum protection until
more permanent living quarters could be built on the places of in-
heritance to build a fort consisting of log and adobe houses at a

nearby location the individual buildings of the fort were to be
about 8 feet high 14 feet wide and 16 feet long with chimneys of
adobe hearthsdearths of clay and all openings toward the inside of the en-
closure work on the fort began on 11 august brigham building
four rooms and his brother lorenzo two at the northeast corner ten
days later he completed his house and moved in 54

it was here that clara decker lived to be joined by eliza R
snow later in the year A chest was claras only table the bedstead
was built into a comer the walls forming two sides and cords

harriet cook to brigham young 14 june 1847
eliza R snow diary 16 june 1847
5brighambnghambangham H roberts A comprehensive history of the church ofjesusof jemsjews christ of latter day saints

century 1 6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930 32873 287
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wound tightly around pegs forming the mattress five days after
completing his house in the fort brigham bid clara goodbyegood bye and
started east to bring the rest of his family from winter quarters As
he started one of the company gave clara a feather bed but she had
become so accustomed to sleeping on the ground or in a wagon that
it was some time before she could appreciate the luxury 55

the month of brighamsBrighams departure from salt lake valley was a
time of both joy and sorrow for the family members back in winter
quarters on 10 august brighamsBrighams seven month old son moroni
died of teething and canker 56 and on the thirty first emmeline
free gave birth to a baby girl who was named ella elizabeth 57

the journey of eliza R snow and margaret pierce to the salt
lake valley in the summer of 1847 was not without incident eliza
recalled two fearful stampedes that could have been disastrous had
it not been for the peculiar and special blessing of god the first
took place one evening after the animals had all been corrcorraledcorralcdcorraleecorralcorraialedcd in a
hollow square made by placing wagons side by side eliza had just
retired for the night in a wagon near one of the openings in the
enclosure when the animals frightened by someones shaking dirt
from a buffalo robe suddenly rushed for the exit nearest her the
bellowing puffing and snorting mass unable to crowd through

the small opening in the corral rushed against and clambered over
and upon each other in heaps the scene was horrible some ani-
mals died of injuries andland many had their horns knocked off be-
fore order was restored

the second stampede occurred in the daytime as the company
had stopped to repair a crossing over a broad slough the teams were
standing hitched to their wagons two three and four abreast when
a sudden noise set the whole train in motion with fearful velocity
heedless of crossings and bridges charging teams hurtled across the
slough As the stampede began eliza was sitting alone in the pierce
carriage holding the reins of a high spirited span of horses she pre-
vented herself from being pulled intbintloinelo the rush only by applying her
utmost strength to the reins until margaret and her mother who
had been away from the carriage arrived on the scene to help her

A highlight of the journey that summer for eliza and margaret
was the meeting on 8 september of brigham youngs company re-
turning to winter quarters eliza wrote that prest young

clara decker A comanswomans experience with the pioneer1 band p 8 bancroft library
56aA report of the deaths inin camp of israel winter quarters between the dates of april 26th &

aug 18th 1847 10 august 1847 MS
journal history 7 september 1890 p 4
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heberlheber C kimballlKimbalkimballll and amasalamasaamaral lyman supdsuad with us after
which there were discourses and a song sung that she had written it
was such a joyful time and so deeply interested and absorbed
were all that no guard was posted that night As a result the ever
watchful indians stole some fifty head of horses including one of
harvey pierces mules this misfortune materially weakened both
companies

prior to parting on the morning of the tenth brigham came to
the pierce carriage and blessed both of his wives eliza then asked
who was to be my counsellor for the year to come he said ERS I1

said she is not capable he said 1 I have appointed her president
said he had conversation with br pierce about provisions that
he will furnish me & all will be right

some three weeks later on 2 october after crossing a stream
nineteen times eliza saw the salt lake valley for the first time it
looked like a broad rich river bottom but she was too sick to
enjoy the scenery the next day she viewed the valley from the con-
fines of the fort and the comfort of a doby adobe fireplace 58

among the greetings brought to the valley with eliza and mar-
garet was a letter from brigham to clara decker

my dear clary my helth isis good and has been sence I1 lehtleft the valley
with the exception of one night I1 due feel to bless and pray for
you you have been a grate comfort to me this summer I1 miss your
society I1 wish you to live at home of sister eliza snow

you must pray for me and my safe return give my love to your
mother I1 shall start as early inin the spring as I1 can

thursday morning the 9thath we have lost seven horses and mules
last night we expect the indians have stolen them I1 almost feelebeele itit
my duty to return with the companies and see them safe through to
the valle 0 that I1 had my famelytamelygamely here 59

grateful for the good advice and kind feelings manifest to-
ward her clara responded to brighamsBrighams letter on 3 october much
of her writing contained thoughts about her husband and those of
the family with whom she was particularly close

my dear brigham with feelings which I1 never before experienced I1
writewrite these lines I1 feel thankful for the opportunity of sending the
same to you and hope they will be acceptable

I1 felt very lonesome after you left it seemed to me I1 was a lone
child though inin a pleasant land evry thing I1 saw reminded me of you
and your goodness to one who feels herself quite unworthy of it

belizaelizaueliza R snow sketch of my lifelire ppap 25 26 MS bancroft library and diary 8 10 september
232 3 october 1847 also roberts comprehensive history 329852983 298

bnghambangham young to clara decker 8 9 september 1847
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she expressed gratitude for her little house rooms in the fort
built by brigham before he left

here I1 can sit down and let my thoughts wander back to winter
quarters and fancy I1 see you surrounded by your family enjoying their
sweet society and they yours I1 hope so at least at such times when I1

am alone I1 can pray for you and feel quite happy though you be far
from me you are ever present in my thoughts I1 often dream of you
generally living my happy days over again but when I1 wake I1 find it
nothing but a dream and like a sunny morning the rememberancerememberance
bassethpasseth away but your kindness to me the past summer will never be
forggottenforggotten it shall live while memory lives with me

I1 hope mrs young mary ann angell has good feelings towards
me I1 remember her kindness to me I1 assure you I1 was glad to hear
that sister augusta adams cobb was in winter quarters how glad
I1 shall be to see your face again in this place I1 shall count the months
yes the weeks untill that happy time comes I1 am lonesome though
surrounded by friends I1 miss your society much

when I1 think of your poor health and the multitude of cares
you have on your mind togather with the long and tedious journey
which lays before you it casts a gloom over my mind and often my
feelings overcome me and I1 sit me down and weep like any child

clara closed her letter shortly after a visit from john young brig
hams brother 1 I was glad to see him he reminds me much of you
in his looks pray for me allwaysalawaysallways please excuse all my mistakes may
heavens choicest blessings ever attend you is the prayer of your
freind yours affectionately 116060

one of eliza R snows first acts upon her arrival in the valley
was to write eleven letters to loved ones in winter quarters among
these was a poem for mary ann angell which reflects something of
the close bond that existed among some of the wives of brigham
young

blessed be your habitation
the abode of peace & rest
yes with all that is a blessing
I1 would fondly have you blest

we anticipate the period
when you to the valley come
haste & leave your winter quarters
here youll find a better home 61

another close relationship had formed between eliza R snow
and margaret pierce who had shared the same wagon from winter

ciana60ciaraclara decker to brigham young 3 october 1847
eilzaeliza R snow diary 5 october 1847
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quarters to the salt lake valley eliza had suffered ill health right
from the beginning of the exodus and during the last phase of the
journey margaret had cared for her shortly after their arrival marga-
ret penned these lines to her traveling companion

I1 love thee and ill nvrivr forget
the time weve spent together
thro many toilsome scenes of west
and storms of windy weather

I1 love thee & my heart entwines
around thy noble spirit
may evrear ry joy on earth be thine
long life if thou desire it 6261

on 17 october a day too cold to go to meeting and having just
received a half pint of tea and a few dozen crackers from mrs pierce
and feeling greatly blest both temporally and spiritually eliza re-
sponded to the kindness of her sister wife

I1 love thee with the tenderness
that sister spirits love
I1 love thee for thy loveliness
Is like to theirs above

I1 love thee for the kindness showdshawd
to me in feeble health
when journeying on a tedious road
I1 prize it more than wealth

I1 love thee and thou shalt be crowndbrownd
with blessings not a few
joy peace & plenty shall surround
thy path like summer dew 6563

after leaving clara decker in salt lake valley and passing eliza
R snow and margaret pierce enroute there on his return trip brig-
ham young joined the rest of his family at winter quarters on 30
october 1847 he learned that in his absence two of his wives had
gone to st louis missouri to work and that one of them was still
there having been persuaded by a local sister that money could be
earned to buy clothing and supplies for the trip to the mountains
lucy and mary bigelow had traveled to st louis earlier in the year
with the help of local church members the sisters had rented a

ibid01bid 16 october 1847
gyl651ibid651bidbid 17 october 1847
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small room and found employment they soon discovered that it
would take all their earnings to support themselves while there
homesick and discouraged mary with the assistance of local saints
had returned to winter quarters almost immediately while lucy re-
mained lucy worked at several jobs in succession including ironing
shirts in a shirt factory ten hours a day she remained in missouri
until the spring of 1848 when word came from her father in winter
quarters that brigham had returned and was disappointed to find
her gone remarking that he would rather have given the last coat
off his back than to have her down there with this news after an
absence of a year lucy returned to winter quarters and arrange-
ments were made for her to go west with the rest of the family 64

on 26 may 1848 brigham started his final trip to the salt lake
valley leading a company of 1200 persons and 400 wagons accom-
panying him was most of his remaining family 65 his departure from
winter quarters was the fifth time since joining the church in 1832
that he had had to leave home and property little is known of fam-
ily details during the 1848 trip west john D lee noted on 23 july
that louisa beaman young was delivered of 2 fine boys which
verry much delighted pres B young the father of the children
who with his compacompanynyl roledboled on 3 miles 116666 of the trip emily
partridge later wrote we were more comfortably fitted out than
we had been at any time before but on account of ill health the

6susasusa young gates biography of lucy bigelow young ppap 222422 24 utah starestate historical society
65whenwhen brigham young left winter quarters inin 1848 at least three of his wiveswives did not accomaccod

pany him they became permanent casualties of the exodus or nearly so one of these was mary ann
clarkdarkoark powers unable to leave nauvoo at the beginning of the migration she had arrived inin winter
quarters somesoTesometimetime later only to become disillusioned apparently by not receiving the attentionattention from
her overworked husband that she thought she deserved still inin iowa inin 1851 she wrote to brigham
requesting to be released from him and among other things mentioned the bitter cup she had drunk
at winter quarters which she translated as a cool and distant reseption her associationassociation with the
young family officially terminated on 15 september 1851 when her request was granted mary ann
clarkdarkoark powers to brigham young 18 june 18518511 and young to powers 15 september 18511851

one whose reunionreunion with brigham young was delayed several years due to conditions attendant
upon the migration was julia foster hampton widowed when her first husband died inin 1844 julia
was married for rimetimerimetime to brigham inin nauvoo less than two weeks before he left the city having four
children of her own and no means of conveyance to the west she had remained inin nauvoo with a

promise that she would soon be sent for when several weeks passed and no word came julia accepted
an offer to live with her father inin jacksonville illinois completely severed from all communicationcommunication
with the saints she eventually accepted a proposal of marriage from an englishman thomas cole inin
hethe fall of 1847 being almost compelled to do so on account of having a family of small children

and no way of supporting them however after the birth of one child cole proved to be a mean
scoundrel abusing and beating julia and the children unmercifully and finally abandoning them for
Cqaq1afornialaforniafomia in 1855 two mormon missionariesmissionanesmissionanes sent by brigham young located julia and offered her
assistance in gatheringgathenng to the valley after being rebaptized she and her children crossed the plains to
utah there to be reunited with the brigham young family inin november 1855 brigham young
hampton family record and diary ppap 607560 75 MS

16 robert cleland and juanita brooks eds A mormon chronicleCb ronicle the diariesdianes of john D lee
184164iongiona3 1876 2 vols san marinomanno california huntington library 1955 1651 65
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journey was most unpleasant I1 do not wish to think of that timerimedime 116767

brigham young and his company arrived in the salt lake valley
on 20 september 1848 for practical purposes his family was now for
the first timerimedime all in one place although he would never be forced
to leave his home again he now faced a new challenge that of estab-
lishing his unusually large and complex family in a permanent home

emliyemily6ernily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 6
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making the world a home
the family portrait in drama

jean anne waterstradt

we are blessed to live in a culture that seeks to uphold
strengthen and ennoble mans oldest institution the family from
its very beginning the LDS church has embraced the ideal of the
moral harmonious loving home during the past two decades
when the assault on the family has grown so vicious and on occasion
so successful that at times its survival has seemed imperiled the
church has voiced its belief in the family in increasingly encour-
aging persuasive forceful tones indeed president david 0
mckays assertion that no other success in life can compensate for
failure in the homehomei has come to carry for concerned church mem-
bers an almost scriptural authority recently president spencer W
kimball has pronounced the family our chief source of physical
emotional and moral strength 2

in this context of mormonismsMormonisms overriding commitment to the
family I1 wish to explore with you the treatment of the family in
literature whether their medium is poetry prose fiction or drama
the greatest artists among the storytellers in western tradition or-
ganize their most significant and cogent statements around the fam-
ily because my special interest in literature lies in drama I1 wish to
look at the treatment of the family therein we may use the term
family in two meaningful senses that of the family of our imme-

diate experience and that of the family of mankind sharing a com-
mon heritage of similar emotional experience

family relationships have provided the structure for dramatists
from ancient greece to modern america the reason is simple but
fundamental the family is the microcosm within its bounds arearc fos-
tered all basic human relationships every strength and goodness and

jean anneannc waterstradt isis a professor of english at brigham young university this paper was pre-
sentedsemedlemed 6 march 1979 at brigham young university as the 1979 PA christensen humanities lecture
college of humanities BYU

david 0 mckay conference report of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints april 1964 p

spencer W kimball the ensign 9 january 1979791979 79
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also every weakness and evil of which human beings are capable orig-
inate within the family and from there develop and spread to deter-
mine the shape and quality of mans larger society within the fam-
ily circle a child encounters two formative forces the nurturing care
of the mother and the authoritarian demands of the father As he
grows older and strives to establish his independence the child has
the choice of two possible resolutions to his struggle for psychologi-
cal and emotional maturity a dominant identification with one of
these primary forces in the family or an achievement of harmony
balance through a synthesis

if we share arthur millers view of drama as being as total
an art as the race has invented 3 then we believe that what we see

in drama has a power over us unparalleled by any other art thus
those tender those brutal those loving those savage those sustain-
ing those destructive experiences we live through in that all
transcending group we call family are least ambiguous and most en-
lightening when they are patterned by a great playwright and if in
drama the families we meet are less than ideal less than perfect they
are all the more understandable to us fallible members of real fami-
lies through their flaws their errors their moral failures we begin
to perceive the ideal and if they sometimes rise to moral heights
they show us what we are capable of doing and becoming

miller asserts that
all plays we call great let alone those we call seriousserious are ultimately
involved with some aspect of a single problem it isis this how may a
man make of the outside world a homehon how and inin what ways must
he struggle what must he strive to change and overcome within him-
self and outside himself if he isis to find the safety the surroundings of
love the ease of soul the sense of identity and honor which evidently
all men have connected inin their memoriesmemories with the idea of family

I1 should like now to consider three plays disparate in style and
technique yet unmistakably bound together by structures predicated
on family relationships on moral issues that emanate from those
relationships and on the suggestion of that fine balance that har-
mony between the demands of the mind and the heart which is
mandatory to growth and success of the family the three dramas I1

will examine are sophocles antigone shakespearesShake speares king lear and
delNEldeimillersdellerslers death of a salesman as they explore moral ineptitude moral

arthur miller methe fanfamilyefflyffly inin modem drama modernmodem drama essays inin criticism ed travis bo-
gard and william 1I oliver new york oxford Univeruniversitysiry press 1965 p 232

41bidbidpybidppappp 222 23
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uncertainty moral collapse as well as moral commitment moral in-
sight moral action all within the context of the family as they deal
with millers ultimate question how may a man make of the out-
side world a home

ANTIGONE

there are two families to ponder in antigone 5 one crippled and
almost obliterated from the beginning of the drama and the other
maimed and decimated at the conclusion the first family referred to
is of course that of oedipus and jocasta his mother wife and their
two sons polyneicesPolyne ices and eteocleseteoclusEteocles and two daughters antigone and
ismene at the beginning of the play only the two sisters are alive
the second family consists of creon jocastasJocastas brother eurydice his
queen and haimon their son another son has died thus at the
beginning of the play this family is nearly intact but at the con-
clusion only creon lives we will owe our closest attention to the
triad consisting of creon antigone and haimon

the central conflict occurs as is common in drama between
members of two generations between antigone and her uncle
creon now king of thebes since antigonesantigonusAntigones two brothers have died
at each others hands antigone and creon collide as a result of the
way each views the deeds of polyneicesPolyne ices because polyneicesPolyneices has led
an army against his home city in an attempt to take the throne from
eteocleseteoclusEteocles creon in his first official act as king forbids the burial of
polyneicesPolyneices at the same time giving eteocleseteoclusEteocles full honor with a sol-
diers funeral antigone sees polyneicesPolyne ices not as a traitor but as a
brother and consequently chooses to defy the law she boldly asserts
that her crime in burying her brother is holy however ismene
laments

we arearc only women
we cannot fight with men
the law is strong we must give in to the law
in this thing
I1 am helpless I1 must yield
to those in authority and I1 think it is dangerous
business
to be always meddling

fitts fitzgerald prologue p 4611461

three translations of sophocles antigone were used dudley fittsfinspiusplus and robert fitzgerald trans the
antigone of Sophodessophocles new york harcourt brace & co 1939 reprinted inin dudley fitts ed greek
plays inin modemmodern translation new york dial press 1947 H D F kitto trans Sophodessophocles three trage-
dies new york oxford university press 1962 and E H Plumpplumptretre trans the tragedies of Sosophoclesphodes
london isbister and company 1865
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ismene has thus acknowledged that she holds the demands of au-
thority superior to the demands of love

we all of us have a role antecedinganteceding all others arthur miller
declares we are first sons daughters sisters brothers the con-
cepts of father mother and so on were received by us unawares be-
fore the time we were conscious of ourselves as selves 1361166 enveloped
in tragedy antigone motherless and fatherless is then as we first
see her a sister loving both brothers and acting in behalf of one
whom the state has denounced she moves in accordance with what
she calls the immortal unrecorded laws of god fitts fitzgerald
scene 2 p 473 but in her protective and holy concern for her dead
brother she becomes also a mother she is right of course when she
defies creonscremons edict in order to obey what she identifies as the law of
heaven in emily dickinsonsDickin sons language she upholds the divine ma-
jority of the soul she recognizes the claims of the family to the
exclusion of any others

however creon is also right in his insistence that the laws of
society must be upheld initially therefore he recognizes only the
claims of the state anarchy anarchy he cries show me a greater
evil this is why cities tumble and the great houses rain down
this is what scatters armies he is right when he asserts that good
lives are made so by discipline and he is right when he questions
rhetorically if I1 permit my own family to rebel how shall I1 earn
the worlds obedience fitts fitzgerald scene 3 ppap 480 479 kit-
to notes that creon has tradition and experience on his side and
that his maxims are sensible he emphasizes that creon has his
own honesty his own justification and his own sense of responsi-
bility 7

As king as uncle as father creon is naturally the chief figure of
authority in the play in his dictionary of Symsymbolsfolibolifols J E cirlot notes
that the father stands for the force of tradition he represents the
world of moral commandments and prohibitions restraining the
forces of the instincts and subversion 8 As he deals with antigone
steadfastly refusing the claims she represents the nurturing instinct
love the heart creon fully exercises that force cirlot identifies and
he continues to exercise that force when his son calls upon him to
moderate his stand to recognize that there are claims as urgent as
those he makes on behalf of the state

miller the family inin modem drama p 229
ah1hH D F kitto greek tragedy garden city NJ doubleday and company inc 1954 p 134

aj8j8 E cirlot A dictionary of symbols and2nd ed trans jack sage new york philosophical library
inc 1962 p 98
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haimon first greets his father with all the deference due him as
parent and monarch 1 I am your son father you are my guide
you make things clear for me and I1 obey you he tells his father
1 I cannot say I1 hope that I1 shall never want to say that you
have reasoned badly but he informs creon that he has heard mut-
tering and whispering in the dark about this girl and that they
say no woman has ever so unreasonably died so shameful a death
for a generous act fitts fitzgerald scene 3 ppap 479 480

haimon then pleads for a balanced judgment
I1 beg you do not be unchangeable
do not believe that you alone can be right
the man who thinks that
the man who maintains that only he has the power
to reason correctly the gift to speak the soul
A man like that when you know him turns out empty
it is not reason never to yield to reason

fitts fitzgerald scene 3 p 4811481

haimon is arguing that the heart has its reasons that reason does
not know 9 he continues his appeal with the famous image of the
trees

see how the trees that grow beside a torrent
preserve their branches if they bend the others
those that resist are torn out root and branch

kitto lines 699 7011701

the only response haimon draws from his father is an anger
bordering on madness creon subsequently strengthens his determi-
nation to continue the exercise of his authority when he once more
confronts antigone she reaffirms her obligation to polyneicesPolyne ices and
observes

what I1 did the wise will all approve
for had I1 lost a son or lost a husband
never would I1 have ventured such an act
against the cityscites will and wherefore so
my husband dead I1 might have found another
another son from him if I1 had lost
A son but since my mother and my father
have both gone to the grave there can be none
henceforth that I1 can ever call my brother

91319131aiseblaiseaisealse pascal pmsiespeweesdewees 227
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it was for this I1 paid you such an honour
dear Polynepolyneicespolyneiccsices and in cremonscreons eyes
thus wantonly and gravely have offended

kitto lines 878 89

understanding of a unique and tender family tie not stubbornness
or arrogance motivates antigone to reject her uncles demands and
to go willingly to death

it is teiresias the blind seer who first causes creon really to
consider what his decision against antigone means he warns the
king know then thou walkstwalkat on fortunes razoredgerazor edge plumptrePlumptre
line 996 and prophesies not many hours will pass before your
house rings loud with lamentation kitto lines 1042 43 then
creonscremons followers remind the king no single prophecy that teir-
esiasresireslresiaslasl has made to thebes has gone without fulfillmentfulfilment kitto
lines 1058 59 it is thus his followers who make creon understand
that ruin lies just beyond his unyielding stand that his prohibitory
powers might be destructive of the common good that authority
the state may not always be right when creon requests advise
me I1 will listen kitto line 1064 he has at last acknowledged
that the force which antigone represents must be reckoned with
that its claims are genuine creon yields and gives orders to set ant-
igone free from the tomb in which she has been imprisoned alive

creon has readily understood the meaning and uses of authority
but his comprehension of the strength of that other force love the
nurturing instinct comes too late when he finally understands that
balance is essential that authoritarian demands are not the only
claims legitimately made upon the family unit and the individuals
constituting it indeed are not the only claims legitimately made
upon the larger society beyond the family it is too late to save ant-
igone who has insisted that love has prior rights or haimon who
has preached balance to his father or eurydice who cannot cope
with the tragedy of the death of her second son when creon finally
understands the principle of balance the ideal of synthesis when he
finally learns that certain individual rights must be preserved that
they cannot be sacrificed to the group no matter how large or pow-
erful it may be an appalling cost has been exacted from members of
the two families

contemplating the destruction he has wrought creon declares
that my own blind heart has brought me from darkness to final
darkness fitts fitzgerald exodos p 497 in this powerful mixed
metaphor he confesses that a failure of love on his part has destroyed
his family and his happiness his reason has led him to support the
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prohibitions that are the prerogatives of authority to the total exclu-
sion of the demands of the heart perhaps he could not listen to ant-
igone for she was as singlemindedsingle minded as he but he could have heeded
his son who understood both positions who in his approach to the
terrible difficulty that beset his family had achieved a synthesis a bal-
ance lacking in the two people whom he most loved but when
haimon could not reach his father he forsook his moderate stand to
sacrifice his life for love

antigone is correctly viewed as a political drama with a central
struggle focused on the rights of the individual as they may conflict
with justifiable claims of the state but of course the play ultimately
passes beyond political statement we are far removed from the
greece that existed five centuries before christ from the golden age
of a remarkable civilization from the world of sophocles but what
sophocles shows and teaches us through the agony of antigone
creon and haimon is timeless and eternal and the lesson is
grounded in family every individual unless he is truly rootless ex-
periencesperien ces in his own context the same conflict that the theban uncle
and his niece undergo

KING LEAR

shakespearesShakespeares almost intolerably tragic masterpiece king lear 10

is like antigone organized around two families that become in-
extricably entwined as the drama unfolds As in antigone the fami-
lies are incomplete neither having a mother in the royal family the
king of britain is father to three daughters in the noble family
gloucester is father to two sons

in the opening scene we observe lear in action as both king and
father know that we have divided in three our kingdom he an-
nouncesnounces and tis our fast intent to shake all cares and business
from our age conferring them on younger strengths while we
unburdened crawl toward death 1138115811.381138 42 he continues we
have this hour a constant will to publish our daughters several
dowers that future strife may be prevented now 114411.441144 46 fi-
nally he queries tell me my daughters since now we will divest
us both of rule interest of territory cares of state which of you
shall we say doth love us most that we our largest bounty may
extend where nature doth with merit challenge 114911.491149 54 the

lo lowilliamwilliam shakespeare shakespeare the complete works cded G B harrison new york harcourt
brace & co 1952 references are to act scene and line
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key word the fatal word in this speech is divided and the question
that lear poses to his three daughters emphasizes and promotes the
idea of division in dividing his kingdom he inevitably divides his
family these two divisions eventually lead to a figurative division of
the universe

although lears plan does have some kind of reason behind it
his avowed desire to prevent future strife for example it is not
based on either true understanding or real love in bidding for decla-
rations of his daughters affection he sets up a contest among them
wherein he encourages extravagant inflated fawning statements of
emotion as the women compete for their share of the country whose
burden he no longer wishes to assume goneril claims she loves him
more than words can wield the matter dearer than eyesight

space and liberty 11.561156 57 regan professes herself an enemy to
all other joys which the most precious square of sense possesses
and find I1 am alone felicitate in your dear highness love
11.751175 78

when cordelia breaks the pattern by refusing to flatter her fa-

ther saying only that she loves him according to my bond nor
more nor less 11.951195 lear is at first incredulous after all he has
offered her a third more opulent than her sisters 11.881188 what
he fails to comprehend what it takes him prolonged anguish finally
to know is the nature of real love he does not understand that love
is not a commodity it is not measurable it cannot be bought and
sold brooks and heilman call lears attitude the spirit of calcu-
lation 11 lear does not know that true love especially true parental
love is unconditional his banishment of cordelia does rest on a
kind of reason on a kind of authority but it occurs mainly because
he understands neither himself nor his children he knows really
nothing of consequence of the parent child bond his rejection of
his youngest daughter for what he views as her failure in filial duty
and gratitude may also be perceived as setting a precedent for gone-
ril and regan it shows them how to reject a parent how to make
him an outcast how to deprive him of the sense of home when
goneril and regan come to power brooks and heilman observe
lears spirit of calculation comes to power with them 12 the lack
of balance in lears approach to his family then unsettlesunsettledun settles divides
and finally destroys his world ultimately balance is achieved in the

cleanthClcanth brooks and robert heilman understanding drama new york henry holt and com-
pany 1957 p 654

ibid121bid
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drama but the restoration comes too late for lear and his daughters
not one member of the family lives to experience for long the har-
mony the concord that is the result of the restored balance

while lear is unwittingly loosing the forces that will eventually
trap and destroy him gloucester is duped by his natural son ed-
mund into dividing his family too with almost ludicrous ease ed-
mund deceives his father and his half brother edgar and disrupts
their world gloucestersGloucesters tragedy like lears begins with his rejec-
tion of a child who edmund says has a nature so far from doing
harms that he suspects none and who is characterized by foolish
honesty 12.19612196 97 with the loyal loving edgar an outcast be-
cause of edmunds treachery and gloucestersGloucesters gullibility gloucesglouckes
ters world is wildly disordered seeing conflict and division all
around him he seeks an explanation he can only conclude that the
fault lies in these late eclipses in the sun and moon 12.11212112 like
lear gloucester is at this point morally symbolically blind to his
own folly he has not actively promoted division in his world but
he has easily acceded to it as he is manipulated by his scheming son

As soon as lear divides his kingdom and disinherits cordelia he
is doomed As soon as gloucester allows his family to be divided he
is doomed but as both men move toward their doom they begin a
purgative process that not only cleanses but also teaches teaches the
necessity of concord between intellect and heart the necessity of bal-
ance between authority and love

the division lear forces on his family includes a reversal of the
roles of parent and child the fool early points out that the king has
made thy daughters thy mother 1418814.18814188 he sees what lear does
not that arbitrary abdication of the parental role will lead to both
personal and family disaster once an individual becomes a parent
his life is forever altered nothing can change the fact or erase the
relationship lear has tired of his responsibilities as king and as fa-
ther he wishes to rid himself of the double load however he is not
weary of his kingly or fatherly privileges and seeks to retain them
without carrying the responsibilities that give him the right to those
privileges

lear thus begins his tragedy by rejecting the duties of both fa-
therhoodtherhood and kingship he has never really understood those duties
anyway in fact he has never been questioned or defied until cor-
delia speaks her truth to him without cordelia on whom he had
thought to set hislfislhis rest 1112511.12511125 he leaves his own home to live

with goneril but the behavior of his men causes goneril to com-
plain with considerable justification they create such havoc that
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they make her graced palace seem more like a tavern or a broth-
el she says 14.26614266 67 when she dismisses fifty of his followers
when she further narrows divides his already narrowed world con-
tinuing the process that lear himself initiated he denounces and
curses her and further divides what is left of his family he has one
other daughter to turn to regan but she says she will reduce his
retinue to twentyfivetwenty five she also humiliates him by directing him to
apologize to her sister his pride and blindness force him to turn
away from regan back to goneril because he still holds a quan-
titativetita tive concept of love since her allowance of fifty men is double
regans he reasons that she must therefore love him twice as much
as regan does finally the two sisters suggest that the king needs no
followers at all the end result of all this division is zero lears world
is now in ruins directly traceable to his division of his family to his
failure to understand and practice the principle of balance to appre-
hend the meaning of love

while the children in antigone probably stand blameless while
they attempt to instruct creon so that both basic forces in the fam-
ily love and authority might be preserved the children in lears
family stand culpable from one point of view even the saintly cor-
delia could be held accountable for part of the family tragedy the
elder daughters are guilty of an especially ugly degrading filial in-
gratitude they see in their aged father only a man who has ever
but slenderly known himself 11.29611296 97 only a man from whom
they can seize wealth and power upon his protest that 1 I gave you
all regan responds and in good time you gave it 2425524253242532425324.2534.2534255 his
cry how sharper than a serpents tooth it is to have a thankless
child 1451014.31014310 11 reflects the torment in lears microcosm his
call on the heath for the violent storm to crack natures molds all
germensgerbens spill at once that make ingrateful man 32852832.8328 9 en-
larges the torment to include the cosmos lear wishes for the de-
structionst of the seeds of life of all mankind the wish comes from
impending madness madness engendered not just by his own fail-
ures but also by the failure of his daughters to cherish to cultivate
the nurturing instinct to exercise the principle of balance goneril
and regan have exploited their fathers intemperance his lack of
self knowledge his failure to understand love their eventual goal is
to end his life

what of cordelia at the beginning of the tragedy she could
halt the disruption but does not by mending her speech 11.961196
she could forestall lears division of his family and let him unbur-
dened crawl toward death 114211.421142 but she refuses perhaps partly
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because she is young and she herself has a lesson to learn and partly
because she must be the instrument of lears change his redemp-
tion the means by which he is propelled to his moment of truth
when at last he understands what love pure and undefiled is when
finally he comes however briefly to that requisite balance that syn-
thesis that concord of apparently opposing demands

the relationships in lears family are complicated to a point
beyond those in creonscremons both because of the nature of the double
story and the presence of sons in law goneril and regan claim origi-
nally to love their father all despite the fact that they are both
married a fact that cordelia pointedly comments on when she says
to lear

why have my sisters husbands if they say
they love you all haply when I1 shall wed
that lord whose hand must take my plight shall
carry
half my love with him half my care and duty
sure I1 shall never marry like my sisters
to love my father all

11.10111101 06

cordeliascordeliahCordelias observation is sensible it suggests early that we must be
especially alert to the two elder sisters we must immediately ques-
tion their sincerity both as daughters and as wives however since
cordelia speaks of measurement half my love half my care and
duty11104duty111041duty 11104111104 the observation also associates her with one of her
fathers flaws his quantitative view of human affection

just as goneril and regan break filial ties and abandon filial re-
sponsibilities so do they ignore their marital bonds goneril wed to
the seemingly diffident eminently decent albany and regan mar-
ried to the brutal cornwall are both attracted to edmund they vie
for his love just as aggressively as they strip their father of his dig-
nity because cornwall is fatally wounded in his attack upon the
helpless gloucester regan has the freedom of widowhood in her
pursuit of edmund but goneril more determined more hardened
more original in her evil than regan poisons her sister and thus
temporarily gains the advantage

As goneril and regan deal with lear then with their husbands
and finally with edmund the contrast between their original vows
of love to their father and their deeds between their intent and cor
delias enlarges in wordless fashion behind the lines of the play until
it emerges directly when cordelia returns to the story summoned by
the devoted kent cordelia assumes the care of her abused parent
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and offers all my outward worth to whoever can restore lears be-
reaved sense 44944.9449 10 the outcast child dedicates herself to her
fathers care in the most obvious biblical echo in the drama she
declares 0 dear father it is thy business that I1 go about
4423442544.234423 24 when lear has slept the healing sleep when he awakens
to believe first that cordelia is a soul in bliss and he is bound
upon a wheel of fire that mine own tears do scald like molten
lead 474647.464746 48 and then to realize that he is alive and that cor-
delia is with him he has almost recovered he has almost learned
what he has never known before despite his many years however
there remains one more step to take before the recovery the learn-
ing is complete upon recognizing cordelia lear says to her if
you have poison for me I1 will drink it I1 know you do not love
me for your sisters have as I1 do remember done me wrong you
have some cause they have not 477247.724772 74 lear has not yet fully
comprehended the nature of true love he is still thinking in condi-
tional terms his spirit of calculation is not quite dead cordeliascordeliahCordelias
breathtakingly simple poignant loving reply no cause no cause
477547.754775 teaches lear his final lesson with the reply the ultimate
contrast of cordelia with her sisters is also achieved the ultimate ex-
ample of filial obligation and affection isis expressed furthermore
shakespeare here contrasts the cordelia who has suffered rejection
and exile the mature cordelia with the cordelia who could or
would say only 1 I love according to my bond nor more nor
less 11.941194 95 when at the beginning of the tragedy her father
ordered her to declare her feelings for him it seems clear that cor-
delia like lear has grown in understanding that cordelia like lear
has approached a balance formerly neglected because its need was not
understood

like cordelia the maligned and persecuted edgar also rescues a

faltering lost parent one who had turned on him as lear turned on
his youngest child but before edgar assumes responsibility for the
wretched blinded gloucester he plays a small role in the care of the
wandering king in his attempts to make of the outside world a
home lear finds his way in the storm to edgars poor toms
hovel on the heath significantly he does not enter it butbilt before the
hovel he encounters gloucestersGloucesters disguised son and observing ed-
gars utter destitution 1513 descends into total madness with the ob-
servation that edgars condition could have been caused only by the

harrison ed shakespeare p 1163
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cruelcmel treatment of daughters at kents invitation edgar joins lear
and his followers but doesdocs not leave with them when they depart for
dover

edgar is thus close by when his father in both physical and emo-
tional agony is thrust out of his own home to smell his way to
dover 5793579537.933793 94 his blinding says theodore spencer is the
physical equivalent to the madness of lear 111414 just as cordelia ap-
pears during the depths of lears madness to assume responsibility
for his recovery edgar now assumes responsibility for his fathers
wellbeingwell being during the depths of gloucestersGloucesters despair and his determi-
nation to commit suicide edgar tricks his father who had earlier
been tricked by the faithless edmund but edgars deception saves
gloucestersGloucesters life instead of jumping from the cliffs at dover
gloucester is tricked into jumping from a small mound and then
into believing that he has been miraculously preserved despite his
leap from great heights through this deception edgar who has not
yet revealed his identity to his father helps gloucester find the
strength to endure henceforth ill bear affliction till it do cry out
itself enough enough and die 467546.754675 77 he vows by endur-
ing he helps atone for unfeeling unfatherly remarks he has made
early in act I1 about the circumstances of edmunds birth for his
cruelty to edgar for the division he has allowed to develop in his
family because of his lack of understanding his lack of insight the
wronged child has once more led a parent to moral understanding A
kind of balance is therefore reached but enjoyed only briefly be-
cause gloucester soon faces death when edgar at lasts reveals him-
self to his father gloucestersGloucesters flawed heart burstslburstburstssl smilingly
53.19653196 199

it is still necessary for edgar and edmund to face each other and
in their confrontation edgar is triumphant the wronged son the
wronged brother the outcast defeats the agent of all his woesboes furt-
hermorethermore edgars conquest of edmund helps restore balance in brit-
ain for the treacherous edmund has commanded the british troops
against france and is in reality in control of the state with his de-
feat by edgar come a confession and a kind of penitence but not in
time to save cordelia and consequently lear peace is restored in
the state under edgar and albany the division is mended but that
unit lears family wherein the discord and division began has expe-
rienced only briefly a restoration of harmony a feeling of balance

shakespeare and the nature of man inin king lear text sources and criticism ed G B harri-
son and robert mcdonnell new york harcourt brace & world inc 1962 p 138
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before it is forever shattered however in lears simple pray you
undo this button 553095550953.30953309 with its echo of cordeliascordeliahCordelias compassion
we hear a renewal of the voice of tenderness and an awareness of the
possibility of release and spiritual communication

peopled though it is with nobility and royalty and set in a far-
away era and unfamiliar circumstances king lear is yet a contempo-
rary consideration of basic familial situations and problems totally
relevant to modern times is its almost microscopic examination of
the obligations of parents and children to each other of the disasters
concomitant with neglect or abandonment or perversion of these ob-
ligationsligations of the necessity of moderation and balance in ones ap-
proach to family difficulties of the real meaning of authority and
love within the bounds of the family

DEATH OF A SALESMAN

like the preceding plays in this discussion arthur millers
twentieth century tragedy death of a salesman 5 concerns itself with
two families A third family rests in shadowy outline in the pro-
tagonists memory once more the problems of division in the fam-
ily and the father who does not know himself lie at the heart of the
drama additionally false values capable of perverting and destroying
family structure underline the other troubles the play examines

when death of a salesman was first produced some thirty years
ago its influence so permeated the united states that one man
hitchhiked from california to millers home in connecticut because
he felt that miller had written his story that this new play so clearly
reflected his own problems and misery miller must surely have a
profound understanding of him personally

why does death of a salesman affect many readers and viewers in
such a peculiarly personal way it is about a huband and wife beset
with financial problems about an aging man who loses his job
about two sons who disappoint their parents about a world seem-
ingly indifferent to the difficulties of an everyday family the larger
outline is painfully recognizable to all of us we all know a willy
loman or we may even be partly willy loman ourselves

we first meet willy in the last troubled days of his life when
age has slowed his body and bewilderment at his disastrous business
trips and disintegrating family has clouded his mind As miller

15 15arthurarthur miller death of a salesman cded gerald weales new york the viking press 1967
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works back and forth between present and past we gradually under-
stand willys agitation his fear his growing psychosis

the loman family comprises willy linda his wife and biff
and happy their sons because miller uses the expressionistic tech-
nique of fluid time the flashback the probing of willys memory
we see the loman family that was in addition to the one that is
through the appearances of his older brother ben and the ques-
tions he puts to ben about their earlier life particularly about their
father we glimpse the family into which willy was born A third
family in the play consists of laconic neighbor charley who may be
lindas brother miller implies this relationship but does not make it
clear and bernard his son

willys entire life has centered on his sons particularly on the
elder one biff As willys mind recedes into the past we see biff as
a young athletic hero the glory of his high school team the envy of
his contemporaries the idol of impressionable young girls we also
see the sons particularly biffibiffs dedication to willy their hero
worship of their father happy is primarily a tag along a younger
brother living in the shade of an older brother whom he can never
hope to equal let alone surpass

willys goal for his sons is that they be well liked if one is
popular according to willy he will never lack for anything he
himself he says is a successful salesman because he is well liked
when he arrives at a business with his wares all he finds necessary is
to announce that willy loman is here and he is allowed to see the
buyer immediately being well liked according to the loman philos-
ophy is the only secret of success honesty ability training and
hard work have nothing to do with success only that nebulous qual-
ity of personality that causes the automatic smile and happy greeting
from the unthinking really matters

charley who runs a successful business is liked but not well
liked willy says bernard charleys son is liked but not well liked
biff and happy solemnly declare thus neither charley nor bernard
can hope to be anyone of genuine consequence in the early loman
world however bernard is useful to willys family because he is an
excellent student who can feed answers to biff during school exam-
inations

willys emphasis on being well liked his belief in the validity of
high school reputation as a foundation for adult life is supported by
a conveniently flexible moral code when without permission biff
brings home a football from the lo10lockerckeracker room at school willy not
only fails to reprimand him but comments that the coach would
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probably be pleased would indeed be inclined to congratulate biff
on his initiative he further encourages petty thievery by directing
his sons to go next door to the construction site of an apartment
house for enough sand so that they can rebuild the front stoop of
their home he also boasts you shouldveshouldve seen the lumber they
brought home last week at least a dozen six by tens worth all kinds
of money I1 gave them hell understand but I1 got a couple of
fearless characters there p 50

where is linda their mother when their father in effect directs
biff and happy in their dishonesty where is she when biff cheats
on tests where is she when parents complain that biff is too rough
with their daughters always she stands with willy as a loyal loving
wife with words of warm approval or encouragement her protests
about her sons behavior seem mild or else are overridden by willys
domineering personality

however in the older family the family that is when willy is
ailing and desperate she speaks plainly and forcefully to her sons

I1 dont say hes a great man willy loman never made a lot of money
his name was never in the paper hes not the finest character that
ever lived but hes a human being and a terrible thing is happening to
him so attention must be paid hes not to be allowed to fall into his
grave like an old dog attention attention must be finally paid to such
a person P 56156

it is a moving plea replete with pity and understanding and love
linda reveals to biff and happy her discovery of the rubber pipe

near the gas water heater in the basement and her unwillingness to
destroy it or face willy with it because doing so would insult him
she is fighting for willys sanity for his life with both maternal and
wifely strength it is clearly linda alone who now holds the decaying
family structure together

in the younger loman family however lindas influence is
minor willy appears to be in complete control her chief role is to
praise and agree not to make moral judgments or moral challenges
the label queen of bromides is perhaps too harsh for linda but
those who lavishly praise her devotion who see her as a tragic figure
or who judge her to be the quintessential wife and mother are not
altogether discerning

the loman family of earlier days is a united supportive group
true enough but it is guided by false values espoused by its chief
figure of authority the father and unchecked by any potent or sus-
tained effort by the mother there is no balance in the family the
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main force willy is unprincipled or at least misguided and he is
uninfluenced by the only person in a position to help linda loves
and nurtures it is true but her care is tendered to a group that
seems to have been on the wrong road all its life

A significant figure in willys excursions into the past is his el-
der brother ben willy was always second to ben just as happy is
second to biff but ben is willys key to his childhood and to the
material success willy longs for willys memories of his father are
vague and few all he recalls is a man with a big beard and some
kind of high music p 48 ben tells him their father played a flute
As he questions ben about the past he expresses his need to know
who he is dad left when I1 was such a baby he laments and I1
never had a chance to talk to him and I1 still feel kind of temporary
about myself p 51 ben has the answers willy believes

ben is also a model for the kind of success willy yearns for
incomparable wealth bens account of his good fortune however is
mystically vague befitting the fact that we meet him only in willys
memory when I1 was seventeen I1 walked into the jungle and
when I1 was twenty one I1 walked out and I1 was rich p 48
how and why did ben succeed when willy has not the chilling
scene in which after he trips biff he holds the point of his umbrella
over the boys eye and advises him never fight fair with a
stranger p 49 suggests very clearly how he has attained his suc-
cess he is a dangerously ruthless man still willy seeks his advice on
rearing his sons ben responds only youre being first rate with
your boys outstanding manly chaps p 52 brother ben is
scarcely a pattern for guiding the lives of a family yet willy
blinded by bens success and piqued by envy believes in him to the
end it is ben reappearing in willys deranged mind who finally
approves willys plan to commit suicide

the loman family that was that re emerges in willys dreams
provides most of the explanation necessary for us to understand the
loman family that is after many years of separation division the
four lomans the present family have reassembled under the family
roof biff the wanderer and happy the vulgar womanizer are
home their mother is now living in intense fear willys boss
howard wagner the son of the man who first hired willy as a
salesman has taken away willys salary and put him on commission
and then has dismissed him exhibiting the same kind of ruthlessness
that has made ben successful with his failure preying on his mind
willy makes repeated attempts to kill himself

when biff arrives home there is a surge of hope which soon
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ebbs the joy of reunion recedes quickly foror a few years after high
school biff had worked in new york but the restrictions of the
business world galled him now thirty four he has no roots he
drifts from job to job back and forth across the country ive al-

ways made a point of not wasting my life he reflects and every
time I1 come back here I1 know that all ive done is to waste my life
appp 22 23 happy works steadily but his chief concerns are au-
tomobilestomobiles and women he boasts of seducing the fianceesfranceesfian cees of his
friends occasionally he makes a financial gesture to his stricken par-
ents but his main goal is personal pleasure here then is the reality
of the grownupgrown up loman brothers biff the golden boy and happy
the tag along have grown into morally shabby adults biff for
whom his father had perhaps unreasonably great expectations is a
supreme disappointment

what happened in addition to what we have already noted in a
crucial memory sequence willy relives an episode in boston biff
needing his fathers help because of difficulties about high school
graduation has followed willy who is absent from home on a sell-
ing trip and finds him with a woman in a hotel room willys de-
fense that the woman means nothing to him that he was lonely
rings true and sad but it does nothing to placate or comfort young
biff

the dishonesty that characterized their early family life the
stealing and cheating and infidelity has proved the undoing of the
mature family biff wanders because he cancannotnot hold a job 1 I never
got anywhere because you blew me so full of hot air I1 could never
stand taking orders from anybody p 31 he tells his father dur-
ing the three months he had no address he was in jail in kansas
city for stealing a suit he confesses 1 I stole myself out of every
good job since high school not too surprisingly he also states
we never told the truth for ten minutes in this house p 131

at which kind of work could willy and his sons have excelled
we dont belong in this nuthouseouthousenu thouse of a city biff says we should

be mixing cement on some open plain or or carpenters p 61

willy has loved to plant and watch the growth of the family garden
he uses his hands skillfully he can repair and create with his hands
he might have been happy as a farmer or a carpenter but he has
spent his life pursuing wrong dreams and teaching his sons to do the
same

what has happened to charley and the grownupgrown up bernard
charley well understands the disaster willys life has become for
willy keeps borrowing from him and pretends to linda who knows
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the truth but says nothing that the money is his salary charley re-
peatedlypeatedly offers willy a job but willy repeatedly refuses out of stub-
bornnessbornness and pride and jealousy charley unfailingly charitable is al-
ways there when willy needs him it is easy to understand why
miller calls charley the most decent man in death of a salesman 5516111616

willy finally tells him youre the only friend I1 got isnt that a
remarkable thing p 98 the hardworkinghard working bernard is now a suc-
cessful lawyer about to argue a case before the supreme court willy
marvels and he didnt even mention it charleys reply sums up
the difference between his son and the loman brothers he dont
have to hes gonna do it p 95

even with collapse imminent willy still cannot let go of his old
dreams when biff suggests that perhaps bill oliver will finance his
and happyshappas latest scheme because he once worked for oliver and
oliver admired him or so his memory lets him believe willy grabs
the suggestion enlarges on it and causes his sons to enlarge on it
although biff finally pulls back in the same grandiose manner that

characterized the earlier family days willy has learned nothing
As he once more prepares to leave home biff tries to make his

father understand what his elder son has learned biff now knows
who he is im nobody he cries im a dime a dozen and so are
you willy resists with his entire soul 1I am not a dime a dozen I1
am willy loman p 132 who is right both are the kind of
self knowledge biff has earned is rare and valuable but the self
respect willy fights to hang onto is also essential the most impor-
tant fact that emerges in this final confrontation between father and
son is that they love each other despite old scars despite fresh
wounds they still love each other and it is really the knowledge
that biff loves him which leads willy to suicide so that in death he
can help his son through his insurance

although arthur miller claims that willy loman is filled with
a joy however brokenheartedbroken hearted as he approaches his end 17 many of
us might find the play profoundly depressing not uplifting in at
least partial support of millers view john gassner speaks of some
magnificence of spirit in willy loman gassner points out

willy fights for his family all his life carries on a difficult struggle for
sales long after he has ceased to be welcome in the market place and
holds on to an impossible dream for his son if in nothing else more-
over he is tragically impassioned as a father willy may be called a
suburban king lear with sons instead of daughters breaking his heart

arthur miller introduction to collected plays in death ogaofaof a salejSalessalesmannian ed gerald weales p 170
ibid p 167
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although obviously devoid of the splendor of shakespearesShake speares old man
limited as willy is by a small mind and by unelevated language he is
not conceived in merely pathetic terms

gassner concludes

he dies as a father not as a salesman this transfiguration of a man
who would otherwise have to be dismissed as a cheat and dolt endows
him with some of the magnitude we expect to find in tragedy 18

in antigone and king lear we can easily identify examples of
moral goals moral decisions and moral action in death of a sales-
man the task is complicated the loman family seems to offer mostly
negative examples the father the chief authority figure never un-
derstandsderstands as creon and lear finally do the mother the other major
formative force allows if she does not condone the questionable
values by which the family lives and develops she loves whole-
heartedly but whatever her influence it emerges too late A
ttwronged son does try to bring his father to moral awareness but
only after he has reached moral depths himself the ideal of balance
in the lives of family members and in family government and struc-
ture exists only in silent contrast with the reality of the despair and
failure of the lomans how should we view this family besides as a
negative example compassionately their troubles are too easily rec-
ognizableognizable for us to scoff at their plight is too familiar for us to feel
superior to them

conclusion
why look at only tragedies in a consideration of the family in

drama where are the happy successful families why not consider
the bright side of human relationships tolstoisTolstois famous opening
sentence in anna karenitakareninaKarenina provides part of the answer to those ques-
tions all happy families resemble one another but each unhappy
family is unhappy in its own way applied to drama this observa-
tion means of course that we may learn more from tragedy than
from comedy because tragedy offers a greater variety of experience
additionally tragedy inevitably makes a more memorable more
powerful examination of human difficulties even if it is true thathatt
the main appeal of tragedy is to the heart and the main appeal of
comedy is to the intellect it is still tragedy that makes us think that

john gassner and bernard F dukore A treasury of the theatre 2 vols 4thath ed new york
simon schuster 1970 21107
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causes us to contemplate that teaches us the most john donnes
dictum that affliction is a treasure19treasure 19 dramatizes metaphorically one
of the basic values of the tragic experience

the tragic dramas all centered on family we have looked at
briefly have shown us the power of the family over the individual
the distress and destruction the family can wreak but also the prom-
ise inherent in the family even when that promise is present in the
play only through indirection or merely in a triumphant moment
near the close

how may a man make of the outside world a home drama
shows us that the individual finds his way in the outside world and
his place there according to the preparation his family has given him
the family determines his emotional his psychological success in
that world if authority and love reach a balance in the family if the
individual is able to achieve a synthesis of those forces that control
him within the family if the family recognizes the need to preserve
the values and rights of the individual within the group if the fam-
ily rejects false values then a man may have the kind of beginnings
that will allow him to live knowledgeably perhaps at times even joy-
fully in the world beyond his mother and fathers home in the out-
side world of millers question

john donne meditation XVIIXVIP
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the prodigalsProdigals mother

elouise bell

pray you friend sit sit take this new cushion
goose down and very soft

youll not mind if I1 go on about my weaving
yes its as you say a household this large

sometimes imprisons us
As the meanest hovel cannot do
within without the kitchens the flocks
carding and weaving buying and selling
and of courseyoucourscourseeyourouyou know both sides of the loom about
servants which is worse doing without them
or dealing with them
well I1 tell you something sariah

you and I1 have shared so much
shall I1 hide any kernel from you now

I1 tell you this I1 am rapacious for the work
these ashen days
I1 devour whole mornings in the vineyards
outstripping the fastest girl weve got
and she knows it too and pouts

I1 tear at the afternoons work with both hands
till the sweat drops like water wrung out of a cloth

from the dye vats
late into the evening I1 gnaw at the shreds of whatever labor
I1 can sniff out in storehouse or smokehouse

granary or garden
and still the hunger is there the hollow gapes

no no nothing from him yet
of course we hope every day we hope
in fact when the last caravan went north
I1 weighted our agents palm with
well it wasnt copper
to seek out any news of him any scrap

nothing

elouise M bell teaches creative writing in the english department at brigham young university
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excuse me what did you
oh the other one
fine fine I1 trust hard at it with his father

in the fields
A sober boy that one youd almost call him sullen
not at all like
well here have some honey cakes fresh as fresh
baked them myself before this day was full term born
sariah oldest friend no mock honey ever oozed

from your lips
so tell me where was I1 amiss
if only someone would tell me
this endless chasing after maybesmaibesmaybes
like some dulled ox chained to his round
I1 fear I1 will end by wandering the hills
A madwoman in shreds and shards
maybe I1 didnt teach him well enough
in earliest days when he tugged about my skirts
always crying for dates and figs he was

but goodness knows I1 did my best
wine is a mocker I1 recited by day and by night
before the boy was scarcely weaned
he that loveth pleasure shall be a poor man

I1 quoted from solomon
honor the lord with thy substance and with the

firstfruitsfirstfruits of all thine increase
have we ever done other in this household I1 ask you
or maybe we were too hard on him these recent years
A new sprung man loves more than fertile soil

and swelling harvests
maybe I1 should have begged some favors from his father
A journey to distant lands goes far to slake

youthful thirsts
tell me sariah I1 implore you
what did I1 do what did I1 not

whats that sleep oh woman dont wish sleep on me
each night shows me more horrors than he could live out

in a lifetime
yet in my dreams I1 must live them all must see him
freezing and frying
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limp with starvation and bloated with wine
miserably alone and miserably companiedcompaniescompanied
his worst days cannot possibly outdevilout devil

my mildest nights

micah ah well ask the neighbors
ask the dozing ones in the temple courts
what woman knows her husbands heart
when he would have it hid
he prays it seems so do we all
from first light until last
stands often on the hill beneath the giant olive tree
look you now and tell me if hes not there
stands and rakes the landscape with his eyes
combing the highroad the footpathsfootpaths
oh sarelebarele to see that great man droop and slow his pace
and leave his steaming bowl half full
who once could outeatout eat both his sons
and twice their labors in the field perform

ah so soon verily can you not spare one more
turn of the glass

well the sands have run more swiftly for your company
dearest friend

ah yes yes do that sariah
do pray for me and mine
for our son for micah and for me
and should anyone ask you
tell them this
there can be starvation in the midst of plenty
the fields here groan with harvest
the vines hang heavy
the batted calf lows in its pen
but there is a hunger that grips

beyond the reach of these
yes yes we will still hope
every day we will hope
hope makes a thin broth
but it is all we have
farewell and his peace go with you too
his peace go with you
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the declining distinctiveness
of utahs working women

howard M bahr

looking back it seems that the american working woman has
come a long way since 1940 1 certainly during world war II11 she
entered the civilian labor force in unprecedented numbers and fol-
lowing that war did not abandon her work role instead womens
share of the nations jobs increased in 1950 one third of americas
women were working by 1960 38 percent and by 1976 the figure
had risen to over 47 percent in that year 40 percent of all jobs in
the country were held by wonwomenuenxen

along with increased employment for women came opportu-
nities to work in jobs formerly closed to them women became
more achievement oriented and growing proportions prepared them-
selves for the new occupational opportunities by going to college in
absolute numbers these generalizations are true there are more
women in college than there used to be and more women at work in
high status jobs but social change seen from the vantage points of
personal experience and the media often lacks comparative per-
spectivespec tive when such changes in womens educational attainment
and job status are viewed in relative terms as part of a general rise in
educational attainment and occupational status it becomes clear that
much of the accepted progress of women has merely been their
keeping pace with the general upward mobility of all segments of
society in many ways compared to men american working women
are more disadvantaged in the 1970s than they were in the 1940s

this study deals with utah working women about three
fourths of utahnsutahna are members of the church of jesus christ of lat
ter day saints cormonsmormonsMormons and the states people often are viewed as
distinctive as a consequence of the mormon influence the states

howard A bahr isis director of the family research institute and a professor inin the department of
sociology brigham young university kristen L goodman assisted inin the collection of the historical
statisticsstatistics cited inin this report

most of the comments inin this report about change apply to the period 194019701940 1970 occasionally
hethe author has been able to supplement census data with more recent figures and so some patterns refer

to a thirtythirry sixsix year span or a generation
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political conservatism the formal patriarchal structure of mormon
family life the larger families and the negative stance about wom-
ens employment outside the home taken by some church leaders
might all be seen as fostering a unique labor force experience for
utah women because it is so tempting to drag in patriarchalism or
some of these other factors to explain utah work force patterns
which run counter to our accepted notions of how the world has
changed and how women have been liberated a sketching of histori-
cal trends and utah national comparisons is a critical initial step in
this study

the findings reported here should make us wary of facile gener-
alizations about the distinctiveness of working women in utah the
excursion into the historical record will document at least three facts
that should be kept in mind as we consider more recent studies of
utah womens work 1 over the past generation the labor force
participation of utah women has become increasingly like that of
women nationally until today there is no difference utah women
are as apt as other women to work outside the home 2 the gener-
al types of jobs held by women have changed little since 1940 to the
degree that change has occurred it has been in the direction of mak-
ing utah women more like women in other states 3 both in utah
and in the nation the position of women relative to men with re-
spect to higher education and to participation in high status occupa-
tions has either remained stable or deteriorated true there are more
female professionals today but there are also many more male profes-
sionalssionals and in comparative perspective there are only a few specific
occupations where women have made significant inroads

TRENDS IN LABOR FORCE participation
early in this century utah women were much less likely to work

outside the home than were american women generally in 1900
only 13 percent of utahs women were in the labor force but the
national figure was almost 21 percent As may be seen in figure 1

although womens labor force participation increased slightly be-
tween 1900 and 1940 the gap between utah women and other wom-
en continued at about the same level with women in the country as
a whole being about 1.51515 times as apt to be employed as utah wom-
en since 1940 the difference has declined markedly by 1950 24 per-
cent of utah women were in the labor force compared to 29 percent
of women nationally and by 1960 this 5 percent difference had been
reduced to only a 2 percent difference in the late sixties the utah
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figure 1 female labor force as percentage of total female population for
women aged 14 and over for utah and the US by ten year periods
1900 19701970andand 1976

datadaca for 1900 1930 for the USU S represent women aged 15 and over and 1970 figures are for women
16 and over

US
utah

47

46646.6466
45

40

35
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25

20620.6206

20

15

130
10

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1976
sources

1930 US bureau of the census the labor force washington DCD C US government printing
office 1943 vol 3 part 5 pennsylvania wyoming utah table 2 p 649

1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 utah wyoming table 17 p 34 and table 18 p 35 part 1

united states summary table 16 p 444644 46 and table 17 p 444744 47
1950 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern

ment printing office 1953 vol 2 part 44 utah table 25 p 443044 30 part 1 united staresstatesstarcs summary
table 5050 p 1 99

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1963 vol i1 table 52 p 467646 76 part 1 united staresstates summary table 82 p
12131 213

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DCD C US govern
ment printing office 1973 vol 1 part 46 utah table 53 ppap 4612146 121 4612246 122 part 1 united states
summary section 1 table 90 ppap 1 3905903901391390113911 391591

US historical statistics bicentennial part 1 serlesseriessenes D 49496262 p 133
USU S department of labor bureau of labor statistics USU S working women A databookData book washing

ton DC US government printing office 1977 bulletin 1977 table 3 p 5

USU S department of labor bureau of labor statistics geographic profile of employment and
unemployment 1976 washington DC US government printing office 1977 table 3
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rate caught up with the national rate and for the past decade there
has been essentially no difference beweenbeleen the two

it might be argued that the increased proportion of utah wom-
en employed outside the home merely reflects the increasing urban
nature of the utah population in contrast to the national popu-
lation however inspection of state and national figures on womens
employment by locality of residence reveals that the tendency toward
congruity with national patterns applies in rural farm rural nonfarm
and city localities alike

city women have consistently been more likely to work outside
the home for pay than have their rural counterparts in the US as a
whole and in utah in particular the census figures on unemploy-
ment for rural residents are remarkably consistent with rural farm
women the least apt to participate in the labor force followed by
women who live in rural areas but do not belong to farming fami-
lies and topped by urban women whose labor force participation is
highest since 1940 the participation of all women in the labor force
has increased in fact rural women in 1970 were much more apt to
be employed than were urban women in 1940

theme convergence of the employment patterns of utah women
and women nationally is apparent in the urbanruralurban rural nonfarmruralnonfarm rural
farm comparisons in table 1 in 1940 more than one of every six

TABLE i1
percentage of women in the labor force by urban and rural residence

utah and the united states 194019701940 1970

1940 19501930 1960 1970

utah US utah US utah US utah US
TOTAL 176 254 244 289 32432.43245243 2.42424 96 34534.5545545963459634.596 41.54154159641.596415 41.4414414

urban 21721.721721 7 31.2312312512 28.1281 5323355233233.22 34.7347347547 3737557537337.33 4504343043o0 43.1431451
rural nonfarm124nonfarm 12412.4 20.7207207 177 227 254 288 35.4354354554 37.1371
rural farm 99 12.1121121 13.9139 15.7157157 233 229 309 29.9299299

agcdagad 14 and over 1940 1960 and 16 and over inin 1970
sources
1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 utah wyoming tables 17 and 18 part 1 united states
summary tables 16 and 17

1950 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment primingprinting office 1953 vol 2 parrpart 44 utah table 25 part 1 united states summary table 50

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment printing office 1963 vol 1 table 52 part 1 united states summary table 82

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1973 vol 1 panpart 46 utah table 53 part 1 united statesstares summary section 1

table go90
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utah women was in the labor force compared to one in four in the
nation the gap between the figures for utah women and the na-
tional rate was highest for women living in the urban areas and
smallest for rural farm women by 1950 the difference in percent of
women in the labor force had declined to 4.54545 percent and women in
both urban and rural nonfarm utah lagged about 5 percent behind
the national figures in labor force participation farm women were
still about half as likely as city women to have jobs by 1960 the
difference between utah women and women in the entire nation had
narrowed still further and for the first time a category of utah
women those in the rural farm category were more likely to be in
the labor force than their counterparts nationwide

the 1970 figures reveal that for each of the three rural urban
classifications utah womens participation in the labor force was no
different from that of american women generally and the differ-
ences by urban rural category were all less than 2 percent thus
whether we consider women in cities in farming areas or in non-
farm rural settings the finding is the same between 1940 and 1970
utah women entered the labor force faster than american women as
a whole not only did they keep pace with the national trend toward
increased participation of women in the labor force but they also
closed the employment gap which existed in 1940

if the trends which have affected the employment of women in
the country as a whole had influenced utah women to the same de-
gree as women elsewhere the differential between utah women and
other women would have remained even although the absolute rates
of participation would have increased for both groups instead not
only did utah women enter the labor force in numbers large enough
to maintain the states position relative to the increasing national
rate but the gap between utah women and other women dis-
appeared entirely

along with the increase in the percentage of women employed
has come an increase in part time work census figures on part time
employment are not available for all working women but for one
segment of the population the young adult category including
women up to age twenty seven or thirty four there are published
figures which permit utah national comparisons As may be seen in
table 2 the proportion of employed women working full time
thirty five hours or more per week has shown a consistent decline

over the thirty year period in both utah and the US as a whole
in 1940 85 percent of utah women who worked were employed

full time by 1950 this figure had dropped to 72 percent and then to
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60 percent in 1960 and 57 percent in 1970 the figures for the na-
tion as a whole show a comparable decline going from 82 percent in
1940 to 67 percent in 1970 in other words four fifths of the em-
ployed women used to work full time but by 1970 among women
under thirty five only about two thirds in the nation and just over
half in utah worked full time since 1950 utah women who work
have been consistently more apt to work part time than have their
counterparts in the nation

TABLE 2
young adult womens employment status and hours worked

utah and the united states 194019701940 1970

1940 1950 1960 1970

utah US utah US utah US utah US

number inin
labor force 33888 12845259 23700 6021945 41466 8462195 70397 12944539

percentage inin
labor force 176 254 259 325 309 337 431 454

total at work
during census
week 25276 9515593 21030 5272355 37889 7622993 63638 11624139

percentage working
1141 14 hours 28028 28b28 120 515 1 206 1269612.696126 166 110
15 34 hours 127 152 155 132 195 160 262 220
35 hours or

more 845 820 725 81781 7 595 714 572 670

194011940 14 years and older 1950 14 29 years 1960 14 34 years civilian labor force 1970 163416 34
years civilian labor force

bbl9401940 category listed was under 14 hours
sousourcesacesrces
1940 US bureau of the census the labor force washington DC US government printing

office 1943 vol 3 part 5 pennsylvania wyoming utah table 22 p 695 part 1 united states
summary table 85 p 258

1950 USU S bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1952 vol 2 part 44 utah table 71 p 449744 97 part 1 united states summary
table 122 p 1 258

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics odtheoftheof rhethe population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1964 vol 1 part 46 utah table 117 p 4619646 196 panpart 1 united states sum
mary table 197 p 15071 507

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
mentmenc printing office 1973 vol 1 part 46 utah table 166 p 46 356 partpan 1 united states sum
mary section 2 table 217 p 1 693

preparation FOR WORK
TRENDS IN educational attainment

utah women are better educated than women in the country as a
whole however these differences also seem to be declining in 1940
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among women aged twentyfivetwenty five and over the median numnumberber of
years of school completed was 10.4104104 for utah women and 8.78787 for US
women by 1950 the difference had increased slightly and the aver-
age utah woman had completed high school median years school-
ing 12.0120120 while the average american woman had only 9.69696gg years
of schooling the 1960 census revealed that women nationally were
beginning to close the gap with the median of 10.9109109log years completed
as compared to 12.2122 for utah women by 1970 the median figure for
utah women was 12.4124 up only 4.4 from 1950 while that for US
women as a whole was 12.1121 thus as of 1970 the educational advan-
tage utah women had formerly possessed over women nationally was
largely gone

this finding of the declining distinctiveness of utah women
does not appear however if we examine figures on college atten-
dance utah continues to maintain a sizable advantage in proportion
of women attending college in 1940 one out of six utah women
aged twentyfivetwenty five and over had attended at least one year of college
compared to one out of ten nationally by 1950 the utah figure had
jumped to one out of five compared to one of eight nationally 19.6196
percent vs 12.9129 percent in i9601960 21.8218218 percent of utah women had
completed at least one year of college compared to 14.8148148 percent
among other women and in 1970 the comparable figures were 26.6266266

percent as compared to 18.7187187 percent
thus while the difference in median number of years of educa-

tion has almost disappeared utah women continue to be enrolled
more frequently in college and to be college graduates in fact their
advantage in proportion of women completing four or more years of
college has increased in 1940 4.74747 percent of utah women had com-
pleted college compared to 3.8383858 percent for women nationally an ad-
vantage for utah women of 0.90909og percent in 1950 the difference re-
mained at about the same level with 6.06060go percent of utah women
having graduated as compared to 5.25252 percent but in 1960 for the
first time in the thirty year period the difference between utah
women and other women in the percent completing four or more
years of college surpassed 1 percent 717.171 percent for utah women
compared to 585.858 percent for all women and the difference increased
to 151.515 percent in 1970 96gg9.696 percent versus 8.18181 percent respectively
despite a national trend toward increased education for women
which has raised the national median to near the level for utah
women in the highest categories of educational achievement utah
women have not only maintained their advantage but increased it in
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1970 almost one out of ten utah women was a college graduate
compared to one in twelve for the country as a whole

although the percentage of women attending college increased
between 1940 and 1970 the national pattern has been for women to
complete fewer years of college than men As may be seen in figure
2 womens educational disadvantage has increased rather than de-
creased over the years since 1940 the pattern is consistent for both
the country as a whole and for utah and it appears whether we con-
sider proportion of college graduates or percent of the population
ever attending college this is not to say that the proportion of
women attending college has not increased markedly it has but the
population of men in college has increased at an even faster rate so
that the educational gap between men and women is larger in 1970
than at any of the earlier census years portrayed in the chart todays
women are better educated than at any other time in the nations
history but they continue to fall farther behind the men

the relative position of utah women in comparison to the
educational attainment of men in the nation as a whole is quite re-
markable when completion of one or more years of college is the
indicator of educational attainment utah women appear better edu-
cated than men in the country as a whole however they lag far
behind utah men in summary figures on participation in higher
education provide little evidence of womens progress relative to
mens over the thirty year period today the population as a whole
is better educated and women have participated in this general im-
provementprovement but when the increase in their educational attainment is
compared to the improvement experienced by men it is plain that
the disparity is growing iele that womens relative disadvantage is in-
creasing

the change in mens attainment in contrast to that of womens
is perhaps most dramatic with respect to college graduates in 1940
8 percent of utah men and 5 percent of utah women had graduated
from college A college degree was clearly an unusual achievement
but women were almost as likely to achieve it as men thirty years
later in 1970 the proportion of male college graduates in the utah
population was 19 percent two and one half times what it had been
in 1940 while among utah women the proportion was 10 percent
in other words in 1970 utah men were almost twice as apt to be
college graduates as were utah women while in 1940 a man was 1.51515

percent as apt as a woman to be a college graduate in 1970 every
fifth utah man had completed at least four years of higher education
as compared to every tenth utah woman
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figure 2

percentage of population aged 25 and over completing four or more years
college by sex utah and the united states 194019701940 1970
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THE KINDS OF WORK WOMEN DO

utah women used to have better jobs than american women
generally but that advantage has now disappeared in 1940 almost
one of every five employed utah women worked in a profesprobes
sionaldionalsionaltechnicaltechnical job compared to one in seven for the nation by the
late 1970s the job distribution of utah women had become much
more congruent with national patterns and one out of six employed
women worked in a professionalprofessionaltechnicaltechnical position this gradual
coming together of the occupational distribution patterns for utah
and the country as a whole is apparent in almost every occupational
category for example as can be seen in table 3 women managers

TABLE 3

occupational distribution of employed women
utah and the united states 194019761940 1976

1940 19501930 1960 1970 1976occupational
group utah US utah US utah US utah US utah US
professional
technical
and kindred
workers 18.9189189 13213.2132152 14.9149149 12317612.317612312.3125123 14.0140140 1309613.09613013.0130 16816.816890168 1579615.7961079615715.7157 16.3163163165 16016.01609616.096igo160 1

managers
and adminis-
trators 555.555 3.8383858 4.94949 4.3434345 4.04040 3.7373757 3.7373757 3.6363656 555.555 555.555

sales
workers 9419.41 7717.71 10.9109log 858.585 8.68686 7.87878 7.77777 7.47474 7.87878 6.76767

clerical and
kindred
workers 285628.56 248124.81 33033.0530550 27.3273273275 36.1361561 29.7297297 37.9379379579 34.9349349549 36.7367367 34.9349349549

craftsmen
foremen
and kindred
workers 0.90909og 1.010loio 151.5 1.515 1.41414 1.21212 1.91919lg 1.81818 2.42424 1.616lgig

operatives
including
transport
equipment
operatives 9.99999gg 18.4184184 989 8 19.2192192 8.28282 15415.4154 9.29292 14314.3143145 10.3103103105 11.8118

laborers
except farm 0.40404 0.909og09 0.60606og 0.80808 050.505 050.505oy 1.010loio 1.010iolo 1.111iili
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farmers and
farm
managers 0.808080 8 1.41414 0.50505 0.70707 03 0.60606og 01 02

farm
laborers and
farm
foremen 04 29 1.41414 28 04 1.111iili 02 05 1.3151.5131513 1.3131315

service
workers
except
private
household 148 11.3113113115 15.8158158 12.2122122 17.6176176 13.4134134 19.4194 166 186 21.0210210

private
household
workers 91 17.7177177 4.94949 8.58585 46 7.97979 1.919iglg 39

occupation
not reported 1.41414 1.21212 1.818 1.818 4.24242 575.757

these figures are USU S department of labor estimates which may not be strictly comparable to the
figures for 194019701940 1970 which are from the USU S censuses for those years

btheathethe 1940 census reports clerical sales and kindred workers as a single category the breakdown
here isis an estimateestimate made by dividing the 1940 total according to the ratioratio of sales to clerical workers inin
the 1950 censuses

sources
1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DCD C US govern-

ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 utah wyoming table 18 p 35 and table 19 p 36 part 1

united statesstares summary table 18 p 48 and table 19 p 49
1950 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1953 vol 2 part 44 utah table 28 p 443244 32 part 1 united states summary
table 53 p 1 101

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment printing office 1963 vol 1 part 46 utah table 57 p 467946 79 paapanpartparr 1I united states summary
table 87 p 1 216

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1973 vol 1 partpan 46 utah table 54 ppap 4612346 123 4612446 124 part 1 united statesstares
summary section 1 table 91 ppap 1 39213933921 393

USU S departmentDepanment of labor bureau of labor statistics US orkingworkinglV women A databanksdatabankdatabookDatadafa bookbanklaoklang washing-
ton DC US government printing office 1977 table 7 US department of labor bureau of
labor statistics geographic profile of employment and unemployment 1976 washington DC US gov-
ernment printing office 1977 table 6 and sources listed for table 2

and administrators used to be overrepresentedoverrepresented in utah in each suc-
ceeding census the gap has decreased and the 1976 estimates show
no utah US difference similarly the underrepresentation of utah
women in operative factory worker jobs has practically disappeared
in 1940 almost one out of five employed women were operatives
but in utah the figure was one in ten by 1976 the gap had shrunk
to only 1.51515 percent with operatives accounting for 10.3103103 percent of
employed women in utah and 11.8118 in the nation A similar con-
vergence is apparent with respect to womens employment as private
household workers and farm workers
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in most ways the convergence represents a relative increase in
utah womens participation in the lower status occupations and a
relative decline in their involvement in the higher status jobs where
the trend is not one of relative deterioration of position the pattern
is one of stability even among private household workers an oc-
cupationalcupational category that has experienced a drastic decline in numbers
of workers utah womens position relative to the national figures
has remained stable in 1940 one of every eleven employed utah
women was a private household worker and utah women were
about half as likely as women nationally to be employed in private
households by 1970 less than one in fifty of utahs employed wom-
en were private household workers compared to one in twentyfivetwenty five
for the nation thus as a generation before the proportion in utah
was about half that in the entire country

both in utah and elsewhere women workers are concentrated in
a few occupations and that pattern has changed little in the past gen-
erationera tion in 1940 well over half 56856.8568 percent of the employed wom-
en in utah worked in professional occupations or as sales and clerical
workers for the country as a whole the comparable figure was 45.7457
percent in 1970 these same three occupational categories accounted
for 62.4624624 percent of utah women employees and 58 percent of women
workers nationally and the 1976 estimates are at about the same lev-
el 60860.8608 percent for utah women 57.6576576 percent for women nation-
ally

not only are employed women heavily concentrated inin a few oc-
cupationalcupat ional categories but within those categories they occupy only a
few specific womens jobs among utahs female professional and
semiprofessionalsemi professional workers in 1940 over 78 percent were employed in
one of only two occupations teachers 54354554354.3 percent and nurses
24224.2242 percent these traditional occupational roles for professional
women have continued to dominate among professional women in
1950 44544.5445 percent of the employed professional women were teach-
ers and 22.2222222 percent were nurses comparable figures for 1960 are
43.8438438458 percent teachers and 19.5195 percent nurses and for 1970 41.8418 per-
cent were teachers and 15.3153153155 percent were registered nurses

the other traditional womens occupational category is that of
clerical and sales workers these jobs which include bookkeepers
cashiers office machine operators stenographers typists secretaries
telephone operators file clerks and retail sales clerks accounted for
37.9379379579 percent of utahs employed women in 1940 and 44.5445445 percent in
1976 comparable figures for the nation over the same time span are
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32.5325525 percent and 41.6416416 percent the single most common utah wom-
ens job in 1970 was secretary followed by teacher salesperson wait-
ress clerk bookkeeper cashier cook cleaning service worker and
registered nurse these ten occupations together accounted for 53.2532552
percent of all working women in the state

table 4 shows the percentage of employed women in these ten
occupations in utah and the nation for the 1940 1970 period for
each of the four censuses represented in the table these few occupa-
tions have accounted for between 53 and 59 percent of utahs work-
ing women throughout the entire period the most common wom-
ens job has been secretary and it seems to be becoming more rather
than less typical since 1940 the proportion of utah women who are
waitresses bookkeepers cooks and nurses has varied less than 1.21212

percent and since 1950 the same is true for teachers in the 1970s
utah women were somewhat less apt to be salespersonssalespersons than they
had been in the 1940s and 1950s and their employment as clerks had
declined substantially a development in contrast to their increasing
employment as office machine operators a trend not shown in the
table

utah US contrasts in these ten occupations are also of interest
note that since 1950 nurses have consistently accounted for about
the same proportion of employed women in utah and the nation
also not only have utah women always been more apt to be em-
ployed as secretaries but for this occupation unlike the others in the
table the gap between utah and the rest of the country seems to be
gradually increasing for most of these occupations the differences
between utah women and other women have remained at about the
same level the exceptions where there is a clear trend toward con-
vergence are teachers and salespersonssalespersons

although a detailed discussion of sex differences in occupation is
beyond the scope of this paper some of the most striking contrasts
should be noted first it is obvious that the range of occupational
opportunity is much more restricted for women women are con-
centratedcent rated in only a few occupational categories whereas men are
more evenly distributed across the occupational spectrum in 1976
over 36 percent of utahs working women held jobs in the category
of clerical workers and 35 percent more were either service workers
or had professional or technical jobs thus three fourths of the em-
ployed women were accounted for in these three categories in con-
trast the proportion of workers in the most common male occupa-
tional category craft and kindred workers was only 23 percent
and there was just one occupational category farm workers in
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TABLE 4
percentage of employed women in selected occupations

utah and the united states 194019701940 1970

1 1940940 1 1950950 1 9601960 1970

utah US utah US utah US utah US
secretaries 1299612.99612912.9129 899168.99168.98989 1259612.59612512.5125 96969.6969.69696gg 1429614.29614214.2142 10.9109109log 15017615.017615015.0150 105101059610.5105596

1

teachers
except college
and university 10.3103103105 7.07070 6.66666gg 5.3535355 6.16161gi 5.75757 7.07070 6.76767

saleswomen
sales clerks 9.89898 6.56565 10.4104104 8.08080 8.08080 7.17171 6.161glgi 5.85858

Waitresses 1 505.050 3.2323252 5.65656 3.8383858 6.26262 4.04040 545.454 3.7373757

clerkscclerks0 5.25252 6.26262 11.8118 10.9109109log 8.18181 8.28282 4.64646 3.1313151

bookkeepers 3.8383858 3.5353555 3.9393959 3.6363656 383.83858 4.3434345

5015.01 40d4
CashiCashierserse1 1.919lgig 1.21212 2.92929 2.22222 3.4343454 3.1313151

cooks 1.3131315 1.010loio 2.62626 151.515ly 2.72727 1.71717 2.72727 1.81818

cleaning
service workersfworkesfworkeworkersf 0.90909og 0.70707 1.111iili 0.80808 2.22222 1.717 2.62626 2.121

registered
nnursesu rsesarses 3.9393993.993959 2.62626926 2.82828 2.52525 2.62626 2.72727 2.62626 2.82828

TOTAL 54.3543543545 4019640.19640.1401 591965959159.1196 4719647.19647147.1 5699656.99656956.9569 4789647.89647847.8478 5329653.2965529653253.2552532 4394345943943.94399045990990

includes receptionists stenographers and typists
bincludesincludes bartenders and food counter and fountain workers
cmiscellancousmiscellaneous or not specified the decline between 1960i960 and 1970 isis attributable inin part to the

desidesignationnation of many more specific categories of clerk inin 1970
includes both bookkeepers and cashiers

cIncincludesludes bank tellers
fIncincludesludes maids cleaners and janitors except private household
gadjustedadjusted to exclude student nurses using the ratio of student to professional nurses inin 1950

sources computed from published figures inin the following tables
1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 urahutah wyoming table 10 part 1 united states summary
table 59

1950 USU S bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment primingprinting office 1953 vol 2 part 44 utah table 75 part 1 united states summary table 126

i9601960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment pnntingprintingpanting office 1963 vol 1 part 46 utah table 121 part 1 united states summary section 1

table 203
1970 US bureau of the census Characteristcharacteristicsici of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1973 vol 1 panpartparr 46 utah table 171 partpan 1 united states summary table
222
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which there were fewer than 6 percent of the male work force see
table 5

TABLE 5

occupational distribution of employed persons by sex utah 1976

occupational group men women
professional and technical 15691615.691615615.6156 16.3163
managers and administrators

except farm 14.0140140 555.555

sales workers 7.27272 7.87878

clerical workers 6.161gigl 36.7367367567

craft and kindred workers 23.3233253255 2.42424

operatives except transport 9.69696gg 10.3103103

transport equipment operatives 636.36365

nonfarm laborers 6.76767

service workers 6.86868 18.6186186

farm workers 434.34345 131.31315

TOTAL 999999999099999.9990 98.9989989

earlier we found that although more women are attending col-
lege than ever before their relative position with respect to the
educational attainment of men has deteriorated over the past gener-
ation A similar finding emerges when we compare changes in the
proportions of males and females in high status occupations figure
3 compares male and female participation in two broad occupational
categories between 1940 and 1970 for utah and for the country as a

whole it may be seen that the proportion of employed women hold-
ing clerical jobs has steadily increased in both utah and the nation
while the proportion of males in clericaljobsclerical lobsjobs has remained stable
womens increasing involvement in clerical jobs is not a sign of oc-
cupationalcupational advancement for these typically are not high status jobs

we must look at the professional category to estimate womens
access to the most desirable jobs the profiles in figure 3 highlight
the fact that relative to men womens proportionate share of the
professional jobs has decreased in 1940 utah women were more
than twice as likely as utah men to be employed in professional oc-
cupationscupations since that time there has been a continual increase in the
percentage of men occupying professional positions in contrast to a
slight decline for women on balance this means that as the entire
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figure 3 professional technical and kindred workers and clerical workers as
a proportion of employed persons by sex 1940 1976
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job market has become increasingly professionalized womens share
of the professional jobs has decreased at the same time that mens
share has increased markedly in 1970 for the first time the propor-
tion of employed utah males holding professional jobs surpassed
that for females 17417.4174 percent versus 16.8168168 percent

As is evident in the lower panel of figure 3 the same general
pattern applies to employed workers nationally although by 1970
the percentage of the female work force employed in professional
jobs was still slightly higher than that for males in summary along
with the increased employment of women has come an increase in
the proportion of workers employed in white collar and professional
jobs women have tended to move into the white collar clerical oc-
cupationscupat ions but their employment in the professional category has de-
clined in the state of utah and increased only slightly in the nation
as a whole while mens involvement in professional occupations has
increased dramatically the net result is a decline in working wom-
ens status a loss in relative position accompanying their increased
participation in the labor force they are no longer overrepresented
in professional and technical occupations as they once were

SUMMARY AND implications
we have documented the convergence in labor force participa-

tion between utah women and other american women between
1940 and 1970 utah women entered the labor force more rapidly
than did women nationally and as a consequence in the 1970s utah
women have been employed outside the home at about the same rate
as women nationally part time jobs are more common for women
workers than they used to be and employed women in utah are
slightly more apt to work part time than women elsewhere

utah women are also less distinctive in educational attainment
than they once were they still attend college more than other wom-
en but an advantage they once had in median years of schooling
completed has now disappeared when their education is compared
to mens both utah women and women nationally show a decline
in relative position both men and women are getting more educa-
tion today than formerly and when the mens increases in education-
al attainment are compared to the womens it is apparent that the
women have not kept pace

A similar finding emerged when we considered the types of jobs
women do although utah women used to have better jobs than
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women generally that is no longer the case with the increased con-
gruence in labor force participation has come increasing similarity to
the national female labor force in types of jobs held utah women
like women in other states continue to be concentrated in a few
1twomenswomens occupations their range of occupational opportunities
continues to be much more constricted than that for men and they
are concentrated in clerical jobs moreover the entire job hierarchy
has become more professionalized but womens share of professional
jobs has decreased in comparison to men working women in utah
used to be overrepresented in the professional and technical occupa-
tions that advantage has also disappeared as mens employment in
professional jobs has increased while womens has declined

the trend toward increasing female participation in the labor
force by utah women is a longtermlong term one and there is little likeli-
hood that it will go away in the foreseeable future the fact that
the labor force participation of utah women is practically in-
distinguishable from that of women nationally does not mean that
utah women are like other women in all ways for example utahs
married women are notably more prolific than married women in
the rest of the country but utah women are part of the same social
economy and the economic pressures the changing definitions of
appropriate womens roles and the opportunities for employment
that affect the nation also influence utah in fact in view of the
high productivity of utah women and the increasing economic costs
of childrearingchild rearing the strains of a regressive and inflationary national
economy may affect utah families more severely than other families

in other words not only are utah families subject to the same
kinds of economic pressures as families in other states but they may
because they have more children be subject to even greater econom-
ic strain one adaptation to such strain is for the married woman to
enter the labor force there is no evidence either in the national eco-
nomic outlook or in current trends in utah family size and expected
patterns of child education and enrichment that the forces which
since 1940 have pushed utah women into the labor market at a
more rapid rate than women nationally are likely to abate

accordingly it seems appropriate that we try as much as pos-
sible through organization and planning to minimize the negative
impacts of womens employment upon family life such preparation
should be conducted by individuals and families as well as by com-
munity and state agencagenaagenciesiesles itit might include the following 1 the
explicit recognition that inasmuch as almost half of utah women
work for pay the status of a working woman or working mother is
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no longer a deviant one in the statistical sense 2 a serious effort
toward reshaping occupational definitions to permit more part time
or variable time employment 3 an intensive effort by educators
and planners responsible for the design of vocational and professional
education in utah to provide the opportunities and encouragement
that will permit utah women who elect to enter the labor force to
do so in higher status occupations thereby maximizing their eco-
nomic contributions to their families rather than constraining themthernthenn
by lack of adequate training or by accepted definitions of womens
work to follow relatively low paying clerical and service occupa-
tions
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book reviews

FLAKE CHAD J ed A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 books

pamphlets periodicals and broadsidesBroadsides relating to the first century of
mormonism salt lake city university of utah press 1978 825 ppap
750075.007500
reviewed by russell T clement instructor in library science at brigham young
university hawaii campus

after four decades of sustained effort involving dozens of re-
searchers bibliographersbibliographers and the cooperation of major libraries uni-
versitiesversi ties and historical societies this long awaited bibliography is
now in print it is a great beginning in filling the acute need for
ready access to materials on mormonscormons and mormonism and should
become the touchstone of scholarly mormon bibliographies

A mormon bibliography includes over 10114 entries and has been
beautifully printed by the university of utah press after years of
typesetting and proofreading As it is limited to books periodicals
mormon newspapers pamphlets and broadsidesbroad sides pertaining to
the first century of mormonism it excludes newspaper articles pe-
riodical articles manuscripts maps and prints p x since there
were no criteria outlined for including materials not wholly on mor-
monism one must rely on fairly subjective decisions regarding in-
clusion or exclusion the editor explains that it depended on the
value of the particular book to the study of mormonism p xi

this massive bibliography was the brainchild and long concern
of the western americana scholar the late dale L morgan he also
wrote the introduction in 1970 it is appropriate that the work is
dedicated to him for his pioneering efforts and prolonged dedication
to the project

morgans introduction is an informative and delightfully written
journey through the last forty years of mormon scholarship and the
making of the bibliography after terming pre world war II11 utah
etattateaa sadly impoverished area bibliographically speaking p xvi mor-
gan chronicles his and others involvement in compiling the tool
beginning the preliminary work in 1942 by copying titles in the li-
brary of congress under pertinent subject headings he struggled to
delimit the project and first proposed in 1949 publishing a bibliogra-
phy for 1830 1849

the idea of a union catalogue of works on mormonism p
xx which format the bibliography partially follows was shaped in
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1951 when morgan solicited the support of the utah state historical
society in 1961 the committee on mormon bibliography was
formed and it oversawoversad the project until publication throughout
the introduction morgan details the contributions of numerous in-
dividualsdividuals and institutions who have advanced and restructured the
work

the editor chad flake special collections librarian at brigham
young university relates his involvement with the work and notes
the problems of amassing and standardizing the entries portions of
his preface could serve as a book review he is particularly candid
about weaknesses in the bibliography inconsistencies in format
problems with dating and determining variant paintingsprintingsprin tings and edi-
tions and the perennial bane of all bibliographies incompleteness
the editors preface contains much useful information and warrants
a careful reading by serious users

A mormon bibliography is pprintedrintedhinted on quality paper in a very
pleasing format but the blue cloth binding looks cheap and should
have been heavier the entries are arranged alphabetically by main
entry in well spaced double columns all entries are numbered with
apparently late inclusions noted by small case letters citations con-
tain standard bibliographic information and generally follow ALA
rules and procedures author dates are given only to distinguish in-
dividualsdivi duals with similar names for example joseph smith jr and the
joseph fielding smiths foreign imprints usually include an english
translation of their titles numbers in sabins dictionary of books re-
lating to america are also cited

reminiscent of nineteenth century primers a full page black and
white reproduction of an important works title page appears at the
beginning of each letter these are expertly duplicated and with
their brief captions serve to break up the pages of bibliographic mo-
notony although alphabetical headings run on the top left corner of
each page it may have been more helpful to center the right page
heading on the right side because main entries are listed only once
and subsequent materials and editions marked with a dash the user
occasionally is required to look back several entries or pages to locate
the author or first edition an index arranged chronologically by
date of publication completes the bibliography

although the bibliography is not and was not intended to be a
complete union catalogue listing copies held in all libraries it ap-
pears that throughout the years the major and minor bastions of
mormonism collections were repeatedly canvassed for entries an im-
pressive list of 200 institutions is given and presumably used in the
key to symbols section
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As previously mentioned the editors preface points out major
weaknesses in the bibliography undoubtedly omissions and bungled
entries will be found with usage A minor but striking mistake is

item no 7212 which is a work published in 1935 five years after the
cutoff date yet the significance of such a ground breaking biblio-
graphic tool should not be lost in minute nit picking A mormon

bibliography is the first comprehensive scholarly attempt at gaining
bibliographic control in the area of mormon publication but it is
only a starting popointint not the terminus both flake and morgan are
clear on this point flake mentions that supplemental volumes and
corrections will need to be published morgan pinpoints its value
precisely from here on it isis going to be a basic tool but other
tools must join it in the chest before mormon scholarship can be
considered adequately equipped for its job p xxiv the com-
mittee on mormon bibliography is already planning and gathering
entries for a subsequent volume covering publications from 1930 to
a more current date A mormon bibliography stands as the founda-
tion something that will be improved and built upon
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